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Abstract 
This thesis presents and develops a deterministic outdoor to indoor model as a prerequisite 
tool for efficient radio network system design for current and future communication systems. 
The research presented here has been directed at developing a modelling process, which is 
relatively fast when estimating the impact of propagation into a building. In order to achieve 
this, the proposed model has been formulated to include the effect of transmission and 
diffraction loss through different aperture areas of the building under investigation. In the 
modelling process the effect of reflections is not taken into account since this approach would 
have lead to the formulation of a complex ray tracing algorithm, which would have been 
power-time consun-fing with increased requirements on the environment accuracy and has 
been found unnecessary in achieving acceptable prediction accuracy. 
The approach followed here requires detailed information about the involved building 
interfaces but nevertheless remains versatile and practical to use since it approaches the 
problem in a more realistic way than empirical approaches. Depending on the information 
known about metal or other obstructions within the building, which would result in significant 
signal attenuation, contributions coming from investigated aperture areas may be also 
ignored, thus increasing the accuracy of the estimated signal. 
The importance of this research arises from the need for accurate and rapid outdoor to indoor 
signal estimation for optimum system design. Since the most efficient way to increase system 
capacity is by decreasing the cell size, in the near future, especially in urban areas, more base 
stations with smaller coverage areas will be deployed within buildings. Correct outdoor to 
indoor predictions would assist the correct integration of this kind of deployment with the 
existing outdoor cells. It could also assist investigation of possible interference between cells 
installed in neighbouring buildings and allow proper frequency reuse. 
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Chavter 1. Introduction 
I 
Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
Mobile radio networks have completely changed the way in which people communicate. They 
allow their users to freely travel within the service area while at the same instant they can 
communicate through the air interface with any other mobile or fixed telephone, use fax 
services, send email or access the internet. Future generation systems like the Universal 
Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) will support even more demanding services 
including real-time video. The market for portable communications is rapidly expanding with 
the users increasing at enormous rates with the need to provide coverage at almost all times 
inside and outside buildings. 
This enormous increase means that the biggest challenge for radio network operators is the 
increasing demand for network capacity. This means that better and more efficient radio 
network designs are needed to provide the required capacity. Many channel access methods 
like TDMA and CDMA allow higher reuse of frequencies [Kuc9 I] resulting in more efficient 
usage of the radio channels, but the most effective method of increasing the capacity of a 
cellular system is through reduction in cell size [Lee9l]. Of course reducing the cell size has 
an associated cost and therefore a trade off has to be made. The combination of this reduction 
and the previous mentioned multiple access schemes could result in more efficient radio 
network designs. 
The cell size reduction could mean that at some point, in urban areas, the majority of base 
stations could be deployed inside buildings. This possibility could arise from the fact that the 
most usual placement of base stations in urban areas today is on top of buildings. Due to the 
height and clearance conditions of this setup, the radio waves can travel unobstructed over 
large distances suffering relatively low losses. This could be a problem when trying to deploy 
cells with smaller radius in order to increase capacity by reusing frequencies. If the power 
levels of the base station are not properly adjusted, interference problems could occur. 
Reducing the transmitted power could partially solve the problem of interference but if the 
power is reduced too much, coverage problems would probably occur inside buildings and in 
heavy shadowed areas. In urban areas, where the need for capacity is more crucial, if base 
stations are deployed inside buildings and signals are distributed onto different floors through 
the use of directional antennas in a controllable way, the coverage inside and outside 
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buildings could be regulated thus creating cells of any size. Furthermore, this smaller in 
building (picocell-nanocell), deployment may be done in order to use the building itself as a 
partial screen to control radiation outside the premises. Additionally, microcells could be used 
in conjunction with these picocells and could be overlaid to provide coverage in other outdoor 
and indoor areas where appropriate. 
For correct deployment and integration of the above future or current configurations of the 
cellular radio network, reliable outdoor to indoor propagation prediction models are 
necessary. These models could be used to predict the losses suffered at the building interface, 
for coverage and interference studies. Furthermore they could be used in satellite and High 
Altitude Platform Stations (HAPS) setups to estimate again the signal attenuation due to 
building interfaces and subsequently incorporate these losses in the link budget calculations. 
Optimally any proposed models should be deterministic in nature and not empirical so they 
can be used more reliably at all times by providing only the necessary building and interface 
material information. Through this work it has been found that most of the necessary material 
characteristics are available in the literature although they have never previously been 
gathered together. In the case of building geometry and layout information these can be found 
in most cases in the form of CAD files. Although for empirical and sen-ii-empirical models 
knowledge of most of the above information is not necessary, in order to yield reasonable 
results, they should be used in similar areas to the areas they were developed. This action 
restrains the reliable and flexible use of these models. 
1.2 Objective 
The objective of this research was to develop a deterministic physical modelling approach 
that would be able to predict outdoor to indoor radio propagation in current and future 
systems. This was carried out by studying outdoor to indoor propagation and identifying the 
important mechanisms and conditions that influence building penetration. 
1.3 Novel contributions and achievement 
The following is a list of contributions and achievements that have been produced as a result 
of this research. 
0 Development of a novel deterministic line of sight outdoor to indoor model. 
0 Conception, design and development of a multi-branch dual band receiver at 2.4 and 
5.2GHz used in the mobile VCE radio environment campaign, with the ability to 
2 
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make simultaneous measurements in different locations, inside and outside a 
building. 
Successfully planed and carried out a measurement campaign at 2.4 and 5.2GHz, 
including different outdoor to indoor, outdoor to outdoor and indoor scenarios in 
three different U. K. cities. The measured scenarios took place in a variety of old 
construction and modem office buildings. 
Filing of a patent on a low complexity, low cost, indoor mobile phone jammer. 
Proposal of a low cost, low complexity 'on frequency' repeater that could be used to 
extend coverage into buildings. 
1.4 Publications and Patents 
The study on outdoor to indoor propagation led to a number of publications. Existing 
empirical models were evaluated [COST231] for the purpose of comparison and a modified 
semi-empirical model was proposed [StaOO]. A novel deterministic outdoor to indoor model 
was proposed as described in this thesis and verified successfully through the measurement 
campaign carried out for the Mobile VCE. Main contributions to the Mobile-VCE work, on 
future generation communication system, were included in various documents, the final report 
and in a journal paper [SauOO]. Investigating the losses due to the building interfaces led to 
the conception and filing of a patent on a low complexity low cost mobile phone jammer 
[Sta. 9] that can be easily used to block mobile phones inside buildings. Other publications 
included the conception of a satellite channel emulator [Sta99] able to simulate atmosphere 
losses and Doppler shift. Other personal contributions were included in the following 
publications [FiaOOa, FiaOOb, LeaOO, Und98]. 
1.5 Structure of the thesis 
This thesis has been divided into 7 chapters, the first of which includes this introduction 
explaining the need for reliable and versatile outdoor to indoor predictions and hence the main 
objective for this research. It also describes the novel contributions, achievements, 
publications and patents that were produced during this research. 
Chapter 2 explains briefly the cellular concept and the main propagation mechanisms, which 
include reflection, transmission, diffraction and scattering. It then reports on the factors found 
to influence propagation from outdoor to indoors thus the received signal inside a building. It 
also includes a section with information on common building materials and their constitutive 
3 
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parameters for frequencies of interest. This is necessary information when calculating the 
theoretical loss suffered during signal transmission through the building interfaces. 
Chapter 3 analyses what happens when an electromagnetic wave propagates through an 
interface by solving the boundary conditions. This is done in order to establish a mathematical 
solution for how an electromagnetic wave is attenuated when propagating through an 
interface. Models for single and triple layers (double glazed windows) are presented 
considering a single reflection within the layer and compared with models considering 
multiple reflections from the layer. These models are then compared with actual material loss 
measurements to establish the accuracy of the different formulations. This is necessary in 
order to select the formulation that will yield the most accurate results for real building 
materials. 
Chapter 4 presents some existing outdoor, indoor, and the outdoor to indoor models used to 
predict outdoor to indoor propagation. The outdoor and indoor models are presented because 
these type of models could be used as elements of a more general outdoor to indoor model. 
From this section the most reliable model to be used as comparison with the proposed model 
is highlighted. This is the COST231 outdoor to indoor model, which although empirical in 
nature, includes at least in its fon-nulation the effect of the angle of incidence and has been 
validated and derived through a significant number of propagation campaigns. 
In Chapter 5 the proposed model is presented. Since one of the factors found influencing 
outdoor to indoor propagation as reported by different researchers in chapter 2 was the size of 
the windows, chapter 5 investigates diffraction at the window edges and proposes a 
mathematical model which considers both diffraction and transmission loss under an angle of 
incidence. An extension of the model is then proposed to predict propagation further into a 
building. Chapter 5 also presents the scenarios of interest where the proposed modelling 
approach may be found useful. 
Chapter 6 presents the measurement campaign carried out as part of the mobile VCE radio 
environment project and the different scenarios measured in Guildford, Bristol and Bradford. 
The system calculations and different considerations leading to the conception and 
development of the sounder that was used during the mobile VCE radio environment and 
terminals campaign are also included in this chapter. Results representative of different 
outdoor to indoor scenarios measured by the sounder are presented and compared with the 
proposed model and the COST231 model. 
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and provides some suggestions and insights into areas of this 
research that could benefit from further study. 
Finally the following infon-nation is presented in the appendices: 
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Appendix 1: 
Custom written MATLAB code for implementing the proposed modelling approach 
and comparing it with the measured campaign data and other models. 
0 Sample file describing the input parameters to the modelling approach. 
Appendix 11: 
CAD files of Guildford, Bradford and Bristol defining the origin point for the 
different cities' scenarios. 
Appendix III: 
Relative permittivity and loss tangent values for common building materials taken 
from the literature. 
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Chapter 2 
The Cellular Environment 
2.1 Existing and Future Systems 
2.1.1 The Cellular telephone system concept 
A cellular telephone system network [Mac79, Oet83] can provide a wireless connection for 
any user, which is within the coverage of the system, to the Public Switched Telephone 
Network (PSTN). Cellular systems can serve a large number of users over the area in which 
they are deployed, through the use of radio channels. Since these systems make use of 
specific frequency bands, dividing the area of interest into even smaller cells can increase 
capacity since the same radio channels may be reused in another cell. 
iii 
Base Station Base Station Base Station 
Le I 
msc PSTN 
Base Statio 
Base Station Base Station 
<- 
- qoýý --I 
Base Station Base Station Base Station 
qggýý qiXtf'ýtp 
Figure 1: The cellular concept 
Figure I shows the cellular operation concept. A cellular system consists of base stations, 
which provide coverage to their cell area. Base stations consist of several transceivers, which 
communicate through the air interface with the different mobile units in their coverage area. 
A mobile unit, which is another transceiver unit, will try to connect to the base station that 
provides the strongest coverage. After a connection has been established, the base station will 
connect the mobile phone through normal telephone lines or microwave links to the mobile 
switching centre (MSC), which connects the cellular system to the public switched telephone 
network. 
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Propagation environments are typically defined in terms of cell size, e. g. megacells, 
macrocells, n-krocells and picocells and terrain type, e. g. in building, urban, suburban and 
rural. Megacells include constellations of low (320-800 km) and medium (5000-13000 km) 
earth orbit satellites that provide global coverage [Moh96]. Macrocells usually cover areas 
having radii not less than I km with the base station antennas at 15 metres and more, well 
above the surrounding clutter [Gre92]. They are usually deployed in rural, suburban and 
urban areas. Microcells have radii smaller than 500 metres [Sar93], with base station antennas 
above below or at the same level as the surrounding buildings. Microcells are deployed in 
urban areas since with their smaller radii they can increase network capacity through 
frequency reuse. Picocells are usually deployed in buildings, and have radii less than 100 
metres. Some of the current and future mobile radio standards using the cellular concept 
include GSM, DCS, TACS, AMPS, and UMTS. A brief description of these systems is given 
in Table 1. 
System Multiple 
Access Scheme 
Frequency Band Modulation 
Scheme 
Carrier 
Bandwidth 
GSM TDMA 890-960 MHz GMSK 200 kHz 
DCS (Europe) TDMA 1710-1880 MHz GMSK 200 kHz 
TACS FDMA 890-960 MHz FM 25 kHz 
IS-95 (U. S. ) CDMA 824-894 MHz, 1.8-2 GHz QPSK/BPSK 1.25 MHz 
AMPS FDMA 824-894 MHz FM 30 kHz 
DCS (U. S. ) TDMA 1.85-1.99 GHz GMSK 200 kHz 
UMTS TD-CDMA 
W-CDMA 
1.9/2.1 GHz 
i 
QPSK 
I 
5 MHz 
I 
Table 1: Different mobile radio standards utilising the cellular concept 
Other systems of interest include satellite communication systems providing voice, data and 
video, HIPERLANS and DECT systems. A brief description of these systems is given in 
Table 2. 
System Multiple 
Access Scheme 
Frequency Band Modulation 
Scheme 
Globalstar CDMA/FDMA 1.6/2.4 GHz - 5.2/6.5 GHz QPSK 
HIPERLAN 11 OFDM 5 GHz QPSK/QAMIBPSK 
DECT TDMA 1880 MHz - 1900 MHz GFSK 
Table 2: Other systems of interest 
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2.2 Propagation mechanisms 
2.2.1 Reflection- Transmission 
Reflection and transmission occurs after a radiowave impinges on objects (interfaces), which 
are very large in dimension, compared with the size of the first Fresnel zone. These interfaces 
could be buildings, walls, windows, doors etc. 
Medium 1 1'/ Medium 2 
Transmitted 
Incident ý .4 Interface 
Figure 2: Reflection and transmission of electromagnetic waves 
As shown in Figure 2, part of the incident wave is reflected away from the interface and part 
of it is transmitted through the interface (refracted). Reflection and transmission will be dealt 
in more detail in chapter 3. It should be noted that the different propagation mechanisms are 
ways of describing aspects of solutions to Maxwell's equations. 
2.2.2 Diffraction 
Diffraction occurs when the path between the transn-titter and the receiver is obstructed by a 
physical object such as an opening (aperture) or an edge. In case there is no obstruction the 
diffraction mechanism is not present. At the surface edge, secondary waves give rise to a 
bending of waves behind the obstacle according to Huygens principle [Kle70] even though a 
direct line of sight does not exist between the transmýitter and the area behind the obstacle. 
Diffraction is that propagation phenomena that explains the transition from the lit region to 
the shadow region behind the obstacle as shown in Figure 3. 
Upper shadow region 
Diffracted rays 
Screen 
Source Lit region 
Diffracted rays 
Lower shadow region_ 
Figure 3: Diffraction through a screen 
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2.2.3 Scattering 
Radiowave scattering occurs when a propagating electromagnetic wave encounters objects 
with dimensions smaller than the wavelength of the propagating wave (e. g. foliage, street 
signs etc). In this case the reflected wave becomes scattered from a large number of positions 
on the surface, resulting in a broadening of the scattered energy as shown in Figure 4. 
Specular Direction 
0i 
Smooth 
Figure 4: Surface roughness 
Ah 
As a result, the energy in the specular direction is reduced while at the same time the energy 
radiated to other directions is increased. The degree of scattering depends on the angle of 
incidence and the roughness of the surface in comparison to the wavelength. For a surface to be 
considered smooth the waves reflected from the surface should be only slightly shifted in phase 
with respect to each other. For a height difference Ah between two points on the surface, the 
relative phase difference (AO) between the reflected waves from these points can be calculated as 
[Sau99], 
Ao = 
4Ahir cos Oi 
A 
where, 
Ah : height difference between two points (m) 
A: wavelength (m) 
Cos Oi : angle of incidence (deg) 
A surface can be considered smooth if this phase shift is less than 90', leading to the Rayleigh 
criterion, 
8 Cos Oi 
If the surface is not smooth the amplitude reduction of the specular component can be 
calculated by multiplying the reflection coefficient by a factorf [Bec63]: 
-(4c, ircosO, ) 
2 
e 
2A2 
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where q is the standard deviation of the surface height and the surface height is assumed 
normally distributed. 
2.3 Factors influencing signals received inside a building 
2.3.1 Angle of incidence 
Material loss measurements recorded by different researchers at different frequencies have 
shown that the associated transmission loss for an interface increases with an increasing angle 
of incidence [Hor86, Bor98, Har99]. Similarly it has been found that the reflection and 
transmission coefficient of these materials, which can be defined respectively as the ratio of 
the reflected and transmitted electric field to the incident electric field, will change as the 
angle of incidence changes [Sat96, Sat97]. A possible setup for measuring the transmission 
loss of a material is shown in Figure 5 [Afs86]. 
Material under investigation 
Direcfional 
Transmitting antenna 
Turn-table 
Diýe-ctional 
Receiving antenna 
Figure 5: Possible method for measuring penetration loss under different angles of incidence 
This setup usually takes place in an anechoic chamber in order to absorb unwanted reflections 
that will alter the received field and often uses a wideband technique to distinguish the path 
penetrating through the material from other contributions. Directional antennas with small 
beam widths are also used in order to avoid diffraction effects around the edges of the 
material under investigation. 
Since in a mobile environment, the user is expected to enter buildings which are illuminated 
under different incident angles, the effect of the angle of incidence is something that has to be 
accounted for. Models like the COST231 outdoor to indoor model [COST231], include in 
their formulation in an empirical way, the effect of this angle, where an extra loss factor is 
added to the loss under normal incidence for non zero incidence angles. A similar approach 
was also shown in [Hor86] for an external windowed wall at 1.2GHz. 
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2.3.2 Clutter within the building 
It has been shown that, when the transmitting and receiving antennas are located in the clear 
space W [Ber94] as defined in Figure 7, the path loss mechanism can be understood in terms 
of the first Fresnel zone ellipsoid shown in Figure 6. Fresnel zones represent successive 
regions where secondary waves have a path length (a+b) from the receiver to the transmitter 
which is nA12 greater than the total path length of a line of site path (dl+d2)- Successive 
Fresnel zones have the effect of alternately providing constructive and destructive 
interference to the received signal. 
r7---3 
Transm 
Figure 6: Fresnel zones 
Receiver 
The Fresnel zones can be considered as containing the propagated energy in the propagating 
wave. Contributions within the first zone are all in phase, so any obstructions which do not 
enter this zone will have little effect on the received signal [Sau99, Rap96]. 
If the antennas are close enough so that the first Fresnel zone ellipsoid lies completely within 
W, the fields associated with the direct (strongest) ray will not be affected by the presence of 
the floor and ceiling clutter [Hon92, Ber7l]. In this case the path loss will have the same 
dependence of UL 2 as in the free space case. The path loss is related to I/L 2 and not to I IL 4 
because of the lack of the reflection contribution due to the obstructing clutter and the close 
spacing between the antennas. Similar behaviour has been reported by [Laf9O] where it was 
found that when transmitter and receiver antennas are placed between 1.7 -2.5 metres, at those 
heights, small or medium size low-height furniture have little effect on attenuation. 
wE 
Floor 
Figure 7: Fresnel zone clearance 
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If now the distance between the transmitter and receiver antennas starts increasing, the 
Fresnel zone will expand in size, as a result of which the clutter of the room will be within 
this zone. In this case the path loss would be greater than that of the free space loss. The 
distance at which this zone starts being obstructed by the clutter is given by W/A where W 
(m) is the width of the clear space and A is the wavelength (m). 
2.3.3 Reflections and diffraction from buildings and windows 
Figure 8 shows an in building setup with different possible ray paths between the transmitter 
and receiver contributing to the overall field [Hon93]. In addition to the direct ray path 
(pathl), possible ray paths (path2 and path3) include diffraction around windows and 
reflection from neighbouring buildings. Depending on the layout of this setup, i. e., number 
and thickness of floors, clutter within rooms, distance and reflection coefficients of 
neighbouring building, it could be possible that path2 or path 3 could be a significant 
contributor to the overall field. 
3 
Figure 8: Reflected, diffracted and transmitted through paths 
The same assumptions could be made for a scenario where one of the two units is outside a 
building while the other is inside as shown in Figure 9. 
Mobile t 
Figure 9: Transmitted through and diffracted paths 
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With a mobile user either approaching a building where a system antenna is installed inside or 
moving into the building while coverage will be provided from outside, it is evident that the 
ray paths could be either direct (path I), diffracted (path2) or if appropriate even reflected. 
Since the case of interest in this thesis refers to outdoor to indoor propagation with a line of 
sight situation, it will be assumed that in most cases only the direct rays are important and that 
reflected rays do not contribute significantly to the overall field. The limiting cases will be 
investigated with reference to Figure 10 and Figure 11. 
Tra Tran, c 
Figure 10: Free space loss for direct and reflected ray path 
In the first case the mobile user is moving along the middle of a road, which is 6 metres wide, 
separating buildings A and B. Assuming the transn-fitter and receiver have the same heights, 
one can calculate the distances for the direct path ray (c) and the reflected path ray (a+b). 
These distances are 6m and 10.4m respectively. This means that the reflected ray will suffer 
an extra free space loss due to the path length difference. This loss is equal to 4.8dB. On top 
of this, one should also add the extra loss incurred due to the reflection from building B. This 
reflection loss will depend on the angle of incidence and the constitutive parameters of the 
material. To investigate another configuration the mobile user is placed closer to building B 
(10cm). In this case the distance of the direct path ray (c) is calculated to be 6.87m and that of 
the reflected path ray (a+b), 7.043m. This suggests for the reflected path an extra free space 
loss of 0.3dB. Similar to previously, one should add to these values the loss occurred due to 
the reflection. Figure II shows another possible scenario where reflections can be significant 
contributions to the received field. This could be possible if the direct path (c) is heavily 
obstructed by internal walls or other obstructions while the reflected path is not and its overall 
loss is less or comparable with the loss of the direct path. In Figure 111 the direct path is equal 
to 18m while the reflected path is equal to 25.5m. This path length difference means an extra 
13 
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free space path loss of 3dB for the reflected path. If the total loss of the external and internal 
walls for the direct path is much more than the loss of the extra path, the reflection loss on 
building B and the penetration loss for the reflected path on building A, then the reflected path 
can be a significant contributor. 
Transmitter 
Figure 11: Obstructing the direct path and reflected contribution 
2.3.4 Floor height 
Penetration loss studies at frequencies ranging from 400 to 230OMHz have shown that 
penetration loss decreases as the height of the building increases [Tan93, Tur9l, Cox83, 
Wa183, We177]. A rate of change of 1.2dB to 2.4dB has been reported [Tan93, To192, Tur9l, 
Wa183] although for higher floors (usually above 5" floor) penetration loss increases again or 
levels off [Tan93, To192, Wa183]. Also there were cases where the rate of change was as high 
as 7dB/floor [Gah94]. Another interesting observation by [Gah94] was that at 950MHz and 
180OMHz penetration loss was lower by 2-4 dB on low floors for 950MHz whereas it was 
equal or higher than the 1800 MHz penetration loss on high floors. In contrast to this it has 
also been found by measurements conducted at 170OMHz [Ber92, Tai-98] 912MHz 1920MHz 
and 5990MHz [Agu94] that penetration loss neither decreases or increases as a function of 
increasing floor level. It seems that unfortunately, a direct comparison for different 
penetration loss results obtained by different researchers may not be applicable because the 
outside reference level has not been found in a similar way. One reason for this could be the 
fact that penetration loss will also depend on the position and nature of nearby buildings and 
14 
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effectively the illumination of buildings under examýination. The above can be explained by 
examining rooftop diffraction in its simplest form as shown in Figure 12. 
Tr 
X Receiver positions 
Transmitter 
d2 
Figure 12: Rooftop diffraction (left) and knife-edge diffraction representation (right) 
r 
When shadowing is caused by a single obstruction such as a hill or a building as in Figure 12, 
the attenuation in dB caused by diffraction can be estimated through the following formula 
[Sau99]: 
Lk, 
e = -20 
log 
Eý, 
= -20 log 
1F (v) 
Ei 
where Ed is the diffracted field, Ej is the incident field, and 
- 
jTt 2 
2 
ýdt 
with 
h2 
(dl'+ d2 
Adjd2 
where, 
Edoe 
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Excess height of the edge above the straight line from transmitter to receiver 
field points (m) 
A: Wavelength (m) 
II djqd2 As defined in Figure 12 (right) (m) 
Furthermore it has been also reported that nearby buildings could block or reflect the signal 
into different floors of the building under investigation [Gah94, Tan93, Tur9l, WaI83]. 
2.3.5 Number of windows, size of rooms and wall construction 
It has also been noted that another important factor is the internal construction and size of the 
penetration side (room) under investigation. Other important factors influencing penetration 
and effectively overall path loss is the number and size of windows that exist at the 
illuminated building because they provide a low attenuation path. Also insulation used in 
walls can play an important part in radio wave attenuation since transmission of 
electromagnetic waves through walls is an important mode of penetration [Durg98, Tur9l, 
Mol9 I, Cox83, Wa183, We177]. 
2.3.6 Frequency dependence 
Some residential radio penetration studies at 912MHz, 1920MHz and 5990MHz have shown 
that penetration loss increases as the frequency increases [AgU94]. In contrast to this it has 
been also reported that penetration loss decreases with increasing frequency. These 
measurements were contacted at 35MHz and 150MHz [Rice59], 441MHz, 90OMHz and 
140OMHz [Tur88, Tur9l], 880MHz and 1922MHz [Tan93], 90OMHz, 180OMHz and 
230OMHz [To192]. From this it is obvious that there are also other important aspects 
influencing penetration loss and these could be a combination of the different factors 
mentioned in this section. 
2.3.7 Moisture effect on materials 
Common building materials like wood brick and cement are more susceptible to absorbing 
moisture (water) than glass. The general trend that has been reported under water absorption 
is that tangent loss and relative pernuttivity increases [Has64, Sha65, Tor93], resulting in 
increased losses compared with the dry case. More details will be given in the following 
section, 2.4, where each material category will be investigated separately. 
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2.4 Investigating building materials (Material Database) 
The purpose of this section is to investigate the most common building materials as a 
prerequisite of theoretically calculating transmission or reflection loss. Constitutive 
parameters measured by different researchers for different materials and frequencies are 
reported. These constitutive parameters are used to characterise the electrical properties of the 
involved material (i. e. dielectrics, conductors etc. ). These parameters are the electrical 
permittivity e (F/m), permeabilityp (H/m) and conductivity u(S/m). The classification can be 
done by evaluating the (a12#E) 2 ratio wheref is the frequency of operation (Hz). If this ratio 
is >>I the medium under investigation can be classified as a conductor, while if it is <<I the 
medium can be classified as a dielectric [Bal89, Kra99]. Evaluating the above ratio for 
common materials (glass, clay, brick, soil, wood etc. ) reveals that these materials fall into the 
dielectric category so subsequent analysis would be based on this assumption. 
Since most of the materials would be analysed as dielectrics, the dielectric losses of these 
materials can be included in the formulation via the complex dielectric constant, 
1-j e= -c'(1 -j tan o5) = e' 1-i 
a Ecomplex :- IF ý- j'F "= '6 "EI 
e'27rf Eo 
In the above formula,. C' represents the real part of the relative permittivity, CO is a constant, 
. 60 = 8.854x 
10-12 (F/m) and tan o5 is the loss tangent at the frequency of interest. 
Information presented in this chapter is crucial since any deterministic model should be able 
to use the reported constitutive parameters from the literature, in order to avoid measuring this 
data for the specific frequencies and sites of interest. Because of the variety of different 
chemical compositions of different materials, there would be cases where in order for the 
prediction process to be successful, information on the material composition would be 
necessary. Thus examining and reporting on a range of commonly used materials and 
compositions is of prime importance because it reveals the loss trends of different 
compositions. 
2.4.1 Sand, Bricks and Cement 
Information and examination of sand, bricks and cement parameters will be presented in the 
same section since these materials are frequently used for the construction of external walls. 
Parameters presented and discussed here will cover the VHF, UHF and microwave range 
since these are the frequencies of interest. For lower frequencies one should consult the 
literature and appendix Ill. 
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Material Permittivity and loss tangent at frequency of interest Reference 
0.3GHz 3GHz IOGHz 
Sandy soil e, =2.55 e, =2.55 e, =2.53 [Hip951 
Dry tang--0.01 tan&-0.0062 tan&--0.0036 
Sandy soil E, =2.50 e, =2.50 e, =2.50 [Hip95] 
2.18% m. c. tan&--0.026 tang--0.03 tang--0.065 
Sandy soil E, =4.50 E, =4.40 e, =3.60 [Hip95] 
3.88% m. c. tan&--0.03 tan&--0.046 tan 
&-0.12 
Sandy soil E, =20 E, =20 E, =20 [Hip95] 
16.8% m. c. tan&--0.03 tan&--0.13 tan&--0.29 
Table 3: Permittivity and loss tangent parameters for soil 
Table 3 shows the permittivity and loss tangent change for sandy soil for frequencies ranging 
from 300 MHz to 10 GHz. It should be observed that, for dry conditions, pern-tittivity has 
almost a constant value while loss tangent decreases with increasing frequency. This is not the 
case when the same parameters are measured under moisture conditions. For moisture 
contents of 2.18% although permittivity is around the same value, loss tangent starts 
increasing with increasing frequency. With moisture contents of 3.88% and 16.8% both 
permittivity and loss tangent have been increased compared with the previous cases. 
Especially for the latter case, permittivity increases by eight times compared with the dry 
case. Similar behaviour as above is observed for loamy and clay soil for both dry and 
moisture conditions [Hip95]. 
Figures 13-15 have been constructed from measured data taken from [Has64]. These graphs 
reveal the general trend of the real and imaginary part of the complex permittivity for 
different brick types loaded with water. In [Has64] and [Sha65], theoretical ways are also 
presented to calculate the real and imaginary parts of the complex permittivity for brick and 
concrete, yielding results that in most cases are in close agreement with the empirical 
measured values. 
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Real part of comDleX Dermhtivhv at 3GHz 
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Figure 13: Complex permittivity of different bricks vs water content measured at 3GHz 
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Figure 14: Complex permittivity of different bricks vs water content measured at 9GHz 
Results presented in these figures were recorded for common brick types. These types are, 
Burwell Gault brick, Hamill brick, Leicester red brick and Fletton brick. The complex 
permittivity was recorded at 3,9 and 24 GHz for both dry and water loaded samples. When 
using these data, the practical case of interest is the one that refers to zero or small amounts of 
water absorption. This is because bricks of a real building under rain or moisture conditions 
will not absorb significant amounts of water. 
Real part of complex permittivity at 24GHz Imaginary part of complex permittivity at 24GHz 
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Figure 15: Complex permittivity of different bricks vs water content measured at 24GHz 
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From the plotted data it is obvious that for zero or small volumes of absorbed water, the real 
and imaginary parts of the complex permittivity at 3 and 9GHz are almost the same for all 
brick types. For the 24GHz case although this is true for the real part of the complex 
permittivity, although the imaginary part appears to be more lossy for the same set of 
conditions compared with the 3 and 9GHz case. 
As for the concrete case, real and imaginary parts of the complex pern-fittivity of different 
concrete mixes are presented in the following figures, constructed from measured data at 
frequencies of interest taken from different sources [Has64, Sha65, Wil84, Cui2K]. 
Concrete is made by adding water to a mixture of cement, sand (fine aggregate) and coarse 
aggregate. Hydration takes place between the water and cement producing a matrix of 
compounds known as cement paste. This matrix locks together the coarse and fine aggregate 
particles to form a material with considerable compressive strength. A concrete mix is 
normally defined by the mass ratios of its constituents: 
(a) Water/cement ratio 
(b) C ement/s an d/aggre gate ratio 
(c) Cement/total -aggregate ratio 
Data presented in Figure 16, Figure 17 and Figure 18 refers to the real and imaginary parts of 
the complex perrmttivity of hardened concrete. This data characterises the complex 
permittivity for different water-cement ratios under conditions of different water volume 
absorption. Results were recorded at 3,9 and 24GHz and as before the practical case of 
interest would concern dry or small water absorption cases. In this case and for the data 
presented in the above figures, the real part of the complex permittivity was found to vary 
between 5-7 while the imaginary part between 0.1-0.7 for the different cement mixtures and 
frequencies. 
Real part of complex permittivitv for different water-cement mixtures at 3GHz 
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Figure 16: Complex permittivity of concrete for different water-cement mixtures and water 
content measured at 3GHz 
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Real part of complex permittivity for different water-cement mixtures at 9GHz 
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Figure 17: Complex permittivity of concrete for different water-cement mixtures and water 
content measured at 9GHz 
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Figure 18: Complex permittivity of concrete for different water-cement mixtures and water 
content measured at 24GHz 
Figure 19 refers to data recorded for aerated concrete [Sha65]. Aerated concrete consists of a 
cement paste to which a small proportion of alun-tinium powder is added. During the heating 
process the aluminium is oxidized producing sufficient hydrogen to aerate the mix into a 
strong lightweight material. This is probably the reason why the real part of the complex 
permittivity for concrete mixture is lower than the rruxtures presented in Figure 16 and Figure 
17 for 3 and 9GHz. 
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Real part of complex permittivity for Siporex aerated concrete 
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Figure 19: Complex permittivity of Siporex aerated concrete measured at 3 and 9 GHz 
Figure 20 refers to data recorded for different cement-sand concrete mixtures at 3GHz. 
Comparing it with the data plotted in Figure 16 at 3GHz, it can be observed that similar 
results are obtained for both concrete types. 
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Figure 20: Complex permittivity of concrete for different cement-sand mixtures and water 
content measured at 3GHz 
The data presented up to now suggests that the complex permittivity of the concrete samples 
does not vary significantly due to frequency changes even over a wide range. It also does not 
change significantly for different mixing ratios of similar materials. It seems that the biggest 
difference observed is between hardened and lightweight concrete samples. All the above data 
presented up to now referred to non reinforced concrete samples. In the case of reinforced 
concrete, it has been shown that other parameters that can influence transmission 
characteristics of a wall include the square grid side length and the steel diameter used in the 
reinforced concrete. Even in these cases though, the value of complex permittivity used to 
describe the concrete was equal to =7- jO. 3 for 900 and 180OMHz [Ric2K]. 
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Measurement Frequency 
MATERIAL I GHz 57.5 GHz 78.5 GHz 95.9 GHz 
Concrete 7.0- jO. 85 6.50- jO. 43 - 6.20- jO. 34 
Lightweight 
concrete 
I 
2.0- jO. 50 
II 
- 
I 
- 
I 
Table 4: Complex permittivity of hardened and lightweight concrete at different 
frequencies 
All the constitutive parameters presented up to now for different concrete types do not vary 
significantly from similar values recommended by [ITU97] as shown in Table 4. 
2.4.2 Glass and Windows 
Glass usually occupies a significant area of the extemal wall of buildings, which makes it 
equal and in many cases even more important, than brick and concrete, with respect to its 
interaction with electromagnetic waves. Since, in most cases, windows will provide a 
relatively low loss path for propagating waves, describing glass with the correct constitutive 
parameters is an important aspect for accurately calculating the contributed field through the 
window area. 
The chemical structure of glass is constituted from a network of oxygen polyhedral in the 
centre of which, network-forming ions as Si4+, B 3+ , 
1115+ etc exist. Some of these polyhedral 
have comers in common forming other oxygen polyhedral networks with large open spaces. 
Depending on the chemical composition of the specific glass, these open spaces can be taken 
up by different network-modifying ions like Li', Naý, K, Pb', Baý', Caý', Mg" etc. 
The electrical permittivity of the glass has been found to vary strongly with glass 
composition. For fused silica glass it has been found to be around 4 [Ste57][Hip95]. The 
value for commercial glasses usually lies between 4 and 9. In order to obtain higher values of 
permittivity, network modifiers should be used, like the ones mentioned in the previous 
paragraph. In general PbO and BaO are components which impart high values of permittivity 
to glass structures. Under these conditions special glasses can be constructed having a 
permittivity of the order of 20. Furthermore it has been found that permittivity changes with 
increasing temperature and this is based on the fact that at higher temperatures the ions are 
more mobile [Ste57]. 
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Figure 21 [Ste57] shows the general shape of tano5 as a function of frequency where the 
magnitude and the minima and maxima positions would differ for different glass 
compositions. This general behaviour is in agreement with a substantial amount of 
measurements recorded for different types of glasses and frequencies [Ste57, Sha94, Hip95]. 
T=300 K 
cz 
Total loss 
Conduction loss 
------------ Dipole relaxation losses 
Vibration losses 
Deformation losses 
, 101 102 1()3 104 105 1()6 1()7 1()8 109 j(f) 1()111()12 1()13 1()14 
f (Hz) 0» 
Figure 21: General shape of loss tangent tam5as a function of frequency separated into the 
different loss contributions [Ste57] 
The value of loss tangent, tan8, is actually obtained as the sum of four different contributions: 
1. The conduction losses. These are due to the influence of an electric field force on 
the network modifying ions. Under this condition these ions move through the 
whole network thus giving off part of the energy obtained from the electric field 
in the form of heat. These conduction losses depend on the resistivity p according 
to the formula, 
Conduction loss= (2.2) 
2)r e eo p 
wheref is the frequency of operation (Hz), E"Is the relative electrical permittivity, 
&) is a constant, Eo=8.854x 10-12 (F/m) and p is the resistivity (Qm). Concerning 
the relation between the conduction losses and the relative humidity, it has been 
shown that conduction losses become significant at 50% relative humidity 
[Ste57]. This is because a coherent monolayer of water is not formed until the 
relative humidity is as high as 50%. 
2. Dipole relaxation losses. These losses are produced through the ability of mobile 
ions to jump over small distances in the network under the influence of an electric 
force so that a number of lower potential barriers can be covered. This type of 
losses as well as the conduction losses are often taken together and described as 
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migration losses because they involve a sufficient movement of ions in the 
network. 
Deformation losses. These losses are produced again due to the ion movements 
under the influence of an electric field but in this case these movements are much 
more restricted than in the two previous cases hence the name deformation. 
Vibration losses. These losses are produced when an electric field is applied with 
a frequency approximately equal to the vibration frequency of an ion and 
resonance might occur. Since ion vibrations are always damped the resonance is 
accompanied by losses. 
Loss tangent will vary depending on the chemical structure of the glass composition with 
respect to the above phenomena. For example in the series of alkali ions, mobility for these 
ions decreases from lithium to caesium. The conduction and dipole relaxation losses are 
therefore expected to decrease in the same way since these losses are related to the ion 
movement. This decrease has been observed by [Ste57], as shown in Table 5 at 1.5MHz. 
Chemical composition for different glasses tan8@l. 5MHz 
53.3%SiO2 32% U20 10% PbO 4.5% CaF 0.0132 
53.3%SiO2 32% Na20 10% PbO 4.5% CaF 0.0106 
53.3%SiO2 
1 
32% K20 10% PbO 
11 
4.5% CaF 0.0054 
1 
Table 5: Loss tangent as a function of the chemical composition 
Of course the above behaviour was recorded only at a low frequency without exaYmning what 
would be the behaviour at higher frequencies. In Table 6 loss tangent values recorded at 
several different frequencies [Hip95] for the same chemical structure category, reveal that at 
higher frequencies loss tangent might not necessarily decrease with a chemical composition 
change from lithium to caesium. This is because at higher frequencies vibration losses could 
influence the total value of the loss tangent more than the conduction and dipole relaxation 
losses. 
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Chemical composition for 
different glasses 
Loss tangent at different frequencies 
@1MHz @100MHz @300MHz @10GHz 
87.2%SiO2 12.8% U20 0.0174 0.0124 0.0079 0.0102 
87.2%SiO2 12.8% Na20 0.0159 0.0126 0.0118 0.0182 
-% 
Si02 12.8 % K20 0.0090 0.0080 0.0099 0.0220 
Table 6: Loss tangent as a function of the chemical composition 
Table 7 shows some more typical glass types used during window construction. Their 
constitutive parameters are presented for a selected range of frequencies covering the 0.3 to 
25 GHz range. Although measurements have not been conducted at all frequencies in 
between, the presented values reveal the trend with which these parameters are changing 
permitting reasonable assumptions for the estimation of the missing entries. These types of 
glass are presented here because they are frequently mentioned in the literature. A large 
number of other glass types has been investigated and where appropriate one should consult 
the literature or appendix III. 
Permittivity & Loss Tangent at the frequency of interest 
Glass type @0.3GHz @3GHz @10GHz @25GHz 
Coming 7070 
r-, =4 
tan8=O. OO 12 
r-, =4 
tan8=0.00 12 
c, =4 
tan8=0.0021 
F-, =4 
tan8=0.0031 
Soda silica glass 
30%Na2O - 70%SiO2 
F-r=7.5 
tan8=0.0190 
F-r=7.2 
tan8=0.024 
F-r=7 
i tan8=O. O35 
Table 7: Constitutive parameters for typical windows 
2.4.3 Wood 
When an alternating electromagnetic field is applied to wood or wood based material, the 
electrical properties are defined by different polarisation processes as a result of the 
interactions between the molecules of the wood material and the external field. The 
polarisation effect is caused by the space change arrangement of the wood's electrically 
charged particles, under the influence of this external field similar to the glass case. The total 
polarisation effect on wood is constituted by the following five types [Tor93]: 
1. The electronic polarisation P, which is a result of the movement of the electron 
orbits relative to the positively charged nucleus under the influence of the 
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external electric field. Because electronic polarisation sets in a very short time 
after the application of the electric field, it does not depend practically on the 
temperature and the field frequency. 
2. Ionic (atomic) polarisation Pa, which is a result of the elastic displacement of 
atoms in the molecules and increases with a rise in temperature. 
3. Dipole polarisation Pd arising when randon-dy oriented polar molecules in a 
dielectric are rotated and aligned by the application of a field so as to give rise to 
a net average dipole moment per molecule. In the absence of the field, the dipoles 
are randon-fly oriented and there is no average dipole moment per molecule 
4. Interfacial (structural) polarisation P, occurring whenever there is an 
accumulation of charge at an interface between two materials or between two 
regions within a material. Grain boundaries and electrodes are regions where 
charges generally accumulate and give rise to this type of polarization. 
5. Electrolytic polarisation Pz occurring in moist materials (and in most cases wood 
has a moisture content) under the influence of an electric field. 
Depending on the operating conditions like the frequency of the applied electromagnetic field, 
the effect of the different kind of polarisations on the overall polarisation process would be 
different and as a result the dielectric properties of wood will vary. Furthermore, depending 
on the frequency range some kinds of polarisation are not taken into consideration because of 
the very short time constants involved. This time constant is the time taken to produce a 
specific polarisation. In the range of 100 kHz to IOGHz only dipole and interfacial kinds of 
polarisation are important [Tor93]. 
Like other building materials, the relative permittivity and loss tangent of wood have been 
found to depend on a range of different factors. These factors include the type of wood 
involved (tree species), the wood density, water content [Mon99] which can change from 0 to 
250% [Tor93], the temperature, frequency of operation and any special chemical treatment to 
which the wood has been subjected. The latter is done in order to impart to wood special 
properties like biological resistance to water absorption [Lar99] etc. The water content is been 
expressed as the dimensionless ratio of the mass of water present in the sample to the mass of 
the sample after it has been dried to a constant weight. It has been found that as moisture or 
water content increases, electric conductivity increases and the behaviour of saturated wood 
approaches that of water. Another important factor that has been found to influence the 
dielectric parameters of wood is the electric field orientation in relation to the direction of 
grain. Figure 22 shows the principal axes when investigating wood materials. 
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Figure 22: Wood Longitudinal axis L, Radial axis R, Tangential axis T 
With respect to Figure 22, if the electric field is parallel to the longitudinal axis, the relative 
permittivity and loss tangent should be written as EL and tan 9L or . 6, and tan 15. When the I III 
electrical field is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis, relative permittivity and loss tangent 
" and tan45 are respectively designated as EL 
_L. 
As it concerns building materials, i. e. doors etc, 
since boards made from wood are always cut along the longitudinal axis, field relations for 
the other axes won't taken into consideration. 
Literature [Tor93] suggests an extensive range of empirically measured constitutive 
parameters covering the range of 20Hz to lOOGHz for different moisture contents and wood 
densities. In cases where literature does not include measurements for specific frequencies, 
formulas (2.7) and (2.8) can be used to calculate the complex electrical permittivity of oven 
dry wood at any frequency and density (20'C to -70'C) [Tor93]. 
These formulas are based on an experimentally modified form of Debye equations that allow 
the calculation of the real and imaginary parts of the complex relative perrmttivity for many 
materials as a function of frequency as long the real part of the complex permittivity is known 
at zero frequency (E, ) and at a very large, frequency (E, _ 
). The Debye equation for the 
complex dielectric constant takes the form of [Hip95][Bal89], 
E, (oi) = -c' (0» - ii, 
(0» = E, +Er. 
v 
- er- 
+j 0), r, 
(2.3) 
The real and imaginary parts of the above equation can be also written as, 
,-E, 
'(0 
Ers 
r- E 9) = e' (2.4) + 
er (w (2.5) 
I+( 0) , re )2 
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where z*, (s) is a new relaxation time constant related to the original relaxation time constant 'r 
by 
+2 
(2.6) 
+2 
030.2) Eij (1 + 0.0262 - ei 
OJO. 2 030.4 
(2.7) 
-L 
Ei- l+O. 0525 +0.00076 
0( ej_S -cj_-)(0.008569)0.2 
) 
(2.8) ei l+O. 05250)0.2 +0.00076030.4 
where, 
oj : Angular frequency (rad/s) 
Real part of complex permittivity at zero frequency 
Real part of complex permittivity at infinite (very large) frequency 
It has been found that values of " calculated by the use of the above equations in the range -01 
of lOOHz to lOOGHz differ from the experimental reported data by ±7% while values of 'Y -Ci- 
between the range of IOOMHz and IOOGHz do not exceed ±10% of the same data. 
In cases where experimental measured data is not available for both perpendicular and 
parallel electric field orientation to the longitudinal axis, the experimentally derived equations 
(2.9)-(2.11) can be used to derive the missing information provided one of the two 
orientations have been measured [Tor93]. 
Frequency (Hz) 
Wood Coef. 102 10, 104 105 106 107 108 109 1010 1011 
ki 1.60 1.54 1.50 1.46 1.42 1.38 1.32 1.20 1.16 1.14 
Coni- k2 1.6 1.7 1.75 1.8 1.85 1.8 1.7 1.5 1.3 1.25 
ferous 
1 
k3 2.6 2.6 2.6 
1 
2.6 2.6 2.5 
1 
2.2 1.8 1.5 
1 
1.4 
k, 1.38 1.36 1.32 1.28 1.26 1.22 1.16 1.14 1.12 1.11 
Angio- k2 1.4 1.45 1.5 1.55 1.70 1.65 1.50 1.40 1.30 1.25 
sperm 
1 
k3 
1 
1.9 2.0 
11 
2.0 
1 
2.0 2.1 
1 
2.0 
1 
1.7 1.6 
1 
1.5 
1 
1.4 
L_ I 
Table 8: Coefficients ki, k2and k3for oven dry wood (po=0.2- jg/CM3 and t=20-25'C) 
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Parameters in equations (2-9)-(2-11) are defined as usual, with coefficients ki, k2and k3 taken 
from Table 8 [Tor93]. Coniferous refers to tree species like pine and cypress while 
angiosperm to species like oak, apple trees and beech. 
(2.9) 
tan k tan 2 45L 
I 
Similarly with the oven dry wood case and when not available, [Tor93] presents other 
empirical formulas derived from measurements which may be used to estimate the electrical 
permittivity and the loss tangent for different wood densities as a function of changing 
temperature and moisture content up to the gigahertz range. 
Apart from solid wood boards, other important wood based materials used in buildings are 
fibreboards and particleboards. Fibreboards are composed of wood chips or plant fibres 
bonded together and compressed into rigid sheets. During the production of fibreboards the 
wood is subjected also to thermal and moisture treatment. All these processes affect the 
dielectric properties of the fibreboards. Classification of fibreboards falls under one of the 
following categories: Noncompressed fibreboards with a density of 0.1-0.4 g/CM3, Compressed 
fibreboards of medium density of 0.4-0.8 g/cM3 , hardboards having a density of 0.8-1.2 g/CM3, 
and compressed hardboards with a density of 1.25-1.45 g/CM3. 
As for the normal wood case, the dielectric properties of fibreboards varies accordingly 
depending on their density, moisture content, wood type, temperature frequency and electric 
field orientation. The relation between the dielectric properties of oven-dry fibreboards and 
wood can be estimated by comparing their properties at different frequencies and assuming 
that the fibres in the fibreboard are parallel to the sheet plane. This allows the direct 
comparison of dielectric parameters for wood and fibreboards through the tables presented in 
the literature [Tor93], where the electrical field is applied perpendicular to the longitudinal 
axis as presented in Figure 22. Comparison of the variation of ' with frequency for oven-dry CC L 
fibreboards and oven-dry wood reveals that that in the frequency range from lOOHz to 
lOOMHz the difference between these values is between -10 and +7% with this difference 
diminishing with increasing frequency. It can be then assumed that when the electrical field is 
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis or sheet plane, the electrical permittivity of oven-dry 
fibreboards is equal to that of wood of similar density. Table 9 summarises similar 
conclusions drawn for the empirical relation between their loss tangents at different 
frequencies [Tor931. 
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Frequency (Hz) 
tan 45Lfiberboard 
tan 81wood 
102 1.1-2.4 
10, 1.1-1.4 
104_ 107 1.2-1.4 
5x 107 1.7-1.8 
Table 9: Empirical relation of oven-dry fibreboard and wood loss tangent as a function of 
frequency 
In addition to the above, assuming that the fibres in the fibreboards are equally oriented in the 
sheet plane, it becomes possible to estimate the dielectric parameters of the material for the 
case where the electrical field is applied parallel to the longitudinal axis as presented in Figure 
22. This is necessary because there are no available measured data in the literature for the 
parallel field case. After this assumption the dielectric parameters for the parallel case can be 
found as [Tor93]: 
I 
(I + k, 
) elfibreboard 
ellfibreboard ::::::: 
2 
tan (5,11'fibreboard - 
2) tan 15-Lfibreboard 
2 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
where k, and k2 can be calculated through formulas (2.9) and (2.10) or the appropriate value 
can be selected from Table 8 depending on the wood species and frequency of operation. 
Similar to fibreboards are particleboards, which are made of wood fragments like chips or 
shavings and are mechanically pressed into sheet form and bonded together with resin. In the 
particleboard case, dielectric properties depend also on the kind of resin used during the 
particleboard construction process. 
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2.5 Conclusions 
Most of the personal communication systems used today make use of the cellular concept. 
The cellular operators of these networks face many challenges including the need to increase 
system capacity, enhance network coverage, improve performance and deliver innovative 
services and lower subscriber costs. The most important tasks that have to be carried out first, 
to enable other development, is to increase capacity and provide reliable coverage. The most 
effective method to increase the capacity of a cellular system is by reducing the cell size so 
the spectrum can be reused more frequently. The way in which these cells would be deployed 
will depend on the current and future scenarios to be covered. It could be the case that in the 
near future a lot of these smaller cells would need to be deployed inside buildings. In this case 
outdoor to indoor propagation studies would be important for optimum system deployment. In 
any case, a clear understanding of the mobile channel and the propagation mechanisms 
involved would be crucial. 
Isolating the most important mechanisms and factors that will influence propagation in 
different scenarios, could provide fast and reliable estimations of the received signal levels. In 
the case of outdoor to indoor propagation these mechanisms will include transmission and 
diffraction through and around windows and other building interfaces. A possible model that 
will include these two mechanisms in its formulation should be able to provide accurate 
results. Moisture or any resonance effects could be incorporated into the model through 
appropriate values of the constitutive parameters. From the parameters presented in section 
2.5, it seems that an increase in permittivity and tangent loss is a common trend for materials 
that have absorbed moisture, which means that these materials become lossier. 
Examining these values closer for a substantial number of materials over a wider frequency 
range [Hip95] it is observed that permittivity and tangent loss do not necessarily increase or 
decrease with increasing frequency. Over wide frequency ranges materials may exhibit 
several resonances and associated permittivity changes. Strictly speaking, this should be a 
reason to use constitutive parameter data, which has been recorded as close as possible to the 
frequency of operation but in most cases, parameters do not change dramatically with 
frequency changes even over wide frequency ranges. Constitutive parameters have been 
found to change more rapidly with changes in the composition of materials and water 
(moisture) absorption. All the above trends could be another reason why different researchers 
have reported different building penetration loss behaviour at different frequencies as 
mentioned in section 2.3.6. 
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Chapter 3 
3 Analysing the Interface 
3.1 Overview 
One of the basic propagation mechanisms is that of reflection, which occurs after an 
electromagnetic wave impinges on an interface with dimensions larger than the size of the 
first Fresnel zone. When the wave propagates between two media of different electrical 
properties, part of it is reflected back and part of it is transmitted into the second medium. 
Since the scope of this thesis is to investigate outdoor to indoor propagation, it is necessary to 
provide a detailed analysis of the interface in order to calculate the transmitted part of the 
impinging wave, since for an outdoor to indoor scenario this part would be of more interest 
than the reflected part. This is important because most outdoor to indoor penetration models 
tend to use practical measured losses for the interface [COST23 1, Gah94, Hor86] and they do 
not take into account parameters such as incidence angle, interface widths, electrical 
properties, etc. Inconsistencies concerning the relation of penetration loss versus frequency 
have also been found through different propagation campaigns as was mentioned in section 
2.3.6. From this it is obvious that there are propagation mechanisms influencing penetration 
loss, which should be examined more carefully. These inconsistencies could be due to the 
different environments and conditions under which these measurements took place or due to 
the occurrences of different resonances through a given frequency range for a specific 
material as mentioned in section 2.5. Another reason could be the fact that these 
measurements do not consider the overall effect arising when combining the different field 
contributions coming from the different areas of the involved interfaces. Strictly speaking this 
would mean that a set of penetration measurements recorded for a specific building, cannot be 
used as an accurate approximation elsewhere. Furthermore in order to be able to analyse and 
use this idea of multiple contributions coming from the different building sections, a detailed 
analysis of the different interfaces involved is necessary. 
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3.2 Reflection and Transmission of Electromagnetic Waves 
3.2.1 Reflection and Transmission at Normal Incidence 
If a plane electromagnetic wave impinges on a perfect dielectric medium, part of the energy is 
reflected back and part of it is transmitted through the incident interface, without any loss of 
total energy. In the case where the second medium is a perfect conductor then all the incident 
energy would be reflected back without any loss of energy. Considering the lossless case as 
shown in Figure 23 and assuming an incident electric field of amplitude EO (V/m), polarised 
in the x and travelling in the z direction, the incident Ej (V/m), reflected E, (V/m) and 
transmitted E, (V/m) electric field components can be written respectively as [BaI89], 
Ei = a, Ee-jßlz 9 Er = a., FEe'jßlz , Et = a., TEe-jß2z 
where IF and Tare the reflection and transmission coefficients at the boundary, AA the 
phase constants of material I and 2 and a., a unit vector. IF and T can be found by applying 
boundary conditions on the fields along the interface [BaI89, Par69]. Using Maxwell's 
equation VxE= -io), UH, where o) is the angular frequency (rad/s) and u is permeability 
(H/m), the magnetic field components of the incident, Hi (A/m), the reflected, H, (A/m) and 
the transmitted, H, (A/m) fields can be found as, 
^ fo 
- A, 
EEO +jAz H=aV 
TEO 
e-ii82Z Hi =a_,, 
771 
e Hr aY 
771 
eIt, 
772 
where 77 (Q) is the corresponding intrinsic impedance of each medium. 
By enforcing continuity of the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields 
across the interface we have 
+ 
iß2Z jßlz 
Ei +Er = Et => a., Eoe ax FEoe'jßiz axTE0e 
And since at the interface z=O 
=>I+ F=T 
Similarly solving for the magnetic field we get, 
I 
(I -IF) =I 
77,772 
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z 
y 
Figure 23: Transmission and reflection at normal incidence 
Solving the above two equations the following two expressions are obtained 
F= 772 - 171 _ 
Er 
_ 
H?, 
(3.1) 
172 +771 El Hi 
and 
T- 2772 +F =Et - 772Hr (3.2) 
771 +772 Eý 77, Hi 
At a distance d, and d2, the reflection and transmission coefficients Fd and Td respectively, 
are related to those at the boundary by: 
Er(z=-dl FEoe+ jA 
(-dj 
- j2Ad, Fd(z=-dl) =- Fe (3.3) 
EI. (z=-di) Eoe-jA( 
dl) 
Similarly, 
E, 
(12=d, ) TEoe-j#2d2 
_T -j(#2d2+Adi) -e (3.4) Td(-I=-(Il jA(-dl) 
-2=d2 
) 
Ei(,, 
=-d, ) Eoe- 
3.2.2 Reflection and Transmission at Oblique Incidence 
When analysing what happens during an oblique incident of an electromagnetic wave onto an 
interface like the one shown in Figure 24, it Is convenient to decompose the electric field into 
its perpendicular and parallel components, relative to the plane of incidence. 
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Medium 1 Medium 2 
'El IA1 181 
E2 
1,42,02 
I 
n, n2 
02 
01 
flu 
Figure 24: Geometry for oblique incidence 
Each of these components can be then analysed individually and the total reflected and 
transmitted field would be the vector sum from each one of these two polarisations. In the 
following sections both perpendicular and parallel polarisation will be analysed. Figure 24 
also illustrates Snell's law of reflection and refraction which states that: 
(1) The angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection, 
0=0, = 
inc rq7 
01 
(2) The incident and transmitted ray directions are related by, 
ý, e,, uj sin di,, = 
ýEA 
singtrans 
3.2.2.1 Perpendicular (horizontal) Polarisation 
x 
x 
Medium 2 
cl IP21)82 
Figure 25: Perpendicular polarisation 
£11 
Considering the case where the incident electric field Ej is perpendicular to the plane of 
incidence, where this is the plane containing the incident, reflected and transmitted rays, the 
incident electric and magnetic field can be written as, 
1-- iß, (xsin 1 +zcos Ei = a, E. e 
I) Eo jA(xsin ý+zcosý) Hi =( -a, cos 0, + az sin 0,77, e- 
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and the reflected fields as 
1-- jßl (x sin t9, -z cos Er = a, F_LE0e 
I F_LEO jA (xsinzý -zcoszý Hr =( ax cos 0, + az sin 01 
)- 
171 
e- 
and the transmitted fields as 
Et I=a., EOTLe -. 
j#2(x sin 02 +zcos 02 ) 
I 
Ht -a., cos 
02+ 
a, sin 
02 
) 
772 
0 
e- 
j, 82 (x sin t92 +zcos 02) 
Again the reflection and transmission coefficients can be found from the boundary conditions 
on the continuity of the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields, 
(E-'+E-' = E-'I,. (3.5) r 
)Itan 
t 
Z=O Z=O 
(H-'+ H-' = (H-)ýt. (3.6) r 
)Itan 
t 
Z=O Z=O 
which finally leads to, 
0 Cos 01 COS 02 772 COS 1 -)71 COS 
02 
_. 
V#U2 "62 
(3.7) 
0 771 COS 2 
0- VP2 COS 02 172 COS I+ 02 COS 
01 + 
and 
T-L 
2772 COS 01 2,, F/i2 / e2cos 0, 
(3.8) 
172 COS 11 + 171 COS 02 VF92 / '02 COS 
01 + 
VJUI 
El COS 02 
Two other significant relations are the total transmission angle (Brewster angle) and the total 
reflection angle. The Brewster angle can be obtained by setting F-L =0 (since there should be 
no reflection), thus, 
'E2 
" 
'Fl 
IiU 
_ý2/ý 1/ 2 
sing, 
22 
(3-9) 
but since for non-ferromagnetic materials Aý 92 ýý 90 1 this means that sing, tends to 
infinity and hence no Brewster angle exists. 
SirMlarly we can obtain the total reflection angle (critical angle) by setting V=1, thus, 
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sin-'FE2 ;I El 
and since again for most materials except ferromagnetic, Aý JU21 
0, becomes, 
sin-I 
L2 
cI 
3.2.2.2 Parallel (vertical) Polarisation 
x Medium 1 
F,,, u,, A .4 Eill 
Medium 2 
E2 
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Figure 26: Parallel Polarisation 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
x 
Following a similar approach as for horizontal polarisation, the corresponding electric and 
magnetic fields for vertical polarisation can be written as, 
a 
iA(x sin 01+zcos 0, ) Eill =( ax cos 01 -^z sin 0, 
) Eoe- 
Hill =a,, 
E' 
e- 
jA(xsin dl+zcost9l 
771 
Similarly, 
11 jA(xsin 01-zcos 01) Ell= a, cosd, +azsind, 
)FEoe- 
HrIl e- jA (x sin dl-zcos 
and the transmitted fields as 
Elt' a., cos 0, -a- sin 0, 
) EOT'le-j'g' 
(x sin 02 +zcos tý 
VEO i#2(x sin 02 +zcos 02 HI e- 
772 
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Again the reflection and transmission coefficients can be found from the boundary conditions 
on the continuity of the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields, 
(E"+E")I,, =(Ell (3.12) r. t 
)ýtan 
Z=o Z=O 
(Hll + H" = (Hll)ýt. (3.13) r 
)Itan 
t 
Z=O Z=O 
Leading to, 
-171 COS 791 + 172 COS 
02 
-01 COS 
01 + N[JU2 
/ E2 COS 0 
rll =--2 (3.14) 
171 COS 01 + 172 COS 
02 
N[PI 
/ El COS 01 + N[JU2 
1'62 COS 02 
and, 
T" , 
Fp2 /. e2cos 0, 2172 COS 2, 
771 COS 01 + 172 COS 
02 
2 
ýfll / '61 COS 01 +N 
FJU2 1 'C2 COS 
Again as for the perpendicular case, the Brewster angle can be found by setting IFJ- = 0, thus, 
7, - 
E2 ) 
sin 0, 
rýn2/ 
1 
P2 /p1 
(3.16) 
E2 /EI - EI 
/'ý72 
and if A :- P2 the above can be reduced to 
FE2 
E2 sin-' (3.17) Týl E2 
Similarly we can obtain the total reflection angle (critical angle) by setting T" = I, thus, 
sin-' 
( [Y _2'6 
2 
and since again for most materials except ferromagnetic, A =92 = JUO 9 0, becomes, 
sin- (3.19) 
El 
which is exactly the same as for the perpendicular case. All the above calculations have 
considered the lossless case in order to show the theory behind the boundary conditions. All 
other cases (i. e. dielectric, conductor etc. ) can be introduced by using the appropriate form of 
propagation constant and intrinsic impedance for the involved mediums. 
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3.3 Single layer Analysis 
The analysis of a single layered dielectric material is very important because it could 
represent propagation through a single layered wall, wooden door, single pane glass or other 
similar interface. For this reason it will be analysed separately from the multi layer case. In 
this section two approaches to single layer analysis are presented and compared. The first case 
refers to the resulting transmission loss after considering a single reflection within the layer 
[StaOO]. The second case calculates the transmission loss through the layer after considering 
the possible multi contribution effect of multiple reflections [Burn83]. The reason for 
separating the single layer analysis into two different cases is to investigate the accuracy of 
both approaches, when compared with actual transmission loss measurements. The usual 
approach taken to estimate theoretically the transmission loss of an interface is by considering 
the interface to be homogeneous i. e. the constitutive parameters of the material are not 
functions of position since the material is supposed to be the exactly the same throughout the 
interface. Since most building materials are not 100% homogeneous the addition of the multi 
reflected components in the second approach might not yield the expected results. 
3.3.1 Single reflection approach for the single layer case 
With reference to Figure 27, assumýing a plane wave travelling in a homogeneous medium and 
a single reflection, the ratio between the incident and transmitted field can be calculated by 
forcing continuity of the tangential fields. 
z=-l z=O 
171'YI'-'0 1172'Y2')079'ý7r21 171"YI'CO 
E2 E4 
EE3 P" E5 
layer ': 
a material air 
1 
Figure 27: Single layer, single reflection model 
At the interface where z<-I the following relations are valid, 
E Ele-jylz + Eejylz with H %, =I 
(Ele-j"z 
- E2ej"z) (3.20) 77, 
at -I<z<O, 
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Ex = Eý, e 
-jr2Z 
+ E4e 
jr2Z 
with H., -I 
(Eý, e-jlz - 
E4eir2z) 
172 
For z>O, 
Ex = P, e--iriz with H E5e-jrlz 'L5 Y 
At z=O, 
Eý, + E4= E5 with 
I (Eý, - E4) =I 
E5 
772 77, 
I 
Eý, 1+ 
R2 
with 
E4 =I E5 I_ 
172 
2 77,2 77, 
At z=-l, 
E, e- 
jyll 
+ E2e-jril = Eý, ejr2'+E4e-jl' 
I (Ee-iril 
- E2e--'r") =I 
(Eý, ejl'2'-E4e-jr2' 
771 772 
=> E, ejy" =I (Eý, ejyl' + E4e--'Y" + --91- 
(Eejy" 
- E4e-jy" 
) => 2 2172 
1 772 iY21 + 
772 jY2 E, ej" Eý5 
ýI+i-Yl+ 
ee 
4 772 )ý 77,172 771 
leading to [StaOO], 
E5 
1+52 il(Y2-Yl) j'(YI +Y2) (3.21) 4 1+! - e+I- 
2- E2 
e 
-I 
El 
1 
172 771 172 77,1 
is the incident field (V/m), Eý, the transmitted field (V/m), 17, the intrinsic impedance of 
free space (Q), 172 the intrinsic impedance of the medium (Q), 1 is the thickness of the layer 
(m), y, the propagation constant of medium one, r, -- (2; rf )/c and r2 the propagation 
constant of medium two. Here f is the frequency of operation and c is the speed of light in a 
vacuum. After finding the appropriate voltage ratio for the case of interest, the transmission 
loss under an incident angle 0j, 77, and 772 can be calculated respectively for perpendicular 
and parallel polarization by the following formulas [Co160]: 
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77d I ielectric 
377 cos di 
2 (3.22) 
-j tan sin 
377Ve' (I -j tan J) - sin' gi r (3.23) 77dielectric - 
c' (I -i tan J) cos gi r 
and y2 by, 
r2 = 
27r 2 
Zý 
Aj 
tan sin I) (3.24) 
where C' is the relative permittivity and tan (5 the loss tangent of the layer material at the r 
frequency of interest. 
3.3.2 Multiple reflection approach for the single layer case 
Contributions for Total 
), 77() Medium 1 
,, y,, 77, 
Medium 2 
), 77o 
Medium 1 
Figure 28: Single layer, multiple reflection model 
Considering Figure 28, it can be clearly seen that the total reflection and transmission 
coefficients are actually obtained by summing all the contributions coming from the layer. 
The combined fields will suffer a delay (change) in phase Pd , due to the distance travelled 
within the layer ( AB , 
ABC etc. ), and a phase difference Pdp I, due to the difference in path 
length to the observer for different rays leaving the layer (AA , AAIA2 CC, etc. ) [Bum831. 
Since, 
ý_ d AB - cos t9, 1 
AC ACcosd, 
Cos( 
2 2AB 
=* sin 0, = 2d, - =* 
AC = 2d, tan 0,, 
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and 
Cos( => AA, = sin 0,, AC => AA, = 2d, tan 0, sin 00 2 AC 
With 
-jyldl 
Pd= e-' 
ik, TB 
=e Cos 01 
and 
e 
jro AA, 
=e 
jro 2d, tan zý sin 0() 
The total reflected field in medium I can be then found as, 
FTotal --": F+TT ][, 
2n-3 2n-2pn-1 (3.25) 01 21 1 
pi 
a 
n=2 
Where IFO 9 
IF, are the reflection coefficients and T, , 
T2are the transmission coefficients. AB 
is the actual distance travelled by the wave under oblique incidence with, 
AB=- 
Cos 01 
Expanding (3.25), recognizing the geometrical series and the following relations, 
rl = -Fo I 
=I - Fo, 
T =I+R =1-Rig 22 
formula (3.25) reduces to 
IFIJI 2p 
r--L, II -0 
(1-pi 
a) 
Total - (r, 
_L, 
ll )2 p2p 
0da 
and the transmission coefficient can be found as 
(lr_L, ll )2 
) 
p2p 
0dt 
Týbtal 
(r, 
_L, 
ll )2 p2p 
0da 
where P, =e 
jyo AD 
and AD = AB cos (00 - 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
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3.3.3 Comparison 
The following figures provide a comparison between the single and multiple reflection cases 
and some common single layer building materials measured at 2GHz for the VCE project 
[Har99]. 
Loss of single layer Medium Density Fibreboard at different angles 
2. 
V 
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Figure 29: Comparing the two modelling approaches with the measured loss for (a) Fibreboard 
and (b) glass 
The figure on the left indicates the comparison of the two different approaches for a 5MM 
single layer window glass. The glass was assumed to have a chemical composition of about 
70% S102 and 30% Na20, a common composition for window glasses. In this case the 
permittivity was set to 7.7 and the loss tangent to 0.025 at 2GHz [Hip95]. The figure on the 
right shows the comparison for a2 cm medium density fibreboard sample. Fibreboards fell 
mostly under 4 categories. Noncompressed fibreboards having a density of 0.1-0.4 (g/CM3), 
fibreboards of medium density of 0.4-0.8 (g /CM3 ), hardboards with a density of 0.8-1.2 
(g/CM3 ) and compressed hardboards with a density of 1.25-1.45 (g/CM3) . Having this in m-ind, 
appropriate values for the permittivity and loss tangent of the fibreboard under investigation 
were chosen [Tor93). These values were set respectively to &=2.2 and tang==0.033. 
Examination of the results reveals that for the window glass case both models show quite 
similar behaviour with the single reflection model following more closely the empirically 
measured loss up to 45 degrees and after that point the multiple reflection model seems to be 
in better agreement with the measured loss. In the case of the medium density fibreboard, the 
single reflection model is clearly in better agreement with the actual measured loss than the 
multiple reflection model. A possible explanation of the above behaviour could be the fact 
that a glass can be considered to be a more homogeneous layer than a fibreboard where in the 
latter case the multi reflection model possibly fails to correctly combine the multi reflected 
components coming from within the layer since probably they do not follow the specular 
direction. The theoretical results in Figure 29 concerning the loss for the single and multiple 
reflection cases were produced through the use of a purpose written function, implemented in 
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MATLAB v5.3. The code for this function, single-layer-case. mat, can be found in appendix 
I. 
3.4 Multilayer Analysis 
The single layer case is of great importance because it can represent practical transmission 
through a single layer wall or window. Another important case one should consider is the 
complicated case that arises when an electromagnetic wave propagates through a stratified 
medium. This situation in its most common form could represent propagation through a 
double glazed window, a two layer cavity wall with insulation in the middle etc. The analysis 
of this case will be approached as in the previous section. First the case for a single reflection 
within the multilayer interface will be considered and then the case of possible multi 
reflections coming from the layer will be analysed. 
3.4.1 Single reflection approach for the multiple layer case 
As mentioned earlier, the most common multiple layer interface an electromagnetic wave has 
to transverse in a building is that of a double glazed window unit. For this reason, this special 
case will be analysed in this section as the multilayer interface. 
77PYIA 1721Y2,0"Er2 7h, Y,, Fo 1721 Y21171 Er2 )719 YPEO 
E2E4E6E8 
0 
E, E3E5 E7 E9 
ý 
layer layer 
air material air material air 
t 
Figure 30: Multi-layer, single reflection model 
Again, with reference to Figure 30 and assuming a plane wave travelling in a homogeneous 
medium and a single reflection, it can be shown that the ratio between the incident and 
transmitted field can be calculated as [StaOOI, 
+ 
E2 j2l(r2 -ri) 2 j2r, (I+t) +21 
j2l(yl+r2) 
+ 
2- 
e++ee+ (3.28) Eg 
_ 16 
R, 172 Ri 172 771 172 
El 
I+ 
E2 
- j2y, (I+t) +1221 12 
(- j2lrl j2[l(y2 -ri)-lyl 
I- j2[1(yl+r2)+lyll 
+e22 2e +e+e 
R, 172 77,172 
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where, E, is the incident field (V/m), Eg the transmitted field (V/m), q, the intrinsic 
impedance of free space (Q), 772 the intrinsic impedance of the layer (Q), 1 is the thickness 
of the layer(m), y, the propagation constant of medium one, Y2 the propagation constant of 
medium two and t the thickness of the air gap (m). To calculate the transmission loss at an 
incident angle 0,1711772, r, and y2 can be calculated as in the single layer case of section 
3.3.1. 
3.4.2 Multiple reflection approach for the multiple layer case 
The multiple layer model used to analyse the multiple reflection case is presented in Figure 
31. This model has been used when calculating transmission loss through a radar radome 
[Koz97]. 
dl, El d2lEl 
tan J, tan (5, 
b, 
Free 
space 3 
d, CN 
tan 9, 
c Free ýýL 
space 
bN I 
,ýI 
'--,, ýN+2 
1 
Figure 31: Multiple reflection multiple layer model 
The solution takes the following form [Koz97] utilising the wave-chain-matrix theory 
[Co160]. 
c 
J]= 
NI[e jrdi Fie-jrdj I FN+l CN+2 
(3.29) Ij jyidi -jyidi BI i=l T. TN-l Fie eI[, 
'N+l I BN+2 
C1, B, are the forward and reverse propagating waves, di is the thickness of the i" layer, Fj I 
T. are the Fresnel coefficients and ri the propagation constant in the corresponding layer. 
The propagation constant r, can again be expressed in terms of the incidence angle relative to 
the interface normal 0, as shown in section 3.3.1 [Co160], 
yj = k,, sin'd 
where k is defined as the wave number or as the phase constant 8 (rad/s) and E is the 0 ri 
relative permittivity of the corresponding layer which can again take the form of 
Cri = E' j tan 45) to include dielectric losses. ri 
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The Fresnel coefficients 1-i and T. can be derived from the layer wave impedances as shown 
in section 3.2.1. 
3.4.3 Comparison 
Since the comparison of the single and multiple reflections single layer case has shown that 
the single reflection model can be in closer or comparable agreement with actual 
measurements when compared with the multiple reflections case, the same comparison was 
decided to be carried out for the multilayer case. 
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Figure 32: Comparing the two modelling approaches with the measured loss for a double glazed 
unit at (a) 5GHz and (b) 12GHz 
The two figures above show the comparison of the two different approaches and the recorded 
results at 5 and 12GHz [Har99] for a double glazed window unit, having a glass thickness of 
3mm and an air gap of l4mm. As previously mentioned the glass was assumed to have a 
chemical composition of about 70%SiO2 and 30% Na20. Appropriate values were chosen 
again for the electrical permittivity and the loss tangent at the frequency of interest for this 
type of glass. For 5 GHz the electrical permittivity was set to 7.3 and the loss tangent to 0.02 
and for 12 GHz permittivity was set to 7.15 and loss tangent to 0.028 [Hip95]. 
Results for the single reflection model shown in Figure 32 were produced again through the 
use of a purpose written function, implemented in MATLAB v5.3. The code for this function, 
double-glazed-case. mat, can be found in the appendix. Results for the multiple reflection 
model have been produced through the use of a program written in Microsoft BASIC 
[Koz97]. Results obtained in this case reveal a similar behaviour at 5GHz as in the 2GHz 
single layer case presented in section 3.3.3. Results for the 12 GHz case clearly suggest that 
the accuracy obtained is better when considering the single reflection approach. 
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3.5 Variation of material loss with material thickness 
An interesting situation arises when examining what happens to the transmission loss of a 
material, when varying its thickness as shown in Figure 33. In this case the single layer, single 
reflection analysis has been used (perpendicular polansation). 
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Figure 33: Material loss for perpendicular polarisation 
6 
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In the two cases shown above, loss increases with increasing angle of incidence and thickness, 
as one would expect, but not in a linear way. It is also obvious that in the two cases shown 
above, the loss variations are not the same. This is due to the different constitutive parameters 
of the two materials. The first graph refers to a pine wooden door with 6% moisture content, 
having a relative dielectric constant of 4 and a loss tangent of 0.15 at 2.7GHz [Lar99]. The 
second graph refers to a dry mahogany door with a relative dielectric constant of 1.88 and a 
loss tangent of 0.025 [Hip951. 
The above phenomenon can be explained by examining the input impedance at the 
normalised air dielectric interface with reference to Figure 34, where the layer material and 
air interface are represented by a transmission line analogy. 
77 
d 
Figure 34: Transmission line analogy for the air-layer-air interface 
Where the input impedance at the air-dielectric interface is given by [Co160], 
170 + P70 
77 + Jt 
where 
(3.30) 
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tan dl(. E, - sin2 (0j)) (3.31) 
and all the other terms are as defined in previous sections. 
For a reflectionless layer, this normalised impedance 77j, should be equal to 1, meaning t 
should be equal to 0. Under this condition, the thickness d for a reflectionless layer can be 
defined as, 
with m=0, (3.32) 
2je, - sin2(0, 
)) 
This reveals that the loss will not necessarily linearly increase with increasing material 
thickness, but there would be cases when it will follow a max-min pattern defined by 
thickness d of the material depending on electrical parameters, wavelength and angle of 
incidence. Following the above analysis, this distance d should be 0.027 m for the pine wood 
door and 0.0364 m for the mahogany door example shown in Figure 34. 
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Figure 35: Material loss for parallel polarisation 
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Another interesting result arises after analysing what happens when the propagating wave is 
parallel polarised. In this case, the loss pattern obtained is different than the one obtained for 
the perpendicular case. This is due to the existence of the Brewster angle as defined in 
formula 3.17, which for the pine wood door case at the rriýinimum thickness is equal to 69.4 
degrees. As the angle of incidence reaches this angle, transmýission loss reaches a minimum 
and then increases again as shown in Figure 35. The above theoretical analysis suggests 
another possible answer to the inconsistencies found by different researchers when measuring 
penetration loss at different frequencies and different buildings. The above observations 
suggest that same materials might give different results with different material thickness or 
different frequencies due to matching. This matching effect of a matenal's impedance to free 
space is not an unknown process since it is used in radome design [Cad48]. 
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3.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter the electromagnetic wave propagation mechanisms of reflection and 
transmission were analysed. This analysis was necessary in order to establish the basic 
mathematical models that can be used in subsequent analysis to model the outdoor to indoor 
interface in a more efficient way than existing outdoor to indoor models. 
The mathematical analysis in this chapter, covered models that describe possible building 
interfaces, i. e. single layer wall, door, and glass and double-glazed units. The analysis covered 
two different cases for both single layer and multi layer models. The first case considered 
only first order reflection contributions coming from within the layer, while the second case 
considered multiple order reflection contributions. It was decided to formulate these two 
distinct cases and compare them with measurements in order to check the validity of the 
contribution effect in the latter case. The reason for doing so is because of the way these 
models are formulated, where a homogeneous material is assumed. Since most building 
materials will not be entirely homogeneous, computation of the effect of the multiple 
contributions coming from the interface might not be accurate when using the multiple 
reflection method mentioned in section 3.3.2 and 3.4.2. Alternatively the best average result 
would be obtained by power summing them to disregard the phase and effectively average out 
the fast fading. Nevertheless comparison of the two different cases and actual material 
measurements reveals that the single reflection approach gives either more accurate results or 
comparable when compared with the multiple reflection case. For this reason only the single 
reflection case would be used in subsequent analysis in a more complex formulation to model 
the outdoor to indoor interface. 
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Chapter 4 
4 Prediction Models 
4.1 Overview 
In order to deploy a mobile radio system, the radio network designer has to determine the 
wave propagation characteristics for any arbitrary installation as a prerequisite for efficient 
system design. This is why propagation prediction models are of prime importance as 
necessary tools for the deployment of any radio network. These predictions are required for 
proper coverage planning, interference studies and cell calculations for frequency reuse etc. 
The environments where these systems are to be installed vary from in building areas to large 
rural areas. Thus, wave propagation prediction methods should be able to cover efficiently the 
whole range of macro, micro and picocells. Use of hand-portable equipment in cellular 
systems has made it essential to study radio propagation within and into buildings. A number 
of authors have studied building penetration loss at various frequencies and model it as the 
distance-dependency of the path loss when the mobile is outside the building, plus a building 
loss factor. Furthermore, a building has an internal distance through which the signal has to 
propagate therefore the building loss will include any spatial variation of the signal within a 
building. Because this thesis examines outdoor to indoor propagation, a brief explanation on a 
selection of existing outdoor, indoor and outdoor to indoor prediction models would be given, 
since these models can be combined in order to examine outdoor to indoor propagation. The 
models which will be presented include both empirical and deterministic models. 
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4.2 Outdoor Prediction Models 
4.2.1 Free Space Path Loss Model 
The free space loss is the signal attenuation that would result if all absorbing, diffracting, 
obstructing, refracting, scattering, and reflecting influences were sufficiently removed so as to 
have no effect on propagation. The free space loss model is used to calculate the loss between 
a transmitter and receiver for a clear unobstructed line-of-sight path as shown in Figure 36. 
For this reason this model is usually used for the loss evaluation of satellite communication 
and microwave radio link paths. 
Figure 36: Free space path loss model 
The path loss when antenna gains are included can be calculated by [Rap96], 
Loss(dB) = 10 log 10 log GG, 41rd 
and when antennas are excluded assuming they have unity gain, 
Loss (dB) = -20 log - 41rd 
where, 
d: Distance between transmitter and receiver (m) 
A: Wavelength (m) 
(4.2) 
This model is valid only for values of d which are in the far field of the transmitting antenna. 
The far field or Fraunhofer region is given by, 
df (4.3) 
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where, 
D: Largest Physical linear dimension of the antenna (m) 
Also in order to be in the far field region df >> D, A. 
4.2.2 Log distance Path loss model 
In this model the average path loss for a separation distance between a transmitter and a 
receiver, is expressed as a function of distance by using a path loss exponent n. This 
formulation follows the trend of the logarithmic decrease of the average received signal with 
distance for both outdoor [And94] or indoor [Feu94] radio channels. The path loss can be 
then expressed as, 
n 
Path 
-loss 
(d) oc 
d 
do 
(4.4) 
Loss (dB) = Path - 
loss (do) + 10 log 
d 
(4.5) 
do 
where, 
Path loss exponent indicating rate at which path loss increases with distance 
do : Reference distance determined from measurements (m) 
d: Transmitter receiver separation (m) 
The value of n depends on the specific propagation environment, with n=2 for free space. 
Table 10 lists typical path loss exponents obtained in various environments. 
Environment n 
Free Space 2 
Urban area cellular radio 2.7-3.5 
Shadowed urban cellular radio 3-5 
In building line of sight 1.6-1.8 
Obstructed in building 4-6 
1 
Obstructed in factories 2-3 
1 
Table 10: Path loss exponents in different environments 
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Usually the surrounding environmental clutter will be different at different locations having 
the same transmitter receiver separation. This means that there would be times when the 
model of equation 4.4 will not give accurate results compared with measured signals in these 
locations. Measurements have shown that at any value of d, Path-loss(d), at a particular 
location is random and distributed log-normally [Ber87, Cox84]. Equation 4.4 can be then 
written as, 
n 
Loss (dB) = Path _ 
loss (do) + 10 log 
d+X, 
(4.6) 
do 
where , 
X, (dB) is a normal random variable with standard deviation a (dB). Models like the 
Okumura-Hata model [Hat8O] or COST231-Hata Model [COST2311 are examples of log- 
distance empirical models. 
4.2.3 The Flat Edge Model 
This model [Sau94], deterministic in nature, calculates the excess path loss by calculating 
diffraction over rooftops. The model considers that the buildings of the built-up area, are of 
equal height and spacing as shown in Figure 37. 
I 
h,,, 
Figure 37: Parameter definition for flat edge model 
The excess path loss is then expressed as, 
(4.7) 
Where L,,, accounts for single edge diffraction over the final building and L, -, accounts 
for 
multiple diffraction over the remaining (n - 1) buildings. Provided the base station is 
relatively distant from the first building, L, -, can 
be calculated as a function of t with 
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t=-a 
FýýZiw- 
Then, 
(4.8) 
n-I 
I Lm (t)f, 
(-jt-ý[ 
L, 
n m=o 
n-m) (4.9) 
Where, 
'Fý 
( jx Sx -2 + 
1-+j- 
Cx2+ (4.10) -2j 22 
and, 
2 
(4.11) 
are the standard Fresnel sine and cosine integrals. Alternatively, one can use the approximate 
formula of 
Ln (t) =- (3.29 + 9.90 log n) log (-t) - (0.77 + 0.26 log n) (dB) (4.12) 
with 1:! ý n:! ý 100 and -1! ý t<0. 
The total path loss can then be calculated as 
-": Lt + LFSL +L Ltotal " Ikegami (4.13) 
Where LFSL iS the free space loss and Ljk,,,,,,, i is Ikegarni's model. This model is a semi 
deterministic one, used in homogeneous urban environments considering an ideal city with 
buildings of uniform height. A non line of sight situation is then assumed and only two rays 
are considered in order to derive the equations of the model. 
w 
Figure 38: Parameter definition for Ikegami model 
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Under the assumptions shown in Figure 38 the path loss can be calculated by, 
3 LdB=101ogf +10log(sinO)+20(logh, ý-h, 
)-101ogw-lolog 1+- -5.8 (4.14) E, 
where, 
Frequency of operation (MHz) 
Angle between the street and the direct line from base to mobile (deg) 
hb : Building height (m) 
h, : Receiver antenna height (m) 
L, : Reflection loss 
W: Distance between adjacent buildings (m) 
Diffraction is calculated using a single edge approximation at the building nearest the mobile 
and wall reflection loss is assumed to be fixed at a constant value of 0.25. Furthermore It is 
assumed that the elevation angle of the base station from the top of the knife edge is 
negligible in comparison to the diffraction angle down to the mobile level. 
4.2.4 The Cost 231-Walfisch-lkegami Model 
In this model [COST231], the Walfisch-Bertoni model [Wal88] has been combined with the 
Ikegami model [Ike84] for diffraction down to street level. This model is statistical and not 
deterministic because only characteristic values can be inserted and no topographical database 
of the buildings is considered. 
t 
Figure 39: Model parameters 
With reference to Figure 39, for non line of sight conditions, the total loss is given by, 
LF + 41,1 + L, 
vd 
(4.15) 
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Where 
LF 
: Is the free space loss (dB) 
Lmsd : Loss due to multiple knife-edge diffraction (dB) 
, Lývd : Loss for single diffraction and scattering process to street level (dB) 
With 
4d 
= -16.9+lO log f, +10 log 
( hh 
_ hm )2 
-10+0.3540 for 0':! ýo <35' 
L(O)= 2.5+0.075(0-35') for 35'!! ýO:! ý55' 
4.0+0.114(0-55*) for 55'!! ýO:! ý90' 
where 0 (deg) is defined as in Figure 40. 
Buildings 
1`ýý 
Llfý 
- 
Mobile 
Figure 40: Definition of angle 
and 
Frequency of operation (MHz) 
Distance between the buildings faces containing the mobile (m) 
hh : Height of the building (m) 
h,, : Receiver antenna height (m) 
Lmsd is given by, 
L, 
sd 
= L6sh+k, +kd log R+ kf log f, -9 log b 
With 
4s/i = 
-18 log 
[1+(h,, 
-hh)] for hb>hh 
0 fo r 
hb 
:! ý 
hh 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
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54 for hb>hh 
ka= 54-0.8(hh-hh) for R ý! 0.5km and 
hb 
:5 hh 154 
- OAR (hb- hh) for R<0.5km and 
hb 
:! ý hh 
18 
kd 
18-15 
(hb-hh 
hh 
kj, = -4 + 0.7 
fc 
925 
for hb> h4 
fo r lib :! ý 
hh 
For medium sized cities and suburban areas 
kj, = -4 + 1.5 
f' 
-I For metropolitan centres 925 
where 
hb Antenna height of the base station (m) 
This model is applicable for 80OMHz!! ý f,!! ý 200OMHz, 4m! ý hb !! ý 50m, lm:! ý h,, !! ý 3m 
and 0.02km!! ý R !ý 5km. For a line of sight case the path loss can be found by, 
L= 42.6+ 26 log R+201og (4.18) 
which is a similar expression with the expanded solution of the free space loss equation but 
with different coefficients, obtained from the measurements. 
It has been found that the estimation of the path loss agrees with measurements for base 
station antenna heights above the roof top level. The mean error is around 3 dB and the 
standard deviation varies from 4-8 dB. However the prediction error becomes large for hb hh 
Roof compared to situations where hb>> hh. Furthermore the performance of the model is 
poor for hb << hh. Also due to the assumptions made concerning the area layout, the 
reliability of path loss estimation decreases if terrain is not flat or the land cover is 
inhomogeneous. 
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4.3 Indoor Prediction models 
4.3.1 Keenan and Motley Model 
This model [Kee90] was originally formulated to study radio wave propagation within 
buildings but it has been also used for outdoor to indoor penetration studies [Ang98]. Since 
diffraction and angle of arrival are not taken into account it cannot be used efficiently to 
describe outdoor to indoor propagation. Nevertheless it is mentioned here since it is 
frequently used and it can form the basis of a more accurate model. 
The model takes the form of, 
iI 
L= LO +10n log d+ I kfjLj +I k,, iL,, i 
j=I i=1 
where, 
Lo : Attenuation at reference distance (dB) 
n: Path loss exponent 
Transmitter receiver separation distance (m) 
k, i : Number of penetrated walls of type i 
kjj Number of penetrated floors of type 
L, i : Loss of wall of type i (dB) 
Ljj : Loss of floor of type j (dB) 
I: Number of wall types 
i: Number of floor types 
(4.19) 
The above model has been also presented in a modified form [Cost23 11 in order to fit the 
measurements better. This form of the model is referred as the multiple wall model and is 
defined as, 
I 
L= LFs + Lc +I k,, iL,, i + Ll. kEf (4.20) f 
with, 
Ef = kf +I -b 
(4.21) 
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L, is a loss constant resulting when wall losses are determined from measurement by using the 
multiple linear regression method and normally it is close to zero. Parameter b is also an 
empirical parameter and with a typical value of b=0.46. Lf has also a typical value of 
Lf= 18.3dB. 
Wall Type Description 
Light wall A wall that is not bearing load: e. g. plasterboard, particleboard or 
thin (<10 cm), light concrete wall. (Light wall loss=3.4dB) 
Heavy wall A load-bearing wall or other thick (>10 cm) wall made of e. g. 
concrete or brick. (Heavy wall loss=6.9dB) 
Table 11: Wall types for the multi layer model 
As in the case of COST231 penetration model, the loss factors in the formulation of this 
model are not physical wall losses but model coefficients, which are optimized with the 
measured path loss data. This means that the loss factors include the effect of furniture and 
any involved propagation mechanisms. These wall losses are divided into two categories as 
shown in Table 11. 
4.3.2 Ray tracing and geometrical optics 
Other techniques have been also used for the formulation of deterministic or semi- 
deterministic radio propagation models. These techniques include mainly: geometrical optics 
(GO), geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) and uniform theory of diffraction (UTD). The 
main operation of these models is to trace all possible rays between a transmitter and receiver 
and combine the field contributions [Law94]. This ray tracing technique is a powerful method 
that can be used to trace the direct, reflected, transmitted or refracted rays originating from a 
transmitter location to a receiver location in a three dimensional space. During this method 
the transmitting unit sphere is decomposed into many ray tubes. A source ray during the 
tracing process represents each ray tube chosen to have nearly equal shape and area. This 
method works by an exhaustive time-power consuming search of a ray tree, accounting for 
the decomposition of the ray at each intersection. The reflected and transmitted rays are 
treated separately in a sirrfilar fashion as a source ray and so on. This trace process continues 
until the ray intensity will fall below a certain threshold or no further interactions will occur. 
Unfortunately, a major drawback of this method is that is a time-power consuming process, 
which gets even worse when huge sites and better accuracy is required. This is the main 
reason why ray tracing techniques will be briefly explained only for the scope of background 
information. 
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4.3.2.1 Geometrical optics 
The following steps are involved when the method of geometrical optics is used for 
calculating the received field at the receiver: 
All possible ray paths between the transmitter and receiver point are calculated which are 
consistent with Snell's laws of reflection and refraction presented in section 3.2.2. The 
Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients at each of the points of reflection and 
transmission are calculated, assuming plane incident waves and plane and infinite boundaries. 
Then for each ray path the amplitude is corrected to account for wavefront curvature from the 
source and due to the curvature of any boundaries and finally all the ray paths are combined. 
The total geometrical optics field is then given by [Sau99], 
E= EoAoe-- iko ro FEiA. e-jil TEjAje-j'j ri (4.22) 
where, 
N, N, : Total number of reflected and transmitted traced rays. 
F, T Reflection and transmission coefficients. 
rn Distance along the n" ray. 
ki Wavenumber associated with the medium in which the ith ray propagates. 
Ai, Aj Spreading factor for the ith , j'hray 
Eij Incident field immediately adjacent to corresponding transmission or 
reflection point (V/m). 
In the above formula the first term accounts for the direct rays from transmitter to receiver, 
the second term accounts for the reflected terms and the third for the transmitted (refracted) 
terms. 
4.3.2.2 Geometrical and uniform theory of diffraction 
While the approach described in section 4.3.2.1 could yield reasonable results for a number of 
scenarios, there are cases where geometrical optics will fail to correctly predict the overall 
received field. This would be true for cases where the receiver resides in the shadow region 
behind an obstruction. Since the approach followed does not take into account diffraction 
effects, it is possible that the overall field predicted by equation 4.22 will be inaccurate. 
Extending the geometrical optics method to include the diffraction mechanisms, results in the 
geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) [Ke162]. The main idea of GTD is that an extended 
version of Fermat's principle may be used to predict the existence of diffracted rays which 
may then be treated as any other ray in geometrical optics. 
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Cone of diffracted rai 
Incident ray 
Figure 41: Generation of edge diffracted rays from a wedge 
Figure 41 shows the generation of the cone of diffracted rays with accordance to Fermat's 
principle for edge diffraction. Fermat's principle predicts that a cone of diffracted rays will be 
produced where the cone has a semi-angle do. The simplest case exists in the case of normal 
incidence where do is equal to 7d2 and the cone reduces to a disk. After the diffracting point is 
determined the diffracted field can be calculated and added to equation (4.22). The diffracted 
field can be calculated by, 
Ed= DEjAd (4.23) 
where, 
Ed 
Ed,, 
(4.24) 
Ei = '1ý11 (4.25) 
19.1 1 
DI, 
(4.26) 
With Eill and Ej_L measured parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence which contains 
the incident ray and the diffracting edge and Ed,,, Ed_L are measured parallel and perpendicular 
to the plane of diffraction containing the diffracted ray and the diffracting edge. Adis a 
spreading factor depending on the distances between the transmitter and receiver and can be 
defined with reference to Figure 42 as, 
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r 
I) 
Ad (4.27) 
4 r(r+r r(r+ ri 
DII and D, are the diffraction coefficients describing the characteristics of the diffracting 
obstacle at the point of diffraction [Ba189]. Because the original formulation of GTD [Ke162] 
did not predict the field correctly for field points in a Fresnel-zone-like region in the vicinity 
of the shadow boundary the uniform theory of diffraction was introduced (UTD) which 
applies at all points in space [Kou74, Sau99]. With reference to Figure 42 the diffraction 
coefficient of equation 4.26 can be defined as, 
Region 2 
Reflection 
BoundarY ----------------------- 
Hik 
Source 
Reý 
e 
Figure 42: Geometry for wedge diffraction coefficient 
3 
cot 
ir + (D' F [kra' ((D')] + cot 
7r - (D' F[ kra - ((D') T- 
D_L, ll 
2n 2n 
n ý8ýi zrý 7jk 
cot 
Ir + (Dr F[kra'((Dr)]+Cot 'T- (D 
rF [kra- ((D')] 
2n 2n 
I 
where, 
(D1, r=O+oo; 0: ýý-0,00: 92z; 
F (x) = 2i, -Fxel, fe 
jt2 
dt 
t= ý-x- 
and a: ý are the integers which most nearly satisfy, 
27rnal- - (D = +-lr 
2)r - 
)T 
(Fresnel integral) 
Shadow 
'AHd 
boundary 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
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The total field at any point in space is thus given by, 
Et = Ei (AO + U, FA, + DAd ) (4.32) 
where A0, A, Ad, are spreading factors and U, is equal to I if a reflection exists otherwise is 
equal to 0. 
4.3.3 A Deterministic-coupling model 
In this approach [Lie97], the different areas of an indoor environment are considered to be 
interconnected by spatial propagation channels as shown in Figure 43. 
Lk pi ik 
i 
Li 
Figure 43: Model geometry 
Following a signal emerging from one of these areas, it propagates within one of the spatial 
propagation channels. When it reaches another area part of the signal is absorbed, part of it is 
transmitted within a new channel and part of it is reflected in another channel. The splitting of 
these channels can be then described by, 
P =c P (jk) (ij) (ij) (4.33) 
P(ij)ý P(jk) are signals leaving these successive-interconnected channels. The coefficient C(ij)(jk) is 
the coupling coefficient which describes the splitting between the different channels 
(transmitted, reflected and scattered) and contains the information about how much energy 
reaches the different areas. Where, 
COS ff 
Pcoso 
L, Li 
I ri 
dsidsj (4.34) 
k 
jk) -::::: 
fff 
'o 
Cos f (gli) g dsidsidSk (4.35) 
Lk. Li 4 
ri r2 
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ff A2f (01j) A, cos 9, cos Oj dsidsj 
cj -4 (4.36) (ii)(jk) A cost cos ffI 01i dsidsj 
Li 4 r, 
r fr p (00. t (o 9 
ft ( Oi 
E70 
(4.37) 
pi V pi 
p= ]F2p (I_ ]F2 -2Re[y]djý 
r i, 
p t 
)e (4.38) 
With the angles defined in Figure 43, d is the thickness of the material (m), )/ is the 
propagation constant and F is the reflection coefficient. Aj=l if i#j and ray I is not obstructed 
otherwise AI=O. A2=1 if ray 2 is not obstructed and hits k otherwise A2=0- 
The method proposed above, follows a different approach than the conventional ray tracing 
techniques. The advantage in this case is that after the coupling matrix is calculated, it can be 
used for different transmitter and receiver positions thus decreasing computation time. 
Nevertheless the model still needs an accurate description of the area of interest. 
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4.4 Outdoor to Indoor Prediction Models 
4.4.1 Gahleitner and Bonek 
This empirical model [Gah94] considers that signal contributions for small cells are expected 
from all the sides of the building under investigation, hence the mean outside street level, is 
measured in all adjacent streets. It is also assumed that in street canyon micro cells, 
penetration is only through the external wall adjacent to the illuminated street where the main 
contribution to the received signal exists. The mean power PE (dBm) within a room is 
modelled by the sum of the external mean power values, multiplied by respective empirical 
wall attenuation factors for internal and external wall. The height dependence of the local 
losses is modelled by a height gain derived from the measured data. The proposed model 
takes the following form, 
NMk, nn 
PE == 10109 
1 PAn fl 
-+ hGh (4.39) 
n=l 
L 
m=l 
L 
where, 
N: Number of external walls relevant for a certain floor 
PAn : Outdoor street level mean power along the nth external wall (mW) 
L: "Linear" wall attenuation factor of external wall 
Number of intemal wall categories 
L,, : "Linear" wall attenuation factor of wall category m 
G1, Height gain in (dB/m) 
h: Height of the receiver above street level (m) 
K,,, : Number of walls of category m traversed by a line drawn from the receiver 
location perpendicular to external wall number n 
Table 12 shows the model parameters for 180OMHz derived from the measured data by 
minimizing the standard deviation of the proposed model. 
L(external walý Brick: 20.5 dB, Reinforced concrete: 17.6dB 
LI(internal wall) Brick: 5.8 dB, Double soft board: 6.7dB 
G1, 1.1 - 1.6 dB/m 
Table 12: Model parameters at 180OMHz 
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The model was tested at 900 and 1800 MHz in micro cells and street canyon micro cells 
where in the case of the latter much higher penetration losses were exhibited due to the 
grazing angles between the base station and the external walls. Unfortunately the model does 
not describe exactly how and at which point near the external wall the external mean power 
values are calculated. 
4.4.2 COST 231 Line-of-sight model 
The COST231 outdoor to indoor line of sight model [COST23 I] is based on measurements in 
the frequency range from 900-180OMHz for distances up to 500 metres. It assumes that a 
line-of-sight path exists between a building face and the external transmitter antenna. 
Internal anten 
Internal wall Wi 
D 
External antenna 
External wall We 
Figure 44: Parameter definition for COST231 LOS model 
Figure 44 defines the geometry with the total path loss defined as, 
D 
LýIB=32.4+20log(f)+20log(S+d)+W, +WG, I-- +max('-, , r2 
) (4.40) 
s 
where, 
Frequency of operation (GHz). 
S: Distance between external antenna and external wall at the actual floor (m). 
d: Perpendicular distance between external wall and internal antenna (m). 
D: Perpendicular distance between external antenna and external wall (m). 
W, : Loss in externally illuminated wall at perpendicular penetration (dB). 
WG, : Additional loss in external wall for 0= 0'. WG, is set to 20 (M). 
Wi : Loss in internal walls (dB). 
,p 
(dB) Loss added due to p internal walls with Wi wall loss, F, W 
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1-2 : Loss added for any unobstructed internal paths, 
1-2= a (d - 2) (1 - DI 
S)2' 
a, is a specific attenuation (dBm-) which applies for these unobstructed 
paths (dB). 
The recommended parameters for using this model are shown in Table 13. 
W, 4-10 dB (concrete with non-nal window size 7dB, wood 4dB) 
Wi 4- 10 dB (concrete walls 7dB, wood and plaster 4dB) 
WG, 20dB 
U 0.6 dB/m 
Table 13: Model parameters for 900 and 1800 MHz 
The suggested model assumes free space propagation path loss between the external antenna 
and the illuminated wall and is not based on an outdoor reference level like 4.4.1. The wall 
loss shown in Table 13 is not necessarily the physical loss for a single homogeneous wall, it is 
the loss that gives reasonable agreement when the model is applied and it includes objects in 
the building, such as cupboards, shelves and other furniture. It has been also reported that thin 
wood or plaster walls can give rise to lower losses than 4 dB and concrete walls without 
windows 10-20 dB. Also increasing window sizes was found to decrease the loss and vice 
versa. 
4.4.3 COST 231 Non-line-of-sight model 
The COST231 non line of sight model [COST23 I] relates the loss inside a building from an 
external transmitter to the loss measured outside the building, on the side nearest to the wall 
of interest, at 2m above ground level as shown in Figure 45. 
Base station 
Floor number, n 
I Ol I I 1 51 1 1 1 1 
41 
1 
1 131 1 
1 12 1 1 Lout 
Figure 45: Parameter definition for COST231 NLOS model 
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The loss is given by, 
L(dB) = Lut + W, + Wg, + max 
(F, 
. 
r3 ) 
-GFH 
where, 
Lout : Loss measured outside the building on the side nearest to the wall of interest 
(This is the received power at that point, its referred as loss, meaning the 
losses of the transmitted signal caused by obstructions and propagation 
mechanisms) (0) 
W, : As defined in LOS model (dB) 
Wge : Loss due to shadowing (dB) 
F, : As defined in LOS model (dB) 
F3 : ]F3 = ad (dB) 
GFH : Floor height gain (dB) nG, or hGh ,n is the floor number ,h is the floor 
height above outdoor reference height. 
The recommended parameters for using this model are shown in Table 14. 
W91 3-5 dB at 90OMHz, 5-7 dB at 180OMHz 
We, F, , a, d 
As defined in LOS model 
Gn 1.5-2 dB, 4-7 dB for floor heights above 4m 
h 1.1- 1.6 dB 
Table 14: Recommended model parameters 
During the COST231 campaign it has also been reported that penetration losses of different 
external walls was found to differ considerably. This effect was explained based on the fact 
that the buildings under investigation were of different construction. No physical explanation 
of the noticed difference was suggested and the parameter W., was introduced in the model in 
order to achieve unambiguous basic wall penetration losses. 
4.4.4 Horikoshi - Tanaka - Morinaga 
This model [Hor86] was formulated empirically to estimate the penetration loss of an external 
windowed wall. The measurements took place in a single room with concrete walls, posts and 
large window areas as shown in Figure 46. 
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Concrete posts 
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Figure 46: Horikoshi setup 
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The measurements investigated penetration into the room by comparing different window 
setups. These setups included windows to be completely shut, half open and part of them to 
be covered by aluminium foil. Measurements were taken for transmitter receiver separation 
distances between 250 and 1068 meters for different angles of incidence. 
Penetrating window magnitude as a function of arrival angle 
c 0 76 
(D 
CL 
76 
D. 9 - 
D. 8 - 
D. 7 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
Ardval angle(degrees) 
Figure 47: Penetrating magnitude through window as a function of arrival angle [Hor861 
Almost all measurements gave identical results with a mean relative penetration factor F(O) 
as shown in Figure 47. 
The proposed model takes the form of, 
LD= Low + 20 log[ I- F(0)] (4.42) 
where, 
LD : Penetration loss from arrival angle 15 (dB). 
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Low : Penetration loss of the received signal arriving from a reference point 
perpendicular to the external wall, Low=5.5 dB (dB). 
F( 0) : Penetration magnitude characteristics or "effective radiation pattem" of the 
window, depending on angle of arrival and situation of the window (windows 
closed, half opened, alternative shield on windows)(It has been found that 
relative magnitude of the penetration field, 1"(0), does not differ notably 
with the situation of the window). 
The above approach could be possibly used into an empirical model that can include the free 
space loss and a more general material case (i. e. brick wall, wood etc. ). The only problem is 
that F( 0) should be calculated accordingly for other materials and operating frequencies. 
4.4.5 A physical statistical method 
The proposed modelling method described here was developed to generate synthetic 
correlated shadowing for wireless systems in the absence of detailed propagation and 
landscape information based on the statistical properties of the measured data in indoor 
environments [FiaOOb]. It was tested with some narrowband measurements at 2.4 and 5.2 
GHz taken for the radio environment Mobile VCE project. Subsequently it was tested 
[FiaOOa] against some outdoor to indoor wideband measurements at 2.45GHz, which were 
again measured for the Mobile VCE project. 
Mobile 1 
Bas 
92 
Figure 48: Shadowing paths between base stations and mobiles 
The method defines the correlation of shadowing between any two receivers as shown in 
Figure 48 as, 
P,, =# Cos (a) (4.43) 
where, 
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Is a constant factor which depends on the frequency and the environment 
Is the angle difference between two shadowing paths (deg) 
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Figure 49: Cross correlation results for wideband measurements 
Figure 49 shows the correlation results obtained from the outdoor to indoor 2.45GHz 
wideband measurement campaign, which was carried out in Guildford, Bristol, and Bradford 
as described in reference [JonOO]. Analysis of results plotted for Surrey (Guildford) and 
Bristol, have shown that their correlation shapes can be approximated by the modelling 
method mentioned in 4.25. Results obtained for Bristol do not follow the proposed method 
probably due to the additional floor losses at the measurement setup area, introduced by 
differences in transmitter and receiver heights due to Bristol's hilly terrain. 
4.4.6 Other approaches 
The deterministic modelling approach presented here [DohOO] tries to estimate the received 
field by considering a generic case where the interface is a windowed wall with an internal 
periodic structure as shown in Figure 50. 
Y- x 
Wall with periodic structure 
Window 
VU E 
2-DEEEE 
Figure 50: Wall with a periodic structure 
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Following a similar approach as [Hon94] the electromagnetic field is decomposed into its TE 
and TM components with respect to the wall surface. The proposed model then takes the form 
of, 
Eindoor (Oin 
5 
oin 41 (Oin 
9 
oin 
, 
Oout 
, 
oout )Eoutdoor (0, 
ut 9 
Oout ) 
E; E ly TE 0 
(T TE, TM T 
E ndoor, outdoor %F TEJM = 
(1 
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D TE, TM - (d -F dTT TE in 
(Pin 
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(Pin 
9 Oin 9 0out 
TwiEný(: - TwajjTM 'I 
T 'F'f 
(4.44) 
(4.45) 
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(x) 0.5e- 
j(arctan (x +I. 5x+] 
ýF7CX2 +X+ 
where, 
M : Number of consecutive meshes or lattices 
L : Lattice attenuation per layer (L=-2dB) 
T TE , TM : Transniission coefficient for window or wall 
A 
Win, 
Oin, : Transmitted Indoor angles, 0 azimuthal angle with respect to x-z plane, 0 
elevation angle with respect to x-z plane (degrees). 
O, u, Ou, : Impinging outdoor angles (degrees). 
Pin Jndoor distance from the diffraction source (m) 
In the same framework, a semi empirical model is proposed, which is an extension of the 
COST231-Motley [COST231a] outdoor to indoor penetration model, a similar but pre-final 
release of the final COST231 penetration losses model that was presented in section 4.4.2. In 
this approach a diffraction margin term is added to the COST231-Motley model in order to 
correct any power loss estimations for the primary rooms where diffraction around windows 
is expected to have a significant effect. The proposed semi-empirical model takes the form of, 
-": L+ sD (x, y, z) 
LCOST231-Motle 
. v, modified 
'* COST231-MotleY (4.46) 
Where D(x, y, z) is the diffraction correction in the primary rooms and s is a switch which is I 
for primary penetrated rooms and 0 elsewhere. 
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Frequency (GHz) No. of illuminated 
wall surfaces 
No. of windows per 
wall-surface 
Average diffraction 
margin in dB 
1 1.3 
1 2 1.9 
4 2.8 
6 3.5 
2.4 1 2.4 
2 2 3.4 
4 4.7 
6 5.7 
1 8.8 
2 10.9 
1 4 13.4 
6 15.7 
5.2 1 8.8 
2 11.4 
2 4 14.4 
6 15.7 
Table 15: Parameters used in the modified COST231-Motley model 
Unfortunately performance of the proposed model has not been tested with measurements so 
practical validity of the model remains theoretical. 
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4.5 Comparison of Existing Models 
4.5.1 Outdoor and Indoor models 
A summary of the outdoor and indoor models described in section 4.2 and 4.3 can be found in 
Table 16 below. 
Model name Type Frequency tested Use Limitation 
I Free Space loss Deterministic Various Outdoor & Indoor 
2 Log distance Empirical Various Outdoor & Indoor Empirical 
3 Flat Edge Deterministic 900 & 1800 MHz Outdoor Buildings of 
same height 
4 Cost23 I -Wal-Ike Empirical- 800-2000 MHz Outdoor I. Empirical. 
Statistical 2. Buildings of 
same height 
5 Keen & Motley Empirical Various Indoor & Empirical 
Multiple wall Outdoor - Indoor 
6 Ray tracing Deterministic Various Indoor Power 
consuming 
7 Deterministic- Deterministic 180OMHz Indoor Detail 
coupling description 
Table 16: Comparison of outdoor and indoor models 
The outdoor and indoor models described in section 4.2 and 4.3 will not be examined in more 
detail because the scope of this thesis is to examine only outdoor to indoor propagation. The 
reason for mentioning these models is to provide an overview since they can be used as part 
of a possible outdoor to indoor model having a structure as shown in Figure 51. Selection of 
model 1,2 and 5 in Table 16 was based on the fact that they are frequently used as a basis for 
more complex models. Models 3 and 6 and 7 were selected due to its deterministic nature and 
model 4 because it combines 3 different models in one with an operating frequency up to 
2GHz. 
Outdoor-Model + 
Interface Indoor Model 
Outdoor to 
C 
Losses 
( 
Indoor model 
Figure 51: Possible outdoor to indoor model formulation 
A form of a possible outdoor to indoor model as suggested by Figure 5 1, could be one that 
utilizes a free space loss model (if applicable) up to the building of interest, a log distance 
path loss model with an appropriate n exponent as the indoor model and some empirically 
measured or theoretically calculated losses for the traversed interfaces between the transrmtter 
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and receiver. Depending on the complexity of the outdoor and indoor clutter and the way the 
environment can be simulated, other outdoor and indoor models can be used. A similar 
approach has been shown by [Gah941 where the building coverage is estimated by modelling 
the signal strength on street level and then considering the wall attenuation parameters. 
4.5.2 Outdoor to indoor models 
A quick comparison of the outdoor to indoor models mentioned in section 4.4 is shown in 
Table 17. 
Model section no. Type Frequency tested Use Limitation 
I Gahleitner & Bonek Empirical 900 & 1800 MHz Outdoor to Empirical 
indoor 
2 COST 231 Line-of- Empirical 900 & 1800 MHz Outdoor to Empirical 
sight model indoor 
3 COST 231 Non-line- Empirical 900 & 1800 MHz Outdoor to Empirical 
of-sight model indoor 
4 Horikoshi, Tanaka, Empirical 1290 MHz Outdoor to I. Empirical 
Morinaga indoor 
2. Too site specific 
5 A physical statistical Physical- 2.45GHz Outdoor to I. Provides mainly 
method Statistical indoor correlation 
6 Other approaches Deterministic Not tested Outdoor to I. Have not been 
indoor tested 
Table 17: Comparison of outdoor to indoor models 
Comparison of the above models should yield one or more models as the best candidates to be 
compared with the proposed model of chapter 5. Since the proposed model in chapter 5 
assumes a line of sight situation that means only models 1,2 and 4 and 6 should be 
considered. Close exarrunation of models I and 4 reveals that these models would probably 
not perform adequately. Both models are too empirical in nature each one with its own 
drawbacks. Like model 2, model I has been formulated with measurements taken from 
mostly non line of sight situations. This is the reason why the model includes in its 
formulation a height gain factor. This non line of sight formulation means that all suggested 
empirical values including wall losses to be used in the model, also include effects from the 
outdoor clutter. Also although the model provides some empirically grazing losses measured 
in street canyon microcells, it does not provide any information how the loss should change as 
a function of the incidence angle. This information is quite important for the different 
scenarios this thesis wants to investigate for future radio network setups. Furthermore the fact 
that the model makes use of the mean power along the external wall leads to some other 
implications. If this signal has to be measured empirically this means that the model could not 
be easily implemented in a versatile way. If this signal would be estimated theoretically 
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through the use of an outdoor model, this model should be able to Provide accurate results and 
this will probably depend on the assumptions made concerning the layout of the area. 
Similarly, examination of model 4 reveals that this model although provides information 
concerning the penetration loss under an angle of incidence, this information is too site 
specific with measurements only in one room and from distances ranging more than one km. 
This is probably the reason why the penetration loss has been found to be changing more or 
less linearly with an increasing angle of incidence. Concerning the model presented in section 
4.4.6, unfortunately it has not been tested with any measurements to verify its validity. 
Furthermore the model proposes a fixed loss of 2dB for the lattice attenuation for all 
frequencies and for all lattice sizes. This is in contrast with [Ric2K] where it has been shown 
that this loss does vary with lattice size and frequency. This loss has been found to vary from 
-1dB to -5dB at 90OMHz and from -IdB to -6dB at 180OMHz for grids having a square 
length of 5,15 and 25 cm. 
Another point, is that a deterministic model, if accurate, would be much more complex to 
implement than an empirical or a semi deterministic model. For simplicity reasons, a model 
that is intermediate between these models was decided to be used. 
The above examinations suggest that the most appropriate model to be used for comparison 
with the proposed TD model of sections 5.3 and 5.4 is the COST231 line of sight penetration 
model. This model as the literature suggests, is valid up to 500 meters away from a building, 
it includes in its formulation a factor to accommodate losses due to the angle of incidence and 
assumes like the proposed model that a line-of-sight path exists between a building face and 
the external transmitter antenna. The comparison of the two models with some actual 
measurements will be shown in chapter 6. 
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4.6 Conclusions 
The models presented in section 4.4 have tried to simulate outdoor to indoor propagation by 
considering a reference measured signal outside the building with empirically measured 
losses [Gah94, COST231] and a single ray approach including the effect of the angle of 
incidence on the external wall [COST231, Hor86]. None of the above tried combining the 
different contributions coming from all the surfaces of the different areas of the neighbouring 
walls including doors, wall sections and windows. By combining these contributions with the 
effect of the angle of incidence, diffraction effects would have been also accounted for, 
around windows or any other aperture areas. This is the approach that was followed in the 
proposed deterministic model of chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 
5 Proposed Outdoor to indoor model 
5.1 Overview 
Although empirical outdoor to indoor models like the COST231 outdoor to indoor model 
[COST231] can be used in some cases to model an outdoor to indoor propagation scenario, 
there would be instances where these kind of models will fail to provide accurate results. 
This problem arises from the empirical nature of these models. In the near future a possible 
layout for increasing the capacity of a system could be the deployment of a significant 
number of picocells. The base stations of these picocells would be situated within a building, 
providing coverage to users entering and leaving the building. For optimum system design 
and interference free operation, one should be able to accurately predict the received signals 
involved during the transition of a user from outdoors to indoors and vice versa. Although 
models like COST231 involve the angle of incidence on the external wall in their calculations 
in order to accommodate any extra losses, they do not consider the effect of diffraction 
around windows edges, which can provide a low loss path for electromagnetic waves. For this 
reason there are cases when this approach would be inadequate and will fail to accurately 
predict the received signals. 
In this section an outdoor to indoor model is proposed which combines different contributions 
coming from the building interface, which is illuminated by the external transmitted signal. 
These contributions have different weights, depending on whether the originating aperture 
section on the external wall is a window (single or double glazed), a wall or a door section. 
The field through these sections is then calculated separately and then combined to find the 
overall received signal due to transmitted and diffracted contributions without considering 
internal reflections back scattering and diffuse scattering. 
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5.2 Analysis and Formulation of the outdoor to indoor model 
This section explains the procedure taken to calculate the received field due to the combined 
diffraction and transmission loss of a single rectangular aperture. The total field at the point of 
interest is then calculated by combining the contributions coming from a number of different 
sizes and types of apertures, such as window, doors and wall segment sections. The number 
and size of the apertures considered depends on the position of the transn-iitter and receiver 
outside and inside the building and the involved interface material types. Interfaces like 
metallic objects, shelves and radiators can completely obstruct the received field so these 
areas could be ignored. With this approach interface sections of the building with the 
strongest contributions to the overall field can be considered. 
Pr(r) 
Figure 52: Diffracting aperture and receiving point P(r) 
With reference to Figure 52 the total contribution at an observation point Pr of a position 
vector r at a distance R, from the n th component of the aperture under investigation can be 
calculated as [Kle70], 
E(r) =1 Ei (r. )e 
n=I 
ne r -rn 
The above formula should be true after assurfflng that the aperture is broken down into 
smaller components Au, so that Ir - r, I is almost constant between these components. Also 
at this point the angles of incidence are assumed to be close to normal thus the obliquity 
factor is ornmited. 
where, 
Eill, (iý ): Incident field r, on the aperture (V/m) 
Aul, 
th 
pinhole component area of the total area 
(M) 
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A: Wavelength (m) 
Wave number (m-1) 
-rl : Distance between observation point P and point on the aperture (m) 
From the above equation, the following surface integral is obtained as AU tends to zero. 
e 
-iklr-r, 1 
ffl: Ei, (r ) dor (5.2) 
/t Ir - r 1 
Where ld is the diffracting aperture surface. 
To investigate diffraction through an aperture that is not material free, the aperture can be 
considered as covered by a partly transmitting film, equivalent to the case of a glass window 
aperture or even to the case of a wall or door aperture. In this case the transmitted field at a 
point r,, on the aperture can be found by multiplying the incident field by a function that 
describes the change in amplitude (A) and phase (0) that the incident field will suffer while 
propagating through the partly transmitting aperture. 
Elransmitted (rn )=f (A, 0) X Einc (rn ) (5.3) 
The total received field at the observation point P can be now found as 
e -ikR ffE f (A, 0) Ei, (r ) du (5.4) 
/l 
Where f (A, 0) can take different forms as in [StaOO] describing propagation through a single 
interface wall or glass, or a multiple interface as in the case of a double glazed window as 
described in the previous chapter in sections 3.3. land 3.4.1. 
In most cases of interest, one of the units (base station) will be stationary while the other 
(mobile user) will be moving, thus changing the angle of incidence of the incident wave at 
different points on the aperture. Since the angle of incidence is included in f 
(A, 0), in order 
to integrate this function correctly into the surface integral, the incidence angle should be 
expressed in terms of the changing distances involved for each different point on the aperture, 
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which contributes to the overall signal. Before examining the modified form that this function 
has to take, the case of a diffracting aperture placed between a transmitting and receiving 
point is shown in Figure 53 in order to define all the relevant geometrical parameters. 
Field Point P, 
Figure 53: Diffracting aperture, transmitting source point Ps and receiving point P, 
In this case (Figure 53) the total received field at Fý can be calculated as 
e- 
ik (R, + R2) 
E(r)= 1 Uff 
1: 
Q du (5.5) 
lý RIR2 
Where U is the amplitude of the incident plane wave at unit distance from ]ý, 
Source Iý, *7, Diffracting surface 
f Iý Field point 
Angle of 
incidence 
Figure 54: Definition of angle of incidence cc and inclination factor 
From Figure 54 the incidence angle normal to the diffracting aperture can be defined as, 
cos a 
d, 
(5.6) 
R, 
and the inclination factor as, 
I (cos a+ cos a') (5.7) 2 
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with, 
cos a 
d2 
R2 (5.8) 
The inclination factor Q is a slowly varying function of the angles of incidence and is 
introduced in order to account for the effect of all the different involved angles for the 
different points on the aperture. 
R, can be expressed in terms of the perpendicular distance d, from the source point to the 
diffracting screen, and the. ýý, y, coordinates of source point ]ý, and that of the diffracting point 
P. From Figure 53 and Figure 54, the following relationships can be obtained, d 
R, 2=d, 2+d /2 
12 ( 1- )2 
Vd, 2+(x 1-_)ý, )2 +(Y/- Yj 2 
Y, 
)2 
(x , 
_)ýv)2 y Y, 
)2 
1+ 2+ d, d, 2 
F, 
R, is expanded using the binomial theorem and only the first terms are kept as the major 
contributors. This is done by assuming the binomial approximation 
VI 
-x =- 1+ 0.5x when 
x<<I. This would be true in most cases since the perpendicular distances involved would be 
larger than the aperture size. 
R, d, , 
(x _ Xs 
2d, 
(y/- 
YS 
2d, 
(5.9) 
Similarly, 
R2=d2 +(x 
I_X)2 
2d2 
(y j_ 
Y)2 
2d2 
(5.10) 
PdP,. I can now be calculated as, 
(x/-xs )2 (yI- 
YS 
)2 (x t_X)2 
y 
f- 
Y) 
2 
'ývpdp, R, + R2 : -- d, + 2dl - 
+ 
2d, . 
+d2 + 
2d2 2d2 
P, P, 
Xf2+ 
2_ 2x" + Y'2 + y2 /2 21 f2 
2 
-ýI -lýI -2y"y, x +x -2xx+y 
+y -2y" d, +d 2+ 2d, 2d2 
y 
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jp ý-dp-r 
d, +d2 + 
X12 + X2 - 2x"x X12 
+ X2 - 2x"x Y, 
*2 + Y2 - 2y"ys Y/2 + Y2 - 2yy +sS++s -+ 2d, 2d2 2d, 2d2 
Algebraic manipulation leads to, 
ppp 
sd 
with, 
( 
X-X 
s)2 
+(y_ YS)2 (X,, _ Xm 
)2 
=R, +R2= d, +d2 + 2(d, +d2) 
-+ 
xm = 
dlx+d2Xs 
, Ym =dly+d2ys p= 
dd2 
d, +d2 d, +d2 d, +d2 
From Figure 5 3,1 
-ý, 
P, I can be calculated as, 
lý, P, 1= ý(dj + d2 
)2 +(X_ xs 
)2 +(y_ YS)2 
lp j 
Expanding with the binomial theorem and keeping the major contributions, making the same 
assumptions as earlier, 1, ý, P, I can be approximated with the first term in 
1, ý, PdP, I thus 
ý=RI+R 
( (X lf - xm) 
2 
+(y 1- YM 
)2 
(5.11) p Pd Pr2 =IIýv rl+ 2p 
The equation that describes the diffracted receiving field of Figure 53 becomes 
-ik(RI+R2) ik 
IPPl+ 
W--. ) +(y, _y"1 
)2 
E(r) =1U ffy-, Qe du = 
iU ffl: Q e- 
2p 
J 
dxdy' (5.12) 
,Z RIR2 /t 
-dR1R2 
Because the RIR2 term is slowing varying compared with the exponential term in the integral, 
,p - ik(lp it can be replaced by dd2 and placed outside the integral. Also the e 
J) term can be 
placed outside the integral since it does not include any x and y integration points of the 
diffracting aperture. Furthermore it is assumed that R, and R2 are large compared with the 
aperture dimensions. Thus, 
YM 
)2 1 
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-ik 
(x'-x )'+(Y, -Y. ), 
)) 
E(r) 
iu 
,e 
-ik(rlPPI) 
ffy'd 
Qe 
2p Jýdxdy' 
(5.13) Adjd2 
Also 
Ue -ik(JFýPJ) 
can be defined as the field that would be observed at P, if there were (I 
-ý' P, 
1) 
no aperture. E (rr ) can be then rewritten as, 
-ik(jý, Prj) i -ikýý 
(X'-x )2 +(Y'-Y' )2 
E 
Ue (d, +d2) ff,:, Qe 
2p 
ýIdxdy' 
(5.14) (I ý -P, T Adjd2 
If the aperture is covered with a material, the total received field E (ý, ) can be calculated as, 
-ik(, 
IfPI) (X, _Xtn )2+(Y, _3,. )2 
E(r) = 
Ue ff, f (A, O)Qe-il 2p 
- 
ýýdx`dy' 
(5.15) 
ý 
(1, ý, Pr 1) ý, d, d2 
where f (A, 0) can be defined as shown in chapter 3, for the single layer case (single layer 
window or wall) as, 
f(A, O)=4 +-! tl- 1+172 e 
il(r2-rl) 
+ I-q, I_ 
12 
e-il 
(rl +72 
(5-16) 
172 Ri 172 771 
and f (A, 0) for the double glazed window case as [StaOO], 
22 
+ 
E2 j2l(y2-ri) 
+ 
772 
1 j2ly, j4l(y2-rl Hrl j2[1(yl +r2 )+lrl 
+e22 2e- +e +e- )+ 
f(A, O)=16 
771 172 771 772 
_ 
R2 j2r, (I+I) +2- 
il- i2l(r, +r2) 1+22 j2rl(l+r) +Il+! I- e- _ _j_ e- + e- Ri 772 771 772 771 772 
where all the relevant parameters are defined in chapter3. The diffraction loss in decibels due 
to the aperture can then be defined as, 
Loss (dB) = 20 log 
E (r) (1, ý, Pr 1) 
Ue -ik(IPPrl) 
The above formula calculates the transmission loss through an aperture as a function of the 
combined transmission and diffraction losses. Due to the complexity involved, the integral of 
formula (5.15) is calculated numerically as explained in section 6.4. 
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ca 
0 
-J 
Diffraction by an aperture of variable width 
Width=8m Width=8m 
0- 
Width=4m Width=4m 
lo- 
Width=ým 
-20 
-25 
Wiýdth=lm 
., -L 
Variable width 
Single layer 
aperture Rx 
1.45m 1.5m 2m 
x 
Tx 
4 
1.4ý5- 4m 1 1 rrj 
Screen 
-15 -10 -5 05 10 15 15m 
Transmitter displacement with respect to aperture centre (m) 
Figure 55: Diffraction by an aperture of variable width 
To test the basic validity of the formulation, the results indicated in Figure 55 were produced. 
These results refer to a low loss glass aperture of varying width, surrounded by an infinite 
blocking screen. The indicated transmission loss response follows the same general behaviour 
with results shown by [kle70] for an empty aperture surrounded by a blocking screen. 
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5.3 Combining contributions coming from different areas 
In most practical cases, the received field will be formed from contributions coming from 
different areas of the interfaces involved as shown in Figure 56. The total received field can 
be then calculated by summing the different contributions coming from each separate 
aperture, as calculated by formula 5.18. 
Windowed 
wall 
p 
s 
Contributions from 
wall apertures 
---.,. 
Contributions from 
window apertures 
Figure 56: Major Contributions for total received signal 
Thus the received field within the first room can be calculated by adding all the contributions 
coming from the areas on the walls in the vicinity of the receiver, which are in direct line of 
sight with the outdoor unit. For this reason the line of sight walls in the vicinity of the 
transmitter are divided into rectangular aperture areas, where each area is composed from the 
same type of material as shown in Figure 57. Depending on the height of the outdoor unit, if 
appropriate, contributions through the roof could be also considered (aperture 22). 
F-I F 
ndoor antenna 
NAv y 
F F-I 
Line of sight_------' 
interfaces Wall 
Door Window 
y 
Outdoor antenna 
Dividing the line of sight 
interfaces into different apertures 
depending on aperture type 
Figure 57: Defining the line of sight interfaces and different aperture division 
The loss in decibels for a single interface can then be calculated as, 
Loss (dB) = 20 log I 
(r), (I ý, 1) 
?I, Ue- 
ik (I P, Pr 1) 
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Where n is the total number of the different apertures type i contributing to the overall 
received field. For the case shown in Figure 57 n will vary from 1-22. Similarly i will depend 
on the interface involved materials but i would normally refer to wood, glass, brick or 
concrete type of apertures. The formula shown in 5.19 can then be used to model the first 
transition (suffered losses) from outdoor to the first room within a building. A simple example 
is shown in Figure 58 where a receiver is placed behind a brick windowed wall with the 
transmitter having a frequency of 3GHz and moving at a distance of 30m along the wall at 
both directions. The electrical perrfflttivity and loss tangent of the wall sections was set to 4 
and 0.045 [Has64], while for the glass area these parameters were set respectively to 4 and 
0.0012 (coming glass 7070) [Hip95]. The brick wall thickness was set to 30cm and the glass 
thickness to 8mm. 
4.8m 
2 
. 8m 
2.8m Glass 
Window 5 
Rx 
0 
2m 
1.4m 
0.8m 
0.4m v-- 
0.4m 
Brick 
Tx 
4ý area 
, v_.:. 1.4m 30m 1m 
8m 
Total loss at 3GHz 
Propbseý el 'I-IIII 
Single/ ray model through window area 
Single ray model through brick area 
8 -6 -4 -2 0246 Transmitter position with respect to window centre (m) 
Figure 58: Brick windowed wall, received signal predicted by proposed model and single ray 
model. 
The results obtained for the involved geometry are shown in Figure 58 which include the free 
space loss and the aperture loss. The plot for the proposed model shown in Figure 58 was 
obtained by combining the field contributions through areas 1-4 (brick) and 5 (glass). The 
shape of the plot shows clearly the importance of the diffraction effects around the window 
area. As a means of comparison a single ray model is also shown on the same graph having a 
step response due to the sudden loss change in the wall materials. The loss of the window and 
brick sections for the single ray model was found by using the model of section 3.3.1. The 
loss was found at normal incidence since for the scenario of Figure 58 the involved angles 
where not exceeding 15 degrees. The loss for the glass area was set to 1.5dB and for the brick 
areas to 8.2dB. 
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Single ray model loss and Fresnel zone obstruction 
., -ý100MHz .................................... Brick loss 30OMHZ ......... ........ ....... Glass loss 
50OMHZ 3GHz 
predicted ý10 GHZ 30OMHz predicted 
-5-, .7 by single 1.8GHZ by single 3GHz 
ray model ray model A 
-10 ........... 1 OOMHz 
U) 
-20- 
Loss due to first 
Fresnel zone -25 
obstruction 
-30' 11111111 
-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 
Transmitter position with respect to window centre (m) 
Figure 59: Effect of obstructing the first Fresnel zone and single ray loss 
The importance of the proposed modelling approach with respect to the single ray approach 
can also be seen from the aperture area loss plots shown in Figure 59. These plots show what 
should be the single ray model loss for glass (centred at 0) and for brick (centred at -1.95) at 
different frequencies revealing a general trend of increase of loss with frequency. Figure 59 
also shows the case where only the single window glass aperture of Figure 58 is considered 
with the brick area treated as a blocking screen. In this case the transmitter was placed 2m 
away from the aperture. The glass type was set again to coming 7070 having exactly the same 
relative permittivity and loss tangent at all frequencies (4 and 0.0012). This was necessary in 
order to isolate the effect of the constitutive parameters and investigate what will happen after 
changing the frequency of operation or effectively the aperture size. The results shown, reveal 
the variation of the suffered loss with respect to the transmitter position and the Fresnel zone 
obstruction. For lower frequencies the first Fresnel zone is larger than that of higher 
frequencies and significant contributions to the received field are blocked thus the loss 
suffered is greater. This is something that single ray models will fall to predict. As the 
frequency increases (30OMHz), the loss through the window glass is decreased since the first 
Fresnel zone is less obstructed. For the setup described above the radius for the first Fresnel 
zone for I OOMHz, 30OMHz and 3GHz is calculated to be 1.7m, Im and 0.3 1 m. 
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4.5 
Average penetration loss for a windowed wall versus frequency 
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Figure 60: Average predicted penetration loss versus frequency 
An interesting situation can be observed if the geometry and setup of Figure 58 with the 
window glass in the m-iddle and the surrounding brick wall is considered. Figure 60 shows the 
average penetration loss behaviour for the whole wall area versus frequency. Results shown 
suggest that although at low frequencies (IOOMHz) the significant contributions through the 
low loss glass window are obstructed (Fresnel zone 2.3m, glass window 0.8m), nevertheless 
the average loss is kept low because significant contributions can pass through the brick area 
which at this frequency are quite low (Figure 59 single ray model). As the frequency 
increases, the loss increases because contributions from the brick area are reduced due to 
increasing brick loss and due to the fact that the first Fresnel zone through the glass area is 
still obstructed. At I GHz the loss decreases suddenly because at this point the First Fresnel 
zone is smaller than the glass window (Fresnel zone 0.75m, glass window 0.8m). After this 
point although the Fresnel zone becomes even smaller, the loss increases, possibly due to the 
loss suffered by the actual materials at higher frequencies. 
The above observation on Fresnel zones through different apertures might be another possible 
answer to the different penetration trends reported by different researchers concerning the 
relation of frequency and penetration loss (section 2.3.6). Of course, as it has been shown, the 
mechanism involved, depends on the geometry of the setup. 
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5.4 Extending model coverage 
5.4.1 Proposed model 
Alternatively, in order to calculate the received signal further into the building, it can be 
assumed that the major contributions to the received field arise again from the neighbouring 
wall sections in the vicinity of the receiver as shown in Figure 61. Similarly, as previously, 
these neighbouring walls are subdivided into different areas depending on area-material type 
(wall, door etc). Furthermore, since this is now an indoor environment, these sections can be 
further subdivided if there is any information for the clutter in the room, like metal shelves or 
any other obstructions. The received field can now be calculated by summing up these major 
contributions from these sections after normalising them with the loss due to the external wall 
and any other internal walls. This normalisation loss is found by calculating a received field 
to a virtual receiver, which is positioned in the middle of these sections on the neighbouring 
wall as shown in Figure 61. 
Virtual receivers 
Receiver 
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wall wall 
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Door 
section 
wall 
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wall 
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Figure 61: Modelling penetration further into the building and definition of ray paths 
This field is found by integrating over the different areas on the external wall as described 
earlier and then multiplying by the single loss of any internal walls. This approach is followed 
because in most cases the external wall layout will vary much more than an internal wall 
layout due to the existence of external doors and windows. This field is then multiplied by the 
field obtained when integrating with the same manner over the neighbouring wall, ignoring 
the external and internal walls since this field is going to be normalised by their loss. The total 
loss is then found by adding the free space loss between the transmitter and receiver. It should 
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be noted that the accuracy of this modelling approach could be increased by dividing the 
different aperture sections to the vicinity of the receiver, down to smaller aperture sections 
reaching the size of the wavelength. This approach increases the model complexity since now 
there is a significant increase in the number of apertures involved, but in this way the field 
strength relation between the different apertures is more correct than the simplified case. In 
the latter case, depending on the size of the aperture, it is possible that the field strength might 
vary considerably throughout a large aperture area. 
The model will then take the form of, 
Path 
- 
Loss (dB) = 
(5.20) 
j", 
E fý, PEf, Pr 
xf I(A, O)l j,, internal + FSLIB 
x 
1: 
)j", 
ik(r If, M) 20 log ik (I Fý P, 6., Ue- i, extenial Ue i, near 
Where i is the number of the different apertures 
contributing to the overall received field. 
Where, 
P, 
Ue- 
ik (I P, Pr 1) 
&J, near 
for the different number of paths 
refers to the contributions to the received field at the receiver, arising from wall sections in 
the vicinity of the receiver (i, near), for a specific ray pathin- 
Term, 
E (r), (I Tý, Pr 
Ue -ik(II!, 
Prl) 
j,, i, external 
refers to the contributions to the received field at the different virtual transmitter points on the 
wall at the vicinity of the receiver. These points are taken to be at the middle of the different 
material aperture types of the above mentioned wall. 
Term, 
I(A, 0)1. 
i,, intemal 
refers to the loss introduced due to the existence of any other internal walls in any of the 
paths. 
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5.5 Scenarios of interest for the proposed models 
5.5.1 Overview 
This section tries to define those scenarios and system setups where the model is expected to 
find usage. These scenarios have been defined based on the definition of the model where a 
line of sight situation should exist between the external unit and the external building wall. 
This condition makes the model useful in microcell setups where the base station is in line of 
sight with the building under investigation. Also the model finds application in picocell setups 
where the base station of the picocells is situated inside the building and it is required to find 
what would be the coverage outside the building. The following sections define these and 
other appropriate scenarios in more detail. 
5.5.2 Microcell coverage into a building 
As mentioned earlier, the model finds applications in microcell setups when there is a line of 
sight between the rnicrocell base station antenna and the building under investigation. In these 
setups the base station antennas are typically placed about the same height as lamp posts and 
usually mounted onto the side of a building. The model can then be used to predict the 
received signal inside directly illuminated buildings. 
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Figure 62: Microcell setup 
With reference to Figure 62, propagation into a specific floor of building A can be predicted 
by combining contributions from the east and south side floor areas of building A. If the roof 
is in a line of sight situation, contributions coming from the roof could also be added but an t7l 
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appropriate transmission function should be defined in case the roof is of complex 
construction. The task of defining this function should not be difficult if the roof is 
constructed in a similar way to normal walls. Similarly for building B, for a given floor, only 
those sections on the same floor that are in line of sight would mainly contribute to the overall 
field. Reflections from neighbouring buildings are assumed to be attenuated enough to ignore 
them. In circumstances where that would not be the case, the model might fail to perform 
adequately. Of course since the model is supposed to be used in a line of sight situation, the 
direct illumination is expected to be much more stronger than any reflected contributions. 
5.5.3 Picocells 
The model can find more use in picocell setups, since in these cases, the possibility of a direct 
line of sight with a building would be much more than for the microcell case. In the setup of 
Figure 63, a mobile user is approaching a building which utilises its own base station for 
serving the premises. In the near future the deployment of base stations within the buildings 
will be quite common because the capacity of a system can be increased by dividing the 
service area down to these smaller cells. 
3:: ý 
Mobile user 
Lý 
Figure 63: User approaching a building with a base station 
The issues that would arise from such setups will be handover and coverage of a mobile user 
from a microcell site to the in building base station. In this case the model can be used to 
calculate what would be the loss between a virtual point outside the building and the base 
station within the building. This information can then be used to define the limits around the 
building where the user will have coverage from the in building base station. 
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5.5.4 Interference analysis 
With the sudden increase of services and future systems the need to increase capacity of a 
given system and quality of service will be of prime importance. As mentioned earlier, one 
way of increasing the capacity is to divide the area down to smaller cells in order to 
efficiently reuse the spectrum. Although it is now common practice to install base stations on 
top of buildings for macrocell type of scenarios, this might change soon due to the need to 
control interference. Trying to reduce the transmitted power of these rooftop base stations in 
order to reduce interference cannot adequately solve the problem since in this way coverage 
might not be provided in heavily shadowed areas. Due to the height and obstacle clearance, 
these rooftop base stations, might always be a source of interference. 
Base 
EBa 
sLe( tfli 0n 
Figure 64: 3 cell picocell setup 
Figure 64 suggests a possible future sector setup where each base station is installed within 
each building in order to serve the indoor and surrounding premises effectively increasing 
system capacity. This setup, could also be a possible solution to the interference problem 
since each building can be used as an attenuator for its own signals. To provide coverage in 
the case of multiple floor buildings, instead of increasing the RF power, coverage on different 
floors can be achieved by distributing signals using low loss coaxial or fibre optic cables. 
Figure 65 illustrates this approach where in building A distribution is done through fibre optic 
cables after proper modulation and demodulation, while in building B this is done through the 
use of low loss coaxial cables. 
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Directional antennas 
Directional antennas 
Fibi 
Low loss 
coaxial cable 
Figure 65: RF distribution by low loss coaxial or Fibre cable 
In this way and by the use of directional antennas, the RF levels at each floor could be 
furthered controlled. Of course some power should leak outside in order to provide coverage 
to the surrounding premises. In this case the model can find use by calculating the loss 
between a virtual point outside a building and the indoor system antennas of the neighbouring 
buildings, thus adjusting how much power could leak without causing interference. 
5.5.5 Repeater deployment 
With the increasing number of companies building components for the wireless industry 
prices for RF components have reduced dramatically. This situation has allowed wireless 
system designers to provide cost effective solutions for a variety of problems. One of these 
solutions is the deployment of cellular repeaters to provide better coverage in areas with poor 
reception like buildings, tunnels etc as shown in Figure 66. 
Bi-directional Cellular repeaters 
Figure 66: Deployment of cellular repeaters 
Repeaters can take three distinct forms: high power, low power translating and non- 
translating or bidirectional [Smi961. When utilizing a repeater the only objective can be 
coverage since this technology platform will not add capacity to the network. The proposed 
penetration models can be used in this case to characterise the losses of the inter-face in order 
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to assist the correct deployment of the repeaters around and inside the building. Possible 
scenarios include extending reliably the coverage of a microcell inside the building or the 
coverage of a picocell base station within and outside the building. One possible 'on 
frequency' repeater structure is shown in Figure 67 [Sta97]. 
Figure 67: Proposed 'on frequency' repeater 
The problem with structures of this type is that oscillations might occur due to feedback. In 
the proposed architecture the basic idea is to generate a cancellation notch at the middle of the 
transition band of the duplexer to enhance isolation. The notch can be generated by feedback 
from the output of the power amplifiers after appropriately phasing and adjusting its 
amplitude in order to suppress the loop gain in the common pass-band region. Alternatively, 
if the distance between the two antennas of the system is not an issue, the isolation required to 
avoid oscillation can be achieved by physical separation of the two antennas. 
5.5.6 Satellite and HAPS systems 
Since satellites have the ability to directly illuminate buildings, the proposed models can 
assist possible link budget calculations into buildings by predicting the contributions coming 
through the roof or the sides of a building. Similarly, the same method could be used in the 
case of HAPS [Dju97, PanOO, DovOO]. 
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Although today the number of people using satellite phones is not significant compared with 
the terrestrial mobile type of phones, in the near future more systems will depend on satellite 
or HAPS communications. The scenario shown in Figure 68 shows a mobile user, about to 
enter a building. Under normal circumstances, due to the level of the received satellite signals 
this user after entering the building should be served by an outdoor microcell or an indoor 
picocell base station. Another possibility is that the user could be served through a satellite 
link by properly utilising a repeater network within the building as explained in section 5.5.5. 
In this case, the model could be used to provide information on the building penetration 
losses, which can be used on top of any scintillation, rain and cloud attenuation [Sta99] in a 
satellite link budget calculation. In the case where HAPS are used since the distances 
involved are much less than in the satellite scenario, indoor coverage could be substantial 
[Dju97]. Again, the model could be used as a prediction tool to estimate the received signal 
and reveal the need for any signal amplification within the building. 
5.5.7 Mobile Jammer deployment 
Considering the number of mobile communication systems in the UHF band (GSM, DCS 
etc. ) and the enormous increase of mobile phone users, a number of important issues arise. 
These issues include the proper use of mobile handsets in public places without disturbing 
other people. Despite their benefits there are times that mobile phones can cause problems 
when used in restaurants, theatres, trains etc. Uncontrolled use might even put people's life in 
danger when mobile handsets are used in places like hospitals, aeroplanes etc. 
Jammer Unit 
7 
I? 
Figure 69: jammer unit deployment 
Where appropriate, the proposed model can be used to calculate the interface losses and 
estimate what would be the received signal in the room or area of interest. A mobile phone 
jammer [Sta. 9] could then be installed, transmitting the appropriate amount of power to 
control the improper use of handsets. This is easily done by jamming the BCCH channels. 
The Broadcast Common Control Channel (BCCH) information tells the registered mobile 
handsets all the necessary details about the channel configuration of a base station [Gun98]. 
Eliminating the BCCHs by means of a jamming signal, will lead the idle handsets to display a 
"No network" message. Since any channel in the downlink can be a BCCH, in order to avoid 
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detecting them, all the downlink has to be jammed. This reduces the complexity and cost of 
the jammer since an intelligent receiver chain will not be necessary to detect these channels. 
Due to this approach a wideband-jamming signal would be required. This approach elin-finates 
also the calls that are already established since all the signals from the base station to the 
mobile are going to be jammed, making the mobile think there is no reliable coverage. A "No 
network" message will then be displayed by all handsets. The user Is always unaware of the 
jamming signal and will always think that there is no sufficient coverage. 
When generating high-level noise for jamming purposes, the quality of noise is best if it has a 
constant spectral density across the band of interest and if it has normally distributed 
amplitude [Lot90]. This type of noise can be generated by direct noise amplification, using a 
noise diode and an amplifier. Such noise can typically occupy a 10 to 100 MHz bandwidth, 
and it can be shifted to the frequency range of interest by mixing it with an appropriate 
carrier. 
The technique used here uses a different approach. A chirp transmission is used as the 
jamming signal. Applying a linear voltage sweep to a VCO generates the jamming. In this 
case the bandwidth of the resulting jamming is a function of both the sweep rate and the 
amplitude of the linear voltage sweep. The frequency band of the jammer may be adjusted to 
cover only channels associated with particular operators especially when these channels are 
subsequent. The sweep rate is adjusted to ensure maximum disturbance to the modulation and 
multiple access scheme employed by the system to be jammed. The jamming signal can then 
be amplified, filtered and transmitted. A basic functional block diagram that produces a 
controllable jamming signal, both in amplitude and bandwidth can be seen in Figure 70. 
Figure 70: Basic compact mobile jammer 
To test the jammer the following procedure was followed: The mobile to be jammed was 
placed near a window so the coverage from the network would be better than if the mobile 
was somewhere in the middle of the building. In the latter case the coverage would have been 
even worse due to the losses of the extra walls and it would have been even easier to interfere 
with the handset. While monitoring the uplink as shown in Figure 71(b), the mobile handset 
was used to call the office where the experiment took place. When the jammer was switched 
on, the generated jamming signal covered the downlink (925-960 MHz, EGSM) as shown in 
Figure 72(a), interfering with all the downlink channels. As can be seen in Figure 72(b), the tn In 
call that was in progress was terminated. After the termination of the call, the handset 
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displayed a "No Network" message and was unable to connect again to the network until the 
jammer was switched off. 
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The results presented here suggest that the proposed jammer can be used effectively and 
easily to control the use (or misuse) of mobile handsets in specified areas. The jammer can be 
used in conjunction with directional antennas that will allow the creation of restricted zones 
even in specialized cases. Such an example could be the use of the jammer in trains or 
corridors. One of the main aims was to keep the jammer as simple as possible thus reducing 
complexity and cost. For this reason, the proposed jammer consisted only of a transmitter 
chain. Of course, the technique proposed here can be used as a base for a more intelligent 
system that will detect the presence of a mobile handset and its transmitted power in the 
restricted area and respond accordingly. Use of such jammers will require a change in the 
current regulatory framework in the use of cellular spectrum and would perhaps necessarily 
be controlled by the operators. 
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5.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter a modelling method has been suggested that can be used to estimate the 
received field in an outdoor to indoor propagation scenario as a prerequisite to efficient 
system design. This method differs from the usual empirical ways used to analyse the outdoor 
because of its deterministic nature. In this way there is more flexibility in analysing a variety 
of scenarios at different frequencies, as long the parameters of interest and building data are 
available. The suggested method was divided down to 2 different approaches after 
considering the complexity of possible scenarios. 
In the first approach the overall field or loss has been calculated for the first transition into a 
building as shown in equation 5.19. This approach was used as a first test to examine losses 
suffered from the external interface. The possibility that the field variation in the first rooms 
could have more abrupt transitions than further into a building due to the presence of a 
significant number of windows makes the first interface a case of special interest. In some 
cases examination only of the losses of the first interface could suggest the deployment of 
repeaters if coverage is not enough. On the other hand, it might reveal possible interference 
problems between neighbouring cells as described in section 5.5.4. 
In the second approach, another model is proposed for extending the usage of the first model 
so as to predict propagation further into the building, using as basis the same mechanisms as 
the first model. The extended model discussed in section 5.4.1 tries to give again a 
deterministic solution to the problem, by trying to shift the overall effect of contributions 
con-fing from the neighbouring walls as described in section 5.3, further into the building 
using the field contributions from the external and internal wall sections as normalised values 
to the overall solution. It is obvious from the suggested approach that in order for the model 
to perform adequately, the correct contributions should be accounted for. This means that 
information concerning the existence of metallic shelves and heating elements could be quite 
important since these areas, which would be significant in size, will act as zero contributors 
areas to the overall field. It could be possible that except for building geometry and material 
parameters, more information might be necessary for an accurate prediction. 
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Chapter 6 
6 Measurement campaign - Verification of 
modelling approach 
6.1 Overview 
This chapter describes the system sounder architecture and the propagation measurement 
scenarios, for which data was recorded. The campaign was carried out at 2.4 and 5.2 GHz as 
part of the Radio Environment work area of the first core of the Mobile VCE project [SauOO]. 
The selection of frequencies was based on the fact that these frequencies are of prime interest 
for UMTS and HIPERLAN systems. The measurement campaign was carried out to 
investigate the narrowband behaviour of the propagation channel as a necessary prerequisite 
for efficient system design with respect to area coverage and frequency reuse and to test the 
performance and validity of the proposed model. 
The study is novel in the following respects: 
0 Measurements were made in different environments and scenarios, representative of 
the outdoor/indoor interface, picocell environments, and indoor and outdoor 
propagation. 
2.4 and 5.2 GHz measurements were made in the same environment for comparative 
purposes. 
Measurements were made on six channels separated variously in space, time and 
polarisation 
A number of different environments were investigated ranging from modem office type 
buildings, to buildings of older construction. The campaign was carried out in 3 different 
U. K. cities, namely, Guildford, Bristol and Bradford. The experiment equipment consisted of 
a purpose build portable transmitter mounted on a robot and 6 receiver chains for each 
frequency. 
The performance of the new model was tested against the measurements and the COST231 
outdoor to indoor model, which has been derived and validated during the COST231 project 
from numerous propagation campaigns. 
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6.2 System design calculations. 
The aim of this section is to indicate basic link budgets and other considerations that 
influenced the system design. The path loss calculations are purely indicative. 
6.2.1 Required receiver dynantic Range 
The instantaneous received signal level can be expressed as, 
PR=PT -4 -LR+S+F 
where, 
PR: Is the received power (dBm) 
PT: Is the transmit power (dBm) 
LT: Accounts for losses in the transmit chain (dB) 
LR: Accounts for losses in the receive chain (dB) 
S: Allowance for shadowing (slow fading) (dB) 
F: Fast fading component (dB) 
Only shadowing (S) and the fast fading component (F) contribute to the instantaneous 
dynamic range while the other factors are known. 
Considering the worst case for F, that is a NLOS case where a Rayleigh distribution is 
encountered, it can be shown that the signal will encounter variations from -30dB to +5dB 
relative to the local mean with a probability of less than 10-3. 
Considering the S component, it has been assumed to have a lognon-nal distribution with a 
standard deviation, qL, of around 9dB in NLOS [But97]. The probability that qL is in the 
range, 
x X 
I- 
+ 
] 
S s 
is [-2.5uL, 2.5qL] for almost 99% of time, so for orL=9dB we have [-22.5, +22.5] dB. If we 
now consider the worst cases of [-22.5, +22.5] dB and -30dB to 5dB then we have a range of 
[-53, +28] dB i. e. an instantaneous dynamic range of 8ldB. This implies a sampling 
resolution of at least 14 bits [Pro96], so 16 bits is a more convenient solution. 
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6.2.2 Path loss 
The path loss Lp (dB) can be expressed as follows [Kee90], 
Lp= LF+ 
nf af + nwaw 
LF is the free space loss given by, 
LF= 32.4+20 log d +20 log 
where, 
Is the frequency of operation (GHz) 
d: Is the transmitter-receiver separation (m) 
nj.: Number of floors intersected by transmit receive path. 
M: attenuation per floor (dB) T 
n, : number of floors intersected by transmit receive path. 
attenuation per wall (dB) 
Some values for attenuation by various materials at different frequencies have been reported 
by various researchers [Rap96]. From those tables a representative value for a, for doors and 
light modern office partitions walls is assumed to be 3 dB, while for external walls 15 dB. A 
representative value for % is assumed to be 15 dB. If we consider a maximum transmission 
case of 150m then at 5.2GHz the free space path loss will be equal to 90.2 decibel. If we also 
consider a single wall in the path then the maximum distance (in) is now equal to, 
90.2-32.4-20log(5.2)-3 
d=10 20 -105.6 
Combining this free space loss of 90.2 dB, with the shadowing and fast fading allowances, 
leads to a worse case of maximum path loss of 142.7 dB. 
The above figures are derived as follow: 
NLOS 
LF-'=90.2 dB 
F=[-30, +51 dB 
S=[-22.5, +22.51 dB 
Worst case: -30-22.5-90.2= -142.7 dB 
Table 18: Shadowing and fast fading allowances 
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The above calculations consider the worst cases where fading and shadowing effects will be 
destructive and will add to the overall loss. 
6.2.3 Power Budget 
We can define the received power at the receiver as, 
PR=PT -4 -LR+S +F-Lp 
where, 
PT: The transmitted power, P7-=30 (dBm) 
LT: Accounts for losses in the transmit chain, Lj- I (dB) 
LR : Accounts for losses in the receive chain, LR=- I (dB) 
with, 
S+F- Lp = -142.7 dB 
Then, 
PR 
= -114.7 dBm 
6.2.4 Doppler Shift 
The receiver bandwidth will depend on the Doppler frequency, calculated as follows, 
fd = 
Vftx 
c 
where, 
Transmitter speed (m/s) 
f': Transmitter frequency (Hz) 
c: Speed of light (m/s) 
so for a speed of 0.05 nVs and a frequency of 5.2 GHzfd=0.867 Hz. 
6.2.5 Noise budget 
The LNAs to be used as the receiver front ends are expected to have a maximum noise figure 
of 3dB. To reliably detect a signal of -I 14.7dBm as defined in section 6.2.3, the noise power 
(PN) referred to the input should be no greater than around -124.7 dBm (S/N=lOdB). The 
maximum noise bandwidth, B, at 5GHz is then given by: 
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B= 
PN 
kTF 
where, 
Constant, K=1.38X 10-23 (J/K) 
Temperature, T=300 (K) 
F: Noise Factor 
with, 
NF=101ogF=3dB =:: >F=2 
and, 
-124.7-30 
B= 
PN 10 10 
41 kHz 
kTF 1.3 8X 10-23 x300x2 
6.2.6 Signal Sampling 
In order to correctly measure the total mean signal strength in a multipath-fading 
environment, it is necessary to sample the spatial field distribution at least twice per 
wavelength. In order to also monitor the statistics of the multipath fading many more samples 
per wavelength are necessary, although interpolation techniques can in principle be used to 
reconstruct the continuous waveform from the samples provided that at least two samples per 
wavelength are available. 
At 5.2 GHz c 
-- 
3XIO'_ 
= 58mm f 5.2 x 109 
At 2.4 GHz c 
-- 
3X10' 
= 125mm f 2.4 x 109 
Samples must therefore be taken at no more than 29mm. spacing. The actual sampling used 
was 6.5mm 
6.2.7 Data Volumes 
Assume a LxW metre room is to be mapped and motorised sampling is applied. If individual 
measurement tracks are set 50 cm apart, for aI Ox I Om room this yields a total length of 190m. 
If samples were taken at 6.5mm intervals for both 2 and 5 GHz, the total number of samples 
Is 
190 
- 29230. Assuming 16 bits per sample, the data volume required is then 6.5 x 10-' 
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29230x 2= 58460 bytes per room. Assuming 6 receiver modules this yields a value of 
350760 bytes per room. 
6.2.8 Stability of reference frequency 
For a transmitted frequencyfi, and a received frequencyf, then, 
f, - f,, Ix 21r = Angular frequency difference (rad/s). 
Also for a mobile transmitter speed v, 
vf" x 2)r = Angular frequency difference (rad/s) introduced by the mobile (Doppler shift) 
C 
Where, 
speed of mobile transmitter (nVs) 
fi,: Frequency of operation (Hz) 
C: Speed of light (nVs) 
Since one of the objectives is to measure the phase shift introduced by the mobile movement 
Vf" ) 
this means that 
C 
Vftx >>I fx - fx c 
and the stability of the reference should be found as follows, 
ft, 
- 
f,, 
X 106 =Required stability in ppm (parts per million) ft, 
considering a ten times factor, 
Stability= 
I ftx - frx 
x 101=10 
ftx xcX 
106 
ftx 
then for a mobile speed of lOm/s (worse case) , stability 
becomes, 
Stability= 
I ft" - fl, 
I 
X101=10 
xX 
106 
ft, 
stability= 
IOOX 
106 
=0.333ppm 
c 
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The above calculations indicate that the stability requirement depends only on the speed of 
the transmitter. This was expected because as the speed increases, the Doppler shift increases 
and this satisfies the following, 
Vftl- >> f, 
c 
6.3 Equipment 
6.3.1 The System 
Based on the calculations and assumptions of the previous section the architecture illustrated 
in Figure 73 was implemented. A mobile transmitter transmits CW signals at 2.385 and 5.184 
GHz. These signals are received by a dual band six-branch receiver system. Each branch may 
be switched to receive either 2.385GHz or 5.184GHz. Each of the receiver branches may be 
mounted at widely separated locations extending to 40 metres apart, such as in different 
rooms placed outside and inside buildings or essentially co-located as in a conventional 
phased array. This configuration provides the flexibility to investigate a range of different 
scenarios. 
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Figure 73: Measurement system architecture (Only 4 modules shown) 
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6.3.2 The Mobile platform and the Fifth Wheel. 
The 2.385 and 5.184 GHz transnutter modules were mounted on a modified camera tripod 
assembly, secured to a mobile platform. The platform is motorised capable of following a pre- 
determined track autonomously. This allows measurements to be made repeatable and 
accurately without interaction with the human body. The power supply for the transmitters 
and the control and radio control logic is mounted at the base of the platform (Figure 74). The 
position of the mobile is determined from a '5 Ih wheel', using an optical arrangement. The 
output is a binary sequence, where every pulse indicates that the robot moved by 6.5mm. 
These pulses from the sensor are then transmitted over a VHF link to the receiver system 
where are sampled by the data acquisition system. Synchronisation required for this sequence 
included only an edge detection algorithm, each edge representing one-step forward of the 
robot [AraOO]. 
Figure 74: Transmitter mechanical mounting arrangement 
6.3.3 The Transmitter Structure 
From the calculations of section 6.2.8, it was decided that stability is a key factor in the 
design of the system. To conform to this, the transmitter structure of Figure 75 was 
implemented. A stable reference source (OCXO) with the appropriate stability as calculated 
in section 6.2.8 was used to feed two phase locked oscillators (PLOs). These PLOs were 
generating the required carriers at the frequencies of interest. The output carriers were then 
amplified and transmitted (P7, =31.6dBm). This solution provides good phase noise 
performance and stability. Alternatively a PLL structure could have been used providing the 
ability to change the transmitter frequency but with some degradation to phase noise 
performance. 
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Figure 75: The Transmitter Structure 
6.3.4 The Receiver Structure 
Similar to the transmitter structure, stability and flexibility were considered to be of prime 
importance. For this reason the configuration shown in Figure 76 was implemented. After 
receiving the two CW signals at 2.385 and 5.184GHz, the signals were filtered amplified and 
rrfixed with a local oscillator and down converted to the an intermediate frequency (3kHz). 
After filtering with a LPF and amplifying the IF, the received amplitude and phase at each of 
the 6 branches is sampled simultaneously by a central multi-channel analogue to digital 
converter and stored on a PC for later data processing. 
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Figure 76: Receiver Structure (Only 2 modules shown) 
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This processing includes further digital filtering with a cut off frequency of 50Hz. This 
filtering process further extends the sensitivity of the system, which effectively increases the 
dynamic range. The calibration of the system (end to end, including data acquisition system) 
and its dynamic range can be seen in Figure 77. The IF output (in dBv) changes linearly with 
the received power at the input of the transmitter. The estimated dynamic range of the system 
was more than 90dB, with sensitivity better than -120dBm. Phase calibration of the system 
was carried out by phase referencing all the channels with respect to channel number 1. 
Calibration curve for the 2.385 GHz receivers 
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Figure 77: Calibration curves (magnitude) 
An HP signal generator was used as the common local oscillator producing two distinct 
frequencies for down converting the 2.385 and 5.184 GHz signals. The output of the signal 
generator is fed into a splitter, amplified and distributed to the receivers through some low 
loss coaxial cable. This solution is more stable and less expensive to implement rather than 
having individual local oscillators on each receiver chain. Furthermore this approach provides 
relative phase coherence between the receiver chains. 
The actual sampling is triggered by the received pulses from the 5 th wheel arrangement when 
the mobile is in motion, ensuring that true di stance-depen dent effects can be measured 
independently of any speed variations. 
6.3.5 Antennas and Antenna Pattern file (. mat) 
The campaign antennas used, were dipoles and quadrifilar helix antennas, both of which were 
printed versions. The dipoles were half wavelength antennas, which were printed on film. A 
ýA balun was used to feed them. Each of the antennas at 2.385 and 5.184 GHz was manually 
tuned in order to be exactly resonant at the required frequency. 
_ 
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The quadrifilars had the following dimensions: 
2.385GHz 5.184GHz 
Radius 10.4mm 5.25mm 
Axial length 62.7mm 50.22mm 
No. Of turns 0.5 1.75 
Design Open circuit radials Open 
Table 19: Quadrifilar dimensions used during the campaign 
All the antennas were constructed in-house from flexible circuit material. The quadrifilars 
were either fed with four individual feeds or two baluns (k/4) providing the 180 deg phase 
shift and an external broadband 90-degree hybrid to give the correct phasing. They were all 
right hand circular polarised. 
The measured data needs to be corrected for the receiver antenna pattern by calculating the 
azimuth and elevation for each element sample, with respect to the receiver antenna. The gain 
was extrapolated from the antenna pattern and applied to the measured data. 
Figure 78 shows the antenna pattern of one of the dipoles used. 
Antenna Type: dipole 2.4GHz -1. (ld: 1), Gain - 3.5043dBi, Tilt - Odeg, Bearing - Odeg 
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Figure 78: Dipole pattern 
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6.3.6 Data Acquisition, Processing and calibration 
The EF output of the each receiver was sampled by a multi-channel 16 bit analogue to digital 
converter (A/D) which was connected to a laptop. The laptop was running a data capture 
software called_LoggerPCI, which stores data directly on a high capacity SCSI disk in NTFS 
format. The data can be processed by MATLAB for further processing. The processing of raw 
data includes down-conversion, filtering and decimation. Subsequently calibration and I-Q 
detection of the measurements are carried out. During measurements, the software allows a 
real time display of the down converted EF thus indicating the signal presence. This feature is 
employed for testing the reliability of the system at each measurement setup. The EF output of 
each receiver was sampled at 12Ksamples/sec which is 4 times faster than the 3kHz input 
signal. 
6.4 Description of simulation approach 
After the collection of the measured data using the channel sounder described in the previous 
sections, the main simulation process followed during the data analysis is shown in Figure 79. 
loadparam. m 
openvcedata. m 
guildforddist. m 
anginc. m bristoldist. m 
ý 
bradforddist. m 
intsinlayer. m 
or 
inttrilayer. m 
Save results 
Figure 79: Main simulation structure and matlab functions 
The process starts by running main. m, which loads all the relevant parameters for the scenario 
and aperture of interest through the matlab function loadparam. m. The scenario refers to the 
exact place and run the actual measurement took place (Guildford, Bristol or 
Bradford). The 
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aperture of interest refers to that section of an external or internal wall (wall, door or window 
area) under investigation. The parameters included in the loadparam. m file are: position 
information for the transmitter and receiver with respect to the centre of the aperture under 
investigation, coordinate information of the external wall with respect to the origin of the 
scenario, frequency of operation, path loss exponent, coordinates for the aperture of interest 
(defining size of aperture), loss tangent and relative pern-fittivity of the material of the 
aperture. Subsequently, openvcedata. m loads the measured signal for the scenario of interest, 
anginc. m calculates the angle of incidence, guildforddist. m, bristoldisrm, and bradforddist. m, 
calculate all the relevant involved distances. After that depending on the layer number of the 
aperture under investigation, the appropriate integration function is used, intsinlayerm refers 
to single layer walls doors or windows while inurilayer. m refers to double glazed windows or 
similar layered medium. Integration is performed using Matlab's built in dblquad function, 
which evaluates the double integral of intsinlayer. m or inurilayerm function using the quad8 
quadrature function. Actual integration is performed through an adaptive recursive Newton 
Cotes rule. The results are then saved and the same process is repeated depending on the 
number of apertures under investigation. If the scenario refers to a case where the receiver is 
situated in a primary room, then subsequently the sum of all the fields estimated through the 
different apertures is found by calling analyse_sim. m function. The main operations 
performed in analyse-sim. m are shown in Figure 80. 
Load saved 
results from 
main. m 
Add the 
different 
contributions 
runmean. m 
Calculate COST231 
CalculateTD model 
Plot results 
Figure 80: Structure of analyse-sim. m function 
Firstly, all the relevant parameters are loaded through the files that were saved as a result of 
the operations shown in Figure 79. These parameters include mainly the received 
field 
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through the aperture under investigation, the actual measured signal, the required distances 
involved and other relevant parameters required by COST231 penetration model. After 
importing these parameters, the program sums all the different contributions from the 
different apertures in order to calculate the total received field. This total estimated field, as 
well the actual measurements, are then filtered by the runmean. m function that calculates the 
local mean for both the estimated and measured signal. The runmean. m function is a sliding 
window filter, filtering both the data and the simulated signal in order to remove the short- 
term fading part of the signal [Cla68]. This is necessary in order to find the local mean since 
the received signal is constituted by a long-term fading part m(t) and a short-term fading part 
ro(t). The size of the filter was set to 40k as suggested by [Lee93] since this has been found to 
be a proper filter length for smoothing Raleigh fading. 
Finally, with all the relevant parameters either loaded or calculated within the simulator, 
results obtained for COST231 penetration model and TD model are plotted against the 
measured signal. If the scenario refers to a case where the receiver is placed further into the 
building, similar procedure is followed. First the received signal at the receiver is found using 
the method described in Figure 79 by considering only the wall sections to the vicinity of the 
receiver. Then the received signal is found at the different virtual transmitter positions after 
considering contributions due to different apertures of the external wall again using the 
procedure of Figure 79. If there are any walls between the external wall and the virtual 
transmitter points then the received field at these points is normalised by the loss of these 
internal walls. The single loss of any internal walls is calculated as described in sections 3.3.3 
and 3.4.3 depending on the layer number. Finally each of these normalised values of the 
virtual transmitter points is multiplied by the field produced from their corresponding aperture 
area of the wall section next to the receiver. This is done in order to produce the total 
contributed field through each neighbouring aperture. These contributions are then added and 
processed through the method described in Figure 80 to produce the total received signal. All 
the relevant functions files and scenario information used in the simulation process, can be 
found in the appendixes. Speed of the simulation has been found to vary depending on the 
geometry involved, the area of integration and the frequency of operation. Results presented 
in section 6.5 for the Guildford and Bradford scenarios, for the first room case, were obtained 
in I to 15 minutes. For the Bristol scenario, where the number and size of the apertures 
involved was bigger than the other cases and for the extended into the building scenarios, 
results were obtained in I to 24 hours. The simulations were run on a 550MHz Pentium III 
dual processor PC. Of course the speed of the simulation can be improved through the use of 
a faster programming language, like C++. 
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6.5 Verification of the model 
In order to verify the model, different sets of measurements were used that were recorded 
during the VCE campaign at Guildford, Bradford and Bristol. 
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Figure 81: CCSR East site setup 
Contribution 
area 1 
for Rx3 
Figure 81 shows part of the East side of the Centre for Communication Systems research 
building where measurements took place. In this case, the mobile transmitter was moving in 
the pathway leading to the CCSR building, coming towards the building. Receiver 2 was 
situated on the ground floor in the centre of the corridor, 3 meter behind the east entrance 
metal-double glazed door. Receiver 3 was situated on the second floor on the stairs looking 
towards the external double glazed window and receiver 5 was situated on the third floor. All 
the windows and any door glass parts of the building, consisted of double glazed units having 
a glass composition of about 70%SiO2 and 30% Na20with a glass thickness of 4mm and an 
air gap of 8mm. The external wall was made of bricks having a thickness of 0.27m. The 
origin for the geometry of the scenario was set on the Southeast comer side of the building as 
shown in Figure 82. Estimation of the received signal using the proposed model for each 
receiver was calculated by considering which wall and/or window segments were contributing 
to the overall field for the specified receiver. Since the transmýitter was approaching the 
building with the geometry setup as shown in Figure 8 1, it was decided that for Rx2 there was 
only one major contribution coming from the double glazed glass door, for RO there were 2 
major contributions, one due to the double glazed window aperture and one due to the front 
site wall segment. For RO one major contribution area was considered coming only from the 
ble glazed 
/indows 
wall 
Contribution 
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for Rx3 
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double-glazed window section since the window area was surrounded by a metallic frame 
without any brick wall sections. 
.................... 
Origin 0,0 
Figure 82: CCSR building perimeter showing scenario origin and pathway leading to CCSR 
Figure 83: CCSR building and entrance door 
Figure 83 shows a picture of the CCSR building, which includes the east entrance door and 
the double glazed windows in front of the internal metal staircase. The picture also shows, a 
tree on the right hand side of the pathway, which was partially obstructing the propagation 
path to receiver 3 for the first few metres of the run. The measurement for this scenario took 
place during evening hours in order to eliminate any interference caused by people moving 
near the receivers. 
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Figure 85: Results for Rx2 at 5GHz (a) Single area contribution (b) Six area contribution 
Figure 84 and Figure 85 present the comparison between the received signal, the COST231 
outdoor to indoor model and the proposed Transi-nission-Diffraction model at 2 and 5 GHz for 
receiver 2. Results for the proposed TD model were obtained after considering two distinct 
cases when integrating over the area of interest, which in this case was the east entrance door. 
To examine what would be the effect of different precisions used when describing the 
interface, the first case (Figure 84a and Figure 85a) considered that transrrUssion-diffraction 
loss was due to the single area defined by the perimeter of the six separate window glass 
sections as defined in Figure 86. The second case (Figure 84b and Figure 85b) considered the 
exact contributions of the different door glass areas. Since the door was a metallic one, only 
the glass sections were taken into account. 
(a)East entrance Doc 
Single contribution 
(b)East entrance 
Door 
Exact contributions 
Figure 86: (a) Single contribution and (b) exact contributions 
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From the results shown in the above figures it is obvious that when the door was defined with 
more accuracy igure 86b), the proposed model was in closer agreement with the recel i ved 
signal for both 2 and 5GHz when compared with the more general approach (Figure 86a). 
This was due to the fact that receiver 2 was placed in the middle of the corridor facing the 
middle of the entrance door in which case the metallic frame was obstructing some of the 
direct line of sight contributions. When the scenario was analysed using a more accurate 
description, obstruction caused by the metallic frame was taken effectively into account. 
Concerning the simulation time, no extra time was consumed for the more detailed 
simulation. Although more areas had to be accounted for the total received field, these areas 
were smaller in size when compared to the single area solution. In this measurement setup 
although the proposed model was in better agreement with the received signal than the 
COST231 model the variation of the received signal was not successfully predicted. The most 
probable cause was the fact that the receiver was placed in a narrow corridor where the 
contribution of the guided reflected waves gave rise to these variations. This variation effect 
was found to be more severe at 5GHz. Since the proposed model does not account for the 
effect of reflections, in cases like narrow corridors where reflections might be significant the 
model might fail to predict the received signal variation trend. 
Figure 89, Figure 90 and Figure 91 show again the comparison between the received signal 
with the COST231 outdoor to indoor model and the proposed TD model. These 
measurements were recorded for receiver 3 at 2 GHz. Receiver 3 was placed on the east stairs 
on the second floor of the CCSR (BA) building. 
Because the stairs were of metal construction and since receiver 3 was placed as shown in 
Fignre 87, implementation of the proposed model was carried out considering three different 
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cases when calculating contributions through the double-glazed window. These cases are 
shown in Figure 88. 
Figure 88: Different cases when considering window contribution for RO 
The first case considers transmission and diffraction through the whole window area without 
considering the effect of the individual glasses and in between metallic frames. The second 
case considers also the brick wall field contribution coming from the left hand side of the 
window as defined in Figure 81 (contribution area 2). All the relevant aperture losses were 
calculated using the proposed model as defined in chapter 5. After calculating the total field 
by combining the diffraction and transmission effect due to different contributions and the 
free space loss between the transmitter and the receiver, the results were plotted versus the 
transmitter run distance. The relative permittivity used for the brick wall segments was 4 and 
the loss tangent was set equal to 0.045 for both frequencies. The window glass parameters 
were set to F-r=7.3, tan8=200e-4 and E, =7.1 and tan8=210e-4 for 2 and 5GHz respectively 
[Von95 ] [Has64] [Lan96]. 
The results for these two cases are shown in Figure 89a and Figure 89b. 
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Figure 89: Results for RO at 2GHz (a) Window section (b) Window and wall section 
Since roughly half of the direct window contributions would be blocked by the metal stairs, it 
was decided to estimate the received field by considering only contributions coming from the 
half window area and the left hand side part of the wall as earlier. Results for this cases are 
shown respectively in Figure 90a and Figure 90b. 
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Figure 90: Results for RO at 2GHz (a) Half Window section (b) Half Window and wall section 
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contributions and wall section (without grill) 
Similarly in order to see the effect of considering a more detailed description of the interface, 
contributions from the window glass area were calculated after considering the exact 
dimensions of the double glazed sections and the existence of their metal frames, for the half 
window case area as shown in Figure 88. The results obtained are presented respectively in 
Figure 91a and Figure 91b. The same investigation was carried out at 5GHz with all the 
results obtained presented in Figure 92-Figure 94. 
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Figure 94: Results for RO at 5GHz (a) Half Window exact contributions (b) Half Window Exact 
contributions and wall section (without grill) 
Figure 95 presents the results obtained for receiver 5, which was placed on the 3 rd floor of the 
CCSR building. Since this was the last floor, the metal stairs did not obstruct the direct path 
between the external window section and the receiver. For this reason the entire window area 
was considered when calculating the suffered transmission and diffraction losses. In this case 
there was no wall section so only the double glazed window contribution was considered. 
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Cost 231 TD Model 
Mean Difference 
(dB) 
STD 
(dB) 
Mean Difference 
(dB) 
STD 
(dB) 
Figure No. 
1.64 1.40 Figure 84a (2GHz) 
-4.49 1.16 -0.95 1.46 Figure 84b (2GHz) 
6.48 2.80 Figure 85a (5GHz) 
4.15 2.64 0.25 3.10 Figure 85b (5GHz) 
0.12 2.50 Figure 89a (2GHz) 
0.27 3.31 Figure 89b (2GHz) 
-0.48 1.83 Figure 90a (2GHz) 
0.51 5.28 1.06 2.45 Figure 90b (2GHz) 
-1.34 2.35 Figure 91a (2GHz) 
-0.33 3.60 Figure 91b (2GHz) 
4.74 3.16 Figure 92a (5GHz) 
4.78 3.11 Figure 92b (5GHz) 
3.55 4.56 Figure 93a (5GHz) 
8.29 3.73 3.71 4.24 Figure 93b (5GHz) 
2.13 5.29 Figure 94a (5GHz) 
2.42 4.87 Figure 94b (5GHz) 
1.64 3.21 2.60 2.22 Figure 95 (2GHz) 
Table 20: Mean difference values and standard deviation between COST231, TD model and 
measurements for Guildford measurements 
To investigate the performance of the proposed model when compared with the 
measurements and the COST231 outdoor to indoor model, the mean difference between the 
two models (TD and COST23 1) and the measurements was calculated and presented In Table 
20. The standard deviation was also calculated for the same purpose. The shaded values 
represent those cases where the involved aperture geometry is described more accurately with 
the exact window areas and wall contributions. The other table entries represent cases where 
less detail or less important contributing areas (lossier or obstructed) were taken into account. 
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Comparing the results obtained for the detailed described cases with any other cases, it was 
found that these results were in close agreement with each other. The only exception were the 
results shown in Figure 85a and Figure 85b where the mean difference changed from 6.48dB 
to 0.25 dB. This was due to the metal frame obstructing part of the direct line of sight 
contributions. Comparing now the performance of the proposed TD model, the performance 
of the COST231 model and the measurements, Table 20 suggests a comparable and in most 
cases a better performance of the TD model to the COST231 model. Observing the results 
obtained in Figure 89-82 it can be concluded that the proposed model follows the variations 
of the received signal more successfully than COST231 model, especially when diffraction 
around window edges is concerned. 
Ci 
Figure 96: Car park run and modelling received signal at 2GHz in Bristol (Rx3) 
Figure 96 shows the measurement setup for a transmitter run and receiver 3 in Bristol. In this 
case receiver 3 was situated in an open space lab with single pane windows having a 
thickness of 8mm, covering both walls of the building (windows 1-7 and 1-8). Due to the 
existence of multiple windows in the room where the receiver was situated, it was decided to 
calculate the diffraction loss by integrating separately over the external wall windows and 
wall segments (thickness of walls was 0.68m) and combine these contributions to find the 
received field. The free space loss between the transmitter and receiver would be then added 
to the calculated field. To analyse the glass and brick wall losses, similar data was used for 
the electrical permittivity and loss tangent as in the Guildford case. 
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Figure 97: Internal structure and windows of the open lab 
Figure 97 shows the internal structure and windows of the room under investigation. The 
pictures reveal important information that was not shown on the available CAD files. This 
information concerns the existence of a significant number and size of internal reinforced 
concrete pillars, which in some cases would obstruct contributions to the receivers coming 
from the external wall sections. Furthermore the picture of the area shown in Figure 96 
suggests that there would be instances when the two trees next to the transmitter run, would 
be obstructing directly illuminated parts of the external wall. These conditions could influence 
the performance of the model since there would be times where the line of sight condition is 
obstructed. This means that in order to get representative results, some contributions from the 
wall might need to be omitted. The layout for the main area of this lab is shown in Figure 98. 
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Figure 98: Layout of Bristol's open lab 
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Due to the position of receiver 3 and the reinforced concrete pillars inside the room and due to 
the non-avai I ability of exact geometry information (in the form of CAD files), it was decided 
to consider the external wall's contributing areas, only the areas closest to the receiver. These 
included win I -win4 and wall 1 -wa114 areas as shown in Figure 98. Following this approach 
the results presented in Figure 99a were obtained. Since as mentioned earlier some trees were 
obstructing at different instances the direct illumination of the external wall area and because 
of the existence of the reinforced concrete pillars in the room, it was decided to examine what 
would be the effect of removing one or more of the accounted contributions. Figure 99b 
shows the result obtained when contribution from win2 is removed. Although this approach 
seems quite crude nevertheless it can be seen that the proposed model seems that still follows 
the variations of the received signal quite accurately suggesting that the received signal is 
constituted by some major already accounted contributions. 
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Figure 99: Results for RO at 2GHz (Corning glass), (a) all contributions (b) Except win2 
contribution. 
The results obtained, were again compared with the proposed model and the COST231 model 
as before. Although overall the calculated COST231 model is not far from the measured 
signal it still fails to accurately predict the trends of the received signal. 
Coming back to the results of Figure 99, small offsets can be noticed between the proposed 
model and the measurements. Left to right offsets are basically positional errors of the 
contributing areas due to the lack of appropriate CAD files. Up and down variations can be 
explained mainly for three reasons. Firstly due to the fact that the proposed model does not 
take into account any reflections. The response shown in all the figures is the averaged signal 
of the fast faded signal produced after combining contributions from the different aperture 
areas. It is possible that if the reflected components are important, these contributions could 
shift the overall averaged response destructively or constructively. Secondly, as shown in the 
Guildford case, the window glass contributions should take into account any separate glass 
areas and in between glass frames for better precision. Figure 97 reveals that the window 
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areas are separated into 10 different smaller areas but due to the lack of actual dimensions this 
is not taken into account. Thirdly, and probably most importantly, is the fact that no exact 
information was known for the constitutive parameters of the building materials under 
investigation. Although for the Guildford scenano the window glass composition was tracked 
back to the manufacturer allowing the selection of the most possible accurate parameters that 
was not the case for Bristol and Bradford. As mentioned in chapter 2 the electncal 
permittivity of commercial glass could vary from 4 to 9. To examine the effect when 
changing the electrical parameters, the results presented in Figure 99 and Figure 100 were 
produced utilising different constitutive parameters. Results of Figure 99 were produced using 
an electrical permittivity of &=3.8 and loss tangent of tan&--6e-4 (coming glass)[Von95], 
while results presented in Figure 100 were produced using the same electrical permittivity and 
loss tangent as in the Guildford case (&=7.3, tan&--220e-4). This change revealed a shift of 
around 2 dB. This means an overall change of 3-4 dB can be expected when changing ,, from 
4 to 9. 
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Figure 100: Results for RO at 2GHz (Silica glass), (a) all contributions (b) Except win2 
contribution 
In order to test the performance of the proposed model when the receiver is further into the 
building, the recorded signal of receiver 6 was used for comparison purposes. Receiver 6 was 
secured outside window win2A as shown in Figure 98 and Figure 101. In this case the 
receiver was not placed in the building but just outside the window at the back side of the lab 
area. Since the building height was quite high with diffraction effects from the roof expected 
to be negligible it was decided to treat this case as an outdoor to indoor scenario with major 
contributions to the receiver 6 position coming from the lab area. As explained earlier the 
model tries to predict the signal by combining contributions through the aperture areas next to 
the receiver (walls, doors, windows), after normalising the contributed values by the signal 
strength at the centre of the different aperture areas. This signal strength is calculated after 
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considering the different aperture contributions coming from the external wall after 
normalising by the loss of any internal walls as explained in chapter4. 
Figure 101: Receiver 6 antenna position (Right vertical dipole) 
Since no detailed CAD files were available leading to the lack of important clutter 
information (pillars), the procedure followed to normalise the received signal on the aperture 
areas next to receiver 6, was based on a rough approach from information taken by pictures 
(Figure 97) showing the position of the pillars and from the constructed layout of Figure 98. 
With this in mind it was decided to calculate the received field value on aperture areas 
win I A-win8A by using as contributor each single window that was exactly on the opposite 
side on the external wall (win I -win8). The field on aperture areas wall I A-wall7A was found 
by combining the contributions from the two opposite windows on the external wall as shown 
in Figure 98, i. e. for wall4A contributions from win3 and wm4. Since information on the 
reinforced concrete pillar size and position was not known, there was no point in trying to be 
more accurate. 
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Figure 102: Results for Rx6 at 2GHz, (a) all contributions (b) win 1,3. 
Following the above approach the results of Figure 102 were produced. Results for the 
proposed model in Figure 102a were produced by considering the effect of all windows and 
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wall sections in the vicinity of the receiver (winIA-win8A, wallIA-wall7A). Concerning the 
wall section contributions, those wall sections that were in between windows (wall2A- 
wall8A) their aperture area of contribution was taken to be from 1.7 meter to ceiling level and 
not from 0 to ceiling level because as the picture of Figure 97 reveals, the lower end of these 
walls was completely obstructed by the lab's working benches and equipment. To see what 
would be the effect of removing some of the contributions it was decided to consider only 
contributions coming from the nearby windows. Thus contributions from win IA and win3A 
were considered. The reason for removing this contribution from win2A was based firstly on 
the obstruction caused by window's metallic frames as shown in Figure 101. The result 
obtained after removing this contribution is presented in Figure 102b. The result shown is in 
better agreement with measurements than the result shown in Figure 102a. Secondly a further 
validation for this approach is the fact that earlier when receiver 3 was examined, closer 
agreement with measurements was achieved in Figure 99b by removing win2 contribution 
than Figure 99a. Since win2 was the main area contributing to win2A, the fact that both the 
results shown in Figure 99b and Figure 102b are in closer agreement compared to the results 
of Figure 99a and Figure 102a validates the approach used. Of course if details were known 
about the metallic frame of the window in figure Figure 101 (win2A), more accurate results 
could have been produced in Figure 102b because the metallic frame effect could have been 
accounted for. 
COST 231 TD MODEL 
Mean Difference 
(dB) 
STD 
(dB) 
Mean Difference 
(dB) 
STD 
(dB) 
Figure No. 
1.01 2.58 Figure 99a(2GHz) 
-0.34 3.05 Figure 99b(2GHz) 
-3.24 2.85 -1.10 2.73 Figure 100a(2GHz) 
-2.32 2.80 Figure 100b(2GHz) 
3.50 4.54 Figure 102a(2GHz) 
1.31 0.88 -0.71 1.84 Figure 102b(2GHz) 
Table 21: Mean difference values and standard deviation between COST231, TD model and 
measurements for Bristol scenario 
Table 21 indicates the mean difference and standard deviation between COST231 outdoor to 
indoor model, TD model and the measurements. From the tabulated values it is obvious that 
almost for all cases (except Figure 102a which was not optimised) the proposed model has a 
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smaller mean difference than the COST231 model showing that the proposed approach is in 
closer agreement with measurements. 
Contribution 1 
Contribution 
Contribution 3 
Run 5 
Contribution 5 
bution 4 
Figure 103: Modelling the received signal at 2GHz in Bradford (Rx6) 
Figure 103 shows the measurement setup for transmitter run 5 and receiver 6 in Bradford. In 
this case the transmitter was moving along the front road of Bradford's management centre at 
a distance of 6.5 meters from the main door. The receiver was placed 0.8m behind the front 
14 cm wooden door. The building was of old construction with the surrounding wall segments 
made of brick, having a thickness of 85 cm. The dielectric constant and loss tangent for the 
door were taken from [Tor93] with &=4 and tan&-0.15. Comparing the obtained 
measurements the proposed model and the COST231 model as shown in Figure 104, it 
appears that the proposed model again closely follows the trends of the received signal where 
the COST231 model fails to do so. 
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Figure 104: Received, Proposed (simulated) and COST231 model at 2 GHz in Bradford (Rx6) 
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To again test the performance of the proposed extended TD model, the signal measured at 
receiver 4 was used with receiver 4 having a position as shown in Figure 105. The transnutter 
run that was used was the first ten metres of transmitter run 5 as shown in Figure 105. 
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Figure 105: Position of RA at 2GHz further into the building 
As in the Bristol case the same procedure was used to predict the performance of the model 
with accordance to the procedure explained in chapter4. This procedure included finding the 
received field at receiver 4 by considering what the contributions would be of the different 
neighbouring aperture sections (walls, doors etc) when orruitting any internal walls and the 
actual external wall effectively following an approach based on the simple model of section 
5.3. These aperture contributions were then normalised after finding what would be the field 
of a virtual transmitter at points VirTx, VirTx 1, VirTx2 and VirTx3 when taking into account 
any internal walls and the different aperture sections on the external wall (windows and brick 
sections). After this normalisation and the account of free space loss for the total separation 
distance between the transmitter and receiver 4, the results shown in Figure 106 were 
produced. 
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Figure 106: Results obtained for receiver 4 
89 
These results show again the comparison of the proposed extended TD model versus the 
measurements and the COST231 outdoor to indoor model. Figure 106 reveals that the 
proposed model is in close agreement with the measurements following the trends of the 
recorded signal. A small difference was observed, which occurs after the first 6 meters of the 
transmitter run. This difference could be due to the fact that room 3a shown in Figure 105 was 
used as a storage room where a number of paper boxes were kept which could have given rise 
to the extra loss suffered. 
Cost 231 TD Model 
Mean Difference 
(dB) 
STD 
(dB) 
Mean Difference 
(dB) 
STD 
(dB) 
Figure No. 
8.59 4.89 1.57 2.16 Figure 104(2GHz) 
7.76 0.76 1.31 1.75 Figure 106(2GHz) 
Table 22: Mean difference values and standard deviation between COST231, TD model and 
measurements for Bradford scenarios 
Table 22 indicates again the mean difference and standard deviation between the different 
models and the measurements. In this case where detailed CAD files where available and the 
involved geometry was defined with better precision than the Bristol scenarlo, the proposed 
model performs much better than the COST231 model with much less mean difference error 
than the COST231 for both the simple and extended proposed models. 
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6.6 Conclusions 
The results presented in this chapter indicate that the propagation path between an outdoor 
and an indoor unit can be modelled accurately by using the proposed physical model instead 
of empirical models like COST231. Although in some cases these empirical models can give 
overall accurate results, in most cases they will fail to predict the exact trends of the received 
signal since they do not consider diffraction effects around windows or other apertures. 
Results obtained have shown that walls, doors and windows can be considered as different 
weight contributors to the overall received field depending on the aperture material type. The 
model was tested under complex (Bristol) and reflective environments (Guildford) resulting 
in an overall better performance than COST231 model, as long the correct contributions were 
summed together from the clearance free areas. The results predicted by the proposed model 
can be even further improved if information about the clutter within the building is known. 
Depending on the information known for screening objects (heating elements around the 
walls, metallic desks, shelves, pillars etc. ) that would further decrease the clearance path, it 
could be possible to predict the received signal even more accurately by considering 
contributions from fewer areas. The ability of the model to calculate diffraction around 
comers makes it useful in future network setups were more base stations would be operational 
within buildings with the mobile users entering and leaving these buildings. 
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Chapter 7 
7 Conclusions and further work 
The aim of this thesis was to attempt to develop a deterministic outdoor to indoor model as a 
prerequisite tool for optimum and flexible deployment of current and future mobile radio 
networks. The usefulness of this study arises from the fact that it can be used to predict 
deterministically the received signal for line of sight outdoor to indoor propagation scenarios. 
This prediction is necessary for better network deployment and its importance can be seen 
from the fact that one of the most effective methods to increase the capacity of a cellular 
system is by reducing the cell size. In the near future it is possible that more base stations 
would be deployed in buildings to provide coverage for the indoor environment and the 
perimeter of the building, leading to a reduction in the cell size. This could be the case in 
urban areas where the need for capacity is greater than other areas. In this case, the proposed 
model could be used to define the received levels between outdoor and indoor areas of the 
involved buildings. Such a definition would be necessary especially in the case where the 
cellular radio networks are deployed in urban areas with the base stations installed in different 
neighbouring buildings. This analysis could also assist interference studies between these 
neighbouring cells. The modelling process has tried to avoid any power consurning approach, 
i. e. using any ray tracing techniques. For this reason, contributions to the estimated field from 
any reflections are not considered. Instead the modelling process combines the effect of 
diffraction and transmission around and through the different aperture areas like walls, 
wooden doors and window sections. Although from the obtained measured and simulated 
results there was no obvious reason why any reflection contributions should have been 
considered, since simulations results were in close agreement with measurements even for 
highly reflected environments, still, consideration of any reflection effects might produce 
even more accurate results. However, it is difficult to estimate what would be the exact effect 
of any reflection contributions if the constitutive parameters of the aperture areas of interest 
were not measured exactly at the frequency of operation and moisture conditions. As has been 
shown in chapter 2, an increase in permittivity and loss tangent is a common trend for 
materials that have absorbed moisture, which means that these materials become lossier. Also 
the same materials may exhibit several resonances and associated permittivity changes over 
wide frequency ranges. Results presented in chapter 6 indicated the effect on the overall 
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estimated signal, when different permittivity and loss tangent values were considered for the 
same material since these parameters could vary for different chemical compositions. 
This thesis has tried to investigate outdoor to indoor propagation, using a different approach 
to the ones used by other outdoor to indoor empirical, semi empirical or statistical models, 
which have been tested with measurements. Most of the existing models described in chapter 
5, aim to simulate outdoor to indoor propagation by considering a reference signal at a 
specific point outside the building of interest and then consider an empirically measured or 
normalised loss for the crossed interfaces. Some of these models have also tried to incorporate 
some parameters to accommodate extra losses due to the angle of incidence. None of these 
models considered the overall contributing effect of the involved building interface areas, 
since contributions will come from everywhere on the interface. Instead most of these models 
were formulated based on a single ray approach. This work examined the accuracy of 
obtained results when incorporating in the formulation the effect of aperture diffraction and 
transmission. To achieve this, two transmission models were suggested in chapter 3, one for 
single layer apertures and another one for a triple layer case. The single layer approach can be 
used for single layer walls, single pane window glass and single layer doors. The triple layer 
model was developed specifically for the case of double glazed windows since this aperture 
type is used frequently during building construction. This model can be also used in cases 
where there are two brick or other material layers with an air gap in the middle. The purpose 
of this thesis was not to develop transmission models that will cover every possible layer 
number case since this kind of formulation exists for calculating the transmission loss through 
radar radome as shown in chapter 3. The main reason why the existing models were not used, 
was due to the fact that after comparing their performance with the performance of the single 
reflection contribution models of chapter 3, versus the measured transmission loss for 
different building materials, it was found that the latter were more accurate. The difference 
found when comparing these models was possibly due to the effect of the non-homogeneous 
nature of the building materials. Since building materials might not be homogeneous, multiple 
contributions coming from the material layers might not add up correctly. This is one area 
were the proposed modelling approach might benefit from future research. This includes 
development integration and verification of transmission models that would describe 
inhomogeneous materials. Nevertheless, results obtained from the different exarnmed cases 
and scenarios, i. e. for a receiver position in the first room next to the external wall and further 
into the building, have shown that the proposed modelling approach could be flexible and 
accurate as long the correct information is available. This information includes the geometry 
of the building including any metal or other obstructions within the room and the availability 
of reliable constitutive parameters. 
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The comparison between the recorded results from the measurement campaign and the 
obtained results from the proposed modelling approach suggest that the proposed models can 
be used to estimate deterministically the received field inside a building for outdoor to indoor 
propagation when all the necessary information are available. This was found to be true also 
in complex situations where the predicted field accuracy would depend only on the amount of 
information available. 
Summarising, the possible improvements/further work to the existing proposed modelling 
approach and models are the following: 
0 Integration of the reflection by maybe considering only major contributions. 
0 Investigation of the non-homogeneous nature of involved building material 
interfaces and development of non-homogeneous transmission models for the 
relevant material. 
0 Investigation of the transmission losses that occur due to scattering as a function of 
increasing frequency for non-smooth aperture areas. 
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Appendix I 
Matlab Functions 
%Main 
clear all; 
%--- globals 
global freq c lambda k d1perp d2 x1 y1perp x3 y3 er tand thickness 
t-airgap; 
%--- constants 
c=3e8; 
dO=l; %Reference distance 
nf=O; %Number of floors nf should not be used in this case so =0 
G=O; %OdB for micro cells and for our case 
v=0.284; 
gm=0.588; 
nt=0.187; 
%--- load parameters saved in file 
loadparam; 
% frequency dependet constants: 
lambda=c. /freq; 
k=2. *Pi. /lambda; 
% Position of walls 
W=[Wxl, Wyl, Wh; Wx2, Wy2, Whl; 
%Internal distance of Rx to window 
dinternal=d2; 
%--- open VCE data 
[Tx, Rx, M]=openvcedata; 
%--- Calculating relative distance of Tx between samples. 
dm=sqrt((Tx(:, I)-Tx(l, l)). ^2+... 
(Tx(:, 2)-Tx(1,2)). ^2+(Tx(:, 3)-Tx(1,3)). ^2); 
prompt={, Minimum distance: ', 'maximum distance: '}; 
def={num2str(min(dm)), num2str(max(dm))); 
dlgTitle='Input run length'; 
answer=inputdlg(prompt, dlgTitle, l, def); 
%finding the index to dm for the specific part of data we want to 
plot 
indexdm=find(dm>=str2num(answer{l))&dm<=str2num(answer{2})); 
M=M(indexdm); Tx=Tx(indexdm,: ); 
%--- calculate distances 
dx=Tx(:, l)-Tx(l, l); dy=Tx(:, 2)-Tx(1,2); dz=Tx(:, 3)-Tx(1,3); 
AA dm=sqrt(dx. ^2+dy. 2+dz. 2); 
% normalise starting point 
dm=dm-min(dm); 
%--- Calculate angle of incidence thita , but only 
for the shortest 
distance between 
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[thita, P]=anginc(Tx, Rx, W); 
%Rx and Tx. Returns also point of Incidence P, xyz coordinates) 
%--- coordinates of Rx and Tx including antenna heights 
Xtx=Tx(:, l); Xrx=Rx(l, l); 
Ytx=Tx(:, 2); Yrx=Rx(1,2); 
Ztx=Tx(:, 3); Zrx=Rx(1,3); 
%--- coordinates for shortest point of incidence on external wall 
Px=P(:, l); Py=P(:, 2); Pz=P(:, 3); 
%--- Calculating 
% Rx antennas 
xs=Xtx-Xrx; %Tx x 
ys=Ytx-Yrx; 
zs=Ztx-Zrx; 
ds=sqrt(xs. ^2+ys 
direct shortest distance between Tx and 
in cartesian coordinate system. 
position - Rx x position , etc 
^2+zs. ^2); 
%--- load relevant city 
if strcmp(location{l), 'Guildford'), guildforddist; 
elseif strcmp(locationfl}, 'Bristol'), bristoldist; 
elseif strcmp(location{l), 'Bradford'), bradforddist; 
else 
disp('Error, no location was found! '); 
disp('Please check spelling: Guildford, Bristol, Bradford'); 
end; 
%--- calculate angle of incidence between Tx and trajected Rx antenna 
angletr=(dtxt. /drxt); % 
angletrl=asin(angletr); % 
angletr2=(pi. /2-angletrl); % 
wind-case=questdlg('Type internal wall? ', 'question',... 
'Single layer', 'Three layer', 'Three layer'); 
switch wind-case, 
case 'Three layer', 
dBloss=double-alaze-case(freq); 
[dBloss-angle, E9divEl_complexl=double-glaze_case_anglel(freq, angletr2 
case 'Single layer,, 
[dBloss, E5divElcomplexl=single-window-layer_case(freq); 
[dBloss_angle, E5divEl_complexl=single_window-layer_case_anglel(freq, a 
ngletr2); 
end 
ch-dist=questdlg('change which distance? ' .... 
'question', 'd1', 'yI', 'dI'); 
switch ch-dist; 
case lyll, 
prompt=(IYI -> maximum yl distance: ',... 
'Yl-> minumum yl distance: ', 'Yl -> Step', 'Dl'); 
def={num2str(Ytx(l)), 'O', 'I', '6.5'); 
dlgTitle='Input YI length and Dl'; 
val=str2num (char (inputdlg (prompt, dlgTitle, 1, def) 
if val (1) >val (2) , tmp=val (2) ; val (2) =val (1) ; val (1) =tmp; 
Ylperp=val(1): val(3): val(2); 
if Ylperp(end)-=val(2), Y1perp(end+I)=val(2); end; 
perpsz=length(Ylperp); 
D1perp=val(4). *ones(1, perpsz); 
end; 
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simstepsize=val(3); Dist=Ylperp; 
case 'dl' , 
prompt=('Dl -> maximum Perpendicular distance: ',... 
'Dl-> minumum Perpendicular distance: ', ID1 -> Step', def=fnum2str(Ytx(l)), 11.5l, '0.5', '-1.951); 
dlgTitle='Input D1 perpendicular'; 
val=str2num(char(inputdlg(prompt, dlgTitle, l, def))); 
if val(l)>val(2), tmp=val(2); val(2)=val(l); val(l)=tmpý 
D1perp=val(1): val(3): val(2); 
if Dlperp(end)-=val(2), Dlperp(end+l)=val(2); end; 
perpsz=length(Dlperp); 
Y1perp=val(4). *ones(1, perpsz); 
simstepsize=val(3); Dist=Dlperp; 
end; 
loss-dB=zeros(l, perpsz); 
loss-lin-complex=loss-dB; 
Compute integration 
'Yl'}; 
end; 
intfunction=questdlg('Type of external wall section? ', 'question, 
'intsinlayer', ' inttrilayer 1,1 inttrilayer '); 
h= waitbar(O, 'Please 
for ptr=1: 1: perpsz, 
waitbar(ptr/perpsz); 
dlperp=Dlperp(ptr); 
tic; 
wait I); 
ylperp=Ylperp(ptr); 
result=dblquad(intfunction, xll, x22, y2l, y22, 'quad8'); 
%--- calculate computing time 
time=toc; 
if time >60, disp(['Time to complete: 
, num2str(floor(time/60)), 'min : ', num2str(rem(time, 60)), 'sec']); 
else disp(['Time to complete: ', num2str(time), 'sec']); 
end 
%--- 
Ecomplex=result. *j. *((diperp+d2). /(lambda. *dlperp. *d2)+((x3- 
x1) . ^2+ (y3-ylperp) . ^2) ./ (2. * (dlperp+d2) . *lambda. *d1perp. *d2) loss-dB(ptr)=20. *loglO(abs(Ecomplex)); 
loss-lin_complex(ptr)=Ecomplex; 
end; 
close(h); 
% save results 
[fname, pname]=uiputfile(Ic: \thesis\modelling\PhD-Results\*. mat', 'Save 
simulations'); 
save([pname, fname], Iloss-lin_complex', 'Distl, 'dml, 'M', 'ch_distl,... 
'n', 'drxt', 'dinternal', 'dO', 'Dlperp', 'Ylperp',... 
'location', 'Tx', 'lambda', 'simstepsize', 'freq',... 
'angletr', 'dBloss-angle', 'Lwi2', 'a', 'nw2'); 
* ***** ** *** * **** *** ***** ****** *** ********* **** ************************** ** * 
% Function loadparam. m 
% This script loads the parameters from a text file 
if isunix, 
[fname, pnamel=uigetfile([,. /PhD - 
Results/', '*. txt'],... 
'Load parameter file'); 
else 
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[fname, pnamel=uigetfile(['. \PhD - 
Results\', '*. txt'],... 
'Load parameter file'); 
end; 
(location freq n Lwe2 a dtrees nw2 Lwi2 Wx1 Wyl Wx2 Wy2 Wh xI ... y2l y22 x22 x1l d2 x3 y3 er tand thickness t-airgap int-walls]= 
textread([pname, fname],... 
, %S %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f 
%f %f %f %f',... 
l, 'commentstyle', 'matlab'); 
% Function openvcedata-m 
function [Txpos, Rxpos, Pl=openvcedata; 
% Open VCE data and output values 
datapath='G: \MobileVCEdatal; 
[fname, pnamel=uigetfile([datapath, 'PL_S*. mat'l, 'Load VCE data, ); 
load([pname, fnamel); 
Txpos=[VCE-DATA. x, VCE-DATA. y, VCE_DATA. height]; 
ch=input('Which channel do you need? [1,2 6] '); 
if ch==2 
VCE_SETUP. rx(2). x=-3; 
end 
Rxpos=[VCE_SETUP. rx(ch). x.... 
VCE_SETUP. rx(ch). y, VCE_SETUP. rx(ch). height]; 
floor=VCE_SETUP. rx(ch). floor; 
floorheight=VCE_SETUP. bldng. fl-ht; 
Rxpos(1,3)=floor. *floorheight+Rxpos(1,3); 
eval(['P=VCE_DATA. ch', num2str(ch),,;, ]); 
P=20. *loglO(abs(P)); 
********************************************************************* 
%Function anginc. m 
function [alpha, Pl=anginc(Tx, Rx, W); 
% Calculate angle of incidence between two 
% points (Tx and Rx) and a wall (W) 
% The format of the input are: 
% Tx=[x, y, z]; Rx=[x, y, z]; W=[xO, yO, zO; xl, yl, zl]; 
% The output alpha is in rad and P is the point of incidence 
% Calculate point of incidence P 
% ------------------------------------------------------------ 
src-x=Tx(:, l); src_y=Tx(:, 2); 
dst-x=Rx(l, l); dst_y=Rx(1,2); 
x1=W(1,1); x2=W(2,1); yl=W(1,2); y2=W(2,2); 
% Find where wall and rays cross each others 
den=(src_y-dst_y). *(xl-x2)-(yl-y2). *(src_x-dst_x); 
warning off; 
x-cross= (-yl. *x2+xl. *y2) (src-x-dst_x) . /den) - 
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((-src_y. *dst 
- x+src-x. 
*dst-y). /den). *(xl-x2); 
y-cross=(-yl. *x2+xl. *y2). *((src-y-dst-y). /den)-... 
((-src_y. *dst-x+src-x. *dst-y). /den). *(yl-y2); 
warning on; 
P=[x-cross, y_cross]; 
% Calculate 3rd coordinate 
% distance and heigths between Tx and Rx 
d=sqrt((Rx(l, l)-Tx(:, l)). ^2+(Rx(1,2)-Tx(:, 2)). ^2); 
h=Rx(1,3)-Tx(:, 3); 
% distance between Tx and Wall 
dp=sqrt((P(l, l)-Tx(:, I)). ^2+(P(1,2)-Tx(:, 2)). ^2); 
% Heigts between floor and point P 
H=Tx(:, 3)+dp. *h. /d; 
P=[P, H]; 
% Calculate the angle of incidence between Tx and the wall respect 
% to the normal of the wall 
% First put P at the origin (normalisation! ) 
Tx=Tx-P; 
P2=[W(2,1)-P(:, l), W(2,2)-P(:, 2), H]; 
% calculate angle of incidence (which is equal to the angle 
% difference between the two new vector Tx and P2) 
% pi/2 is subtracted to take into account the normal to the wall 
for ptr=1: 1: length(Tx), 
tx=Tx (ptr, :); 
p2=P2(ptr,: ); 
alpha(ptr, l)=pi. /2- 
acos (dot (tx, p2) (sqrt (dot (tx, tx) sqrt (dot (p2, p2) 
end. 
% Function guildforddist. m 
% script for GUILDFORD distances 
%coordinates 
wall 
Prxtx=Wxl; 
Prxty=Yrx; 
Prxtz=Zrx; 
%coordinates 
wall 
Ptxtx=Wxl; 
Ptxty=Yrx; 
Ptxtz=Ztx; 
for trajected Rx antenna incidence point on external 
for trajected Tx antenna incidence point on externall 
%Calculating distance between trajected Rx point on wall and shortest 
point of incidence on wall 
xtp=Prxtx-Px; 
ytp=Prxty-Py; 
ztp=Prxtz-Pz; 
dtp=sqrt(xtp. ^2+ytp. ^2+ztp. ^2); 
%Calculating distance between 
point Pt on the external wall 
xrxt=Xtx-Prxtx; 
yrxt=Ytx-Prxty; 
zrxt=Ztx-Prxtz; 
Tx and trajected Rx antenna incidence 
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drxt=sqrt(xrxt. ^2+yrxt. ^2+zrxt. ^2); 
%calculating distance between Tx and trajected Tx antenna incidence 
point Pt on the external wall 
xtxt=Xtx-Ptxtx; 
ytxt=ytx-ptxty; 
ztxt=Ztx-Ptxtz; 
dtxt=sqrt(xtxt. ^2+ytxt. ^2+ztxt. ^2); 
************************************************************************** 
% Function bristoldist. m 
% script for BRISTOL distances 
%coordinates and calculation for trajected Rx antenna incidence point 
on external wall 
%having az coordinate always the same as z of Rx on that position 
Wl=[Wxl, Wyll; 
W2=[Wx2, Wy2l; 
Rxnew=[Xrx, Yrx]; 
Wlnew=Wl-Wl; 
W2new=W2-Wl; 
Rxnewl=Rxnew-Wl; 
Prx=(W2new*Rxnewl. 1). /(W2new*W2new. '). *W2new; 
Prxnew=Prx+Wl; 
Pnewl=[Prxnew, Zrx]; 
%Calculating distance between Tx and trajected Rx antenna incidence 
point Pt on the external wall 
xrxt=Xtx-Pnewl(l, l); 
yrxt=Ytx-Pnewl(1,2); 
zrxt=Ztx-Pnewl(1,3); 
drxt=sqrt(xrxt. ^2+yrxt. ^2+zrxt. ^2); 
%calculating distance between Tx and trajected Tx antenna incidence 
point Pt on the external wall 
xtxt=Xtx-Pnewl(l, l); 
ytxt=Ytx-Pnewl(1,2); 
ztxt=Ztx-Pnewl(1,3); 
dtxt=sqrt(xtxt. ^2+ytxt. ^2+ztxt. ^2); 
% Function bradforddist. m 
% script for BRADFORD distances 
%Calculating Bradford relevant distances 
%coordinates for trajected Rx antenna incidence point on external 
wall 
Prxtx=Xrx; 
Prxty=Wyl; 
Prxtz=Zrx; 
%coordinates for trajected Tx antenna incidence point on externall 
wall 
Ptxtx=Xrx; 
Ptxty=Wyl; 
Ptxtz=Ztx; 
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%Calculating distance between trajected Rx point on wall and shortest 
point of incidence on wall 
xtp=Prxtx-Px; 
Ytp=Prxty-Py; 
ztp=Prxtz-Pz; 
dtp=sqrt(xtp. ^2+ytp. ^2+ztp. ^2); 
%Calculating distance between Tx and trajected Rx antenna incidence 
point Pt on the external wall 
xrxt=Xtx-Prxtx; 
yrxt=Ytx-Prxty; 
zrxt=Ztx-Prxtz; 
drxt=sqrt(xrxt. ^2+yrxt. ^2+zrxt. ^2); 
%calculating distance between Tx and trajected Tx antenna incidence 
point Pt on the external wall 
xtxt=Xtx-Ptxtx; 
ytxt=Ytx-Ptxty; 
ztxt=Ztx-Ptxtz; 
dtxt=sqrt(xtxt. ^2+ytxt. ^2+ztxt. ^2); 
*************************************************************************** 
%Function intsinlayer. m 
function out=integrnd(xd, yd) 
global freq c lambda k d1perp d2 x1 y1perp x3 y3 er tand thickness; 
gammal=2. *pi. *freq. /c; 
xm=(dlperp. *x3+d2. *xl). /(dlperp+d2); 
ym=(dlperp. *y3+d2. *ylperp). /(dlperp+d2); 
ro=dlperp. *d2. /(dlperp+d2); 
out=((4. /((l+377. /(377. *(sqrt(er. *(1-j. *tand)-(1- 
(dlperp. /(dlperp+(xd-xl). /(2. *dlperp)+(yd- 
ylperp). ^2. /(dlperp))). ^2))). / ... 
(er. * (1-i . *tand) .* (dlperp. / (dlperp+ (xd-xl) . ^2. / (dlperp) + (yd- 
ylperp). ^2. /(2. *dlperp)))))). * ... 
(1+(377. *(sqrt(er. *(1-j. *tand)-(1-(dlperp. /(dlperp+(xd- 
xl) . ^2. / (2. *dlperp) + (yd-ylperp) ./ (2. *dlperp) ))))). /... 
(er. * (1-i . *tand) .* (dlperp. 
/ (dlperp+ (xd-xl) . ^2. / (2. *dlperp) + (yd- 
ylperp). /(2. *dlperp))))). /377). * ... 
exp(j. *thickness. *(gammal. * ... 
sqrt(er. *(1-j. *tand)-(1-(dlperp. /(dlperp+(xd-xl). /(dlperp)+(yd- 
ylperp). ^2. /(2. *dlperp))). ^2))-gammal))+... 
(1-377. / (377. * (sqrt (er. * (1-j. *tand) - (1- (dlperp. / (dlperp+ (xd- 
xl) . 
^2. / (dlperp) + (yd-ylperp) ./ 
(2. *dlperp) ))))). /... 
(er. *(1-j. *tand). *(dlperp. /(dlperp+(xd-xl). ^2. /(2. *dlperp)+(yd- 
ylperp). /(2. *dlperp)))))). * ... 
(1- (377. * (sqrt (er. * (1-i . *tand) - (1- 
(dlperp. / (dlperp+ (xd- 
xl) ./ (2. * 
dlperp) + (yd-ylperp) .^2. / (2. * 
dlperp) )). ^ 2) )). /... 
(er. * (1 -i. * tand) .* (dlperp. 
/ (dlperp+ (xd-xl) .^2. / (2. * dlperp) + (yd- 
ylperp). ^2. /(2. *dlperp))))). /377). * ... 
exp(-j. *thickness. *(gammal. * ... 
s qr t (er. * (1 -j. * tand) - (1 - (dlperp -/ (dlperp+ 
(xd- xl) .^2. / (2. * 
dlperp) + (yd- 
ylperp). /(dlperp))). ^2))+gammal)))). * ... 
(0.5. *( (dlperp -/ (dlperp+ 
(xd-xl) ./ (2. *dlperp) + 
(yd- 
ylperp). ^2. /(2. *dlperp)))+... 
(d2. / (d2 + (xd-x3) ./ 
(2. * d2) + (yd-y3) 2. / (d2) 
exp (-i . *k. 
*( (xd-xm) . ^2+ 
(yd-ym) . ^2) ./ 
(2. *ro) 
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*************************************************************************** 
%Function inttrilayer. m 
function out=integrnd(xd, yd) 
global freq c lambda k d1perp d2 x1 y1perp x3 y3 er tand thickness 
t-airgap; 
gammal=2. *pi. *freq. /c; 
xm=(dlperp. *x3+d2. *xl). /(dlperp+d2); 
ym=(dlperp. *y3+d2. *ylperp). /(dlperp+d2); 
ro=dlperp. *d2. /(dlperp+d2); 
out= (16. /( (l+ (377. * (sqrt (er. * (1-j . *tand) - (1- (dlperp. / (dlperp+ (xd- 
xl). A2. /(2. *dlperp)+(yd-ylperp). ^2. /(2. *dlperp))). ^2))). / ... (er. * (1-j . *tand) .* (dlperp. / (dlperp+ (xd-xl) . ", 2. / (dlperp) + (yd- 
ylperp). ^2. /(2. *dlperp))))). /377). * ... 
(l+377. / (377 -* (sqrt (er. * (1-j . *tand) - (1- (dlperp. / (dlperp+ (xd- 
xl) .^2. / (dlperp) + (yd-ylperp) .^2. / (2. * dlperp) )). ^ 2) )). /... 
(er. *(1-j. *tand). *(dlperp. /(dlperp+(xd-xl). ^2. /(2. *dlperp)+(yd- 
ylperp). /(2. *dlperp)))))). ^2. * ... 
exp(j. *2. *thickness. *(gammal. * ... 
sqrt (er. * (1-j. *tand) - (1- (dlperp. / (dlperp+ (xd-xl) . ^2. / (dlperp) + (yd- 
ylperp). ^2. /(2. *dlperp))). ^2))-gammal))+... 
(1- (377. * (sqrt (er. * (1-j . *tand) - (1- (dlperp. / (dlperp+ (xd- 
xl) ./ (2. *dlperp) + (yd-ylperp) . ^2. / (2. *dlperp) )). ^2) )). /... 
(er. * (1-i . *tand) .* (dlperp. / (dlperp+ (xd-xl) . ^2. / (2. *dlperp) + (yd- 
ylperp). ^2. /(2. *dlperp))))). ^2. /(377. ^2)). * ... 
(1-3 77. ^2. / (3 77. * (sqrt (er. * (1-j . *tand) - (1- (dlperp. / (dlperp+ (xd- 
xl). ^2. /(2. *dlperp)+(yd-ylperp). /(2. *dlperp)))))). / ... 
(er. * (1-j . *tand) .* (dlperp. / (dlperp+ (xd-xl) . ^2. / (2. *dlperp) + (yd- 
ylperp). ^2. /(2. *dlperp)))))). *... 
(2. *exp(-j. *2. *thickness. *gammal)+... 
exp(j. *2. *(thickness. *(gammal. * ... 
sqrt(er. *(1-j. *tand)-(1-(dlperp. /(dlperp+(xd- 
xl) . ^2. / (2. *dlperp) + 
(yd-ylperp) ./ (2. *dlperp) ^2) ) -gammal) ... 
-t-airgap. *gammal))+... 
exp(-j. *2. *(thickness. *(gammal. * ... 
sqrt(er. *(1-j. *tand)-(1-(dlperp. /(dlperp+(xd- 
xl) . ^2. / (2. *dlperp) + 
(yd-ylperp) ./ (2. *dlperp) ^2) ) +gammal) ... 
+t-airgap. *gammal)))+... 
(1 - (3 7 7. * (sqrt (er. * (1 -j. * tand) - (1 - (dlperp. / (dlperp+ (xd- 
xl) .^2. / (2. * 
dlperp) + (yd-ylperp) .^2. / (2. * 
dlperp) )). ^ 2) )). /... 
(er. * (1-j. *tand) .*( (dlperp+ 
(xd-xl) ./ (2. *dlperp) + 
(yd- 
ylperp). ^2. /(2. *dlperp))))). /377). * ... 
(1 +377. / (3 7 7. * (sqrt (er. * (1 -j. * tand) - (1 - (dlperp. / (dlperp+ (xd- 
xl) .A2. / (2. * 
dlperp) + (yd-ylperp) .^2. / (2. * 
dlperp) )). ^ 2) )). /... 
(er. * (1-i. *tand) .* 
(dlperp. / (dlperp+ (xd-xl) . ^2. 
/ (2. *dlperp) + (yd- 
ylperp). ^2. /(2. *dlperp)))))). * ... 
exp(-j. *(thickness+t-airgap))+... 
(1 - (3 7 7. * (s qr t (er. * (1 -i. * tand) - 
(1 - (dlperp -/ (dlperp+ 
(xd- 
xl) ./ (2. * 
dlperp) + (yd-ylperp) .^2. 
/ (2. * dlperp) )). ^ 2) )). /... 
(er. * (1 -i. * tand) .* (dlperp ./ 
(dlperp+ (xd-xl) -^2. / (2. * 
dlperp) + (yd- 
ylperp). ^2. /(2. *dlperp))))). /377). * ... 
(1-377 ./ (377. 
* (sqrt (er. * (1-i. *tand) - (1- (dlperp. / (dlperp+ (xd- 
xl). /(2. *dlperp)+(yd-ylperp). ^2. /(2. *dlperp))). 
^2))). / ... 
(er. * (1-i. *tand) .* 
(diperp. / (dlperp+ (xd-xl) . ^2. / 
(2. *dlperp) + (yd- 
ylperp). ^2. /(2. *dlperp)))))). * ... 
exp(-j. *2. *thickness. *(gammal. * ... 
sqrt (er .* (1 -i. 
* tand) - (1 - (dlperp. / (dlperp+ (xd- 
xl) . ^2. 
/ (2. *dlperp) + (yd-ylperp) . ^2. 
/ (2. *dlperp) )) . ^2)) +gammal) 
) +. .. 
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(1+(377. *(sqrt(er. *(1-j. *tand)-(1-(dlperp. /(dlperp+(xd- 
xl) .^2. / (2. * dlperp) + (yd-ylperp) .^2. / (2 -* dlperp) ))-^ 2) )). /... (er. *(1-j. *tand). *(dlperp. /(dlperp+(xd-xl). ^2. /(2. *dlperp)+(yd- 
ylperp). ^2. /(2. *dlperp))))). /377). ^2. * ... (1-377. /(377. *(sqrt(er. *(1-j. *tand)-(1-(dlperp. /(dlperp+(xd- 
xl) .^2. / (2. * dlperp) + (yd-ylperp) .^2. / (2. * dlperp) ))-^ 2) )). /... 
(er. * (1-j . *tand) .* (dlperp. / (dlperp+ (xd-xl) . ^2. / (2. *dlperp) +(yd- 
ylperp). ^2. /(2. *dlperp)))))). ^2. * ... 
exp(-j. *2. *gammal. *(thickness+t 
- airgap)))). 
* ... (0.5. *((dlperp. /(dlperp+(xd-xl). ^2. /(2. *dlperp)+(yd- 
ylperp). ^2. /(2. *dlperp)))+... 
(d2. / (d2 + (xd-x3 ). ^2. / (2. * d2) + (yd-y3) 2. / (2. * d2) 
exp(-j. *k. *((xd-xm). ^2+(yd-ym). ^2). /(2. *ro)); 
%Function analyse-sim. m 
clear all; 
prompt={'How many file to load:, }; 
def=('l'}; 
dlgTitle='Input number of files'; 
nf iles=str2num (char (inputdlg (prompt, dlgTitle, 1, def) 
LOSS=O; Pname='e: \test\dat\'; 
for NF=1: 1: nfiles, 
[Fname, Pnamel=uigetfile([Pname, 
load([Pname, Fname]); 
LOSS=LOSS+loss_lin_complex; 
end; 
loss=20. *loglO(abs(LOSS)); 
loss-lin-complex=LOSS; 
'*. mat'l, 'Load simulations'); 
%--- Calculating local mean of measurements 
%Calculating the stepsize from Tx's 3D position: 
steps ize=sqrt( (Tx(1,1) -Tx(2,1) ) . ^2+(Tx(1,2) -Tx(2,2) ) . ^2+(Tx(1,3) - 
Tx(2,3)). ^2); 
%Calculating the taps of the filter: 
taps=ceil(lambda. *40. /stepsize); 
[lm-meas, lmindll=runmean(M, taps); 
[lm_sim, lmind2l=runmean(loss, taps); 
M=M (1mindl) ; 
dm-meas=dm(lmindl); 
loss=loss(lmind2); 
%Formulation of outdoor to indoor diffraction model(TD model) 
FSL-diff-path=10. *n. *loglO((drxt(lmindl)+dinternal). /dO); 
%FSL-di ff 
_path= 
interpl (dirL-meas, FSL-di f f-path, dm-s im, 'cubic 
Ldiffl=-(FSL-diff-path-loss); 
Ldiffsim=-(FSL-diff-path-lm-sim); 
%Implementing original COST231 models (final) 
Ldrxt=10. *n. *loglO(drxt(lmindl). /dO); 
Lnew=-(10. *loglO(lambda. ^2/((4. *pi). ^2. *dO. ^2))+32.4+... 
20. *logIO(freq. /le9)+20. *loglO(drxt(lmindl)+dinternal)+... 
7+20. *(l-angletr(lmindl)). ^2+0+... 
a. *(dinternal-2). *(l-angletr(lmindl)). ^2); 
Lnewmodl=-(10. *loglO(lambda. ^2/((4. *pi). ^2. *dO. ^2))+... 
32.4+20. *loglO(freq. /le9)+20. *loglO(drxt(lmindl)+dinternal)+... 
dBloss-angle(lmindl)+nw2. *Lwi2+... 
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a. *(dinternal-2). *(l-angletr(lmindl)). ^2); 
% Mean and Standard deviation 
model-measurements-diffrence=Ldiffsim-lm 
- meas; Model-standard-deviation-dB=std(model-measurements 
- 
diffrence) 
Model-mean_dB=mean(model-measurements-diffrence) 
cost231 - measurements - 
diffrence=Lnew-lm 
- meas; COST231-standard_deviation-dB=std(cost231 
- measurements - 
diffrence) 
COST231-mean-dB=mean(cost231-measurements-diffrence) 
f igure; 
plot(dm. meas, lm-meas, 'r', dm-meas, Ldiffsim, 'g-. I, dm. meas, Lnew, lk: '); 
title(IReceived Signal Vs TD and COST231 models', 'FontSize', 16); 
xlabel('Transmitter Run (m)', 'FontSize', 16); 
ylabel('Received signal (dBm)', 'FontSize', 16); 
grid on; 
legend('Measurements', 'TD', ICOST2311,2); 
********************************************************************* 
%Function runmean. m 
function [fsig, ind]=runmean(sig, windsz); 
% RUNMEAN Running local mean 
% [FSIG, INDI=RUNMEAN(SIG, WINDSZ) calculates the running local mean 
of 
% SIG using the given window size WINDSZ. 
% The transient is calculated and discarded from the output FSIG 
% IND represent the pointer to the input data. 
% filter signal 
fsig=filter((I/windsz). *ones(windsz, l), I, sig); 
% get rid of transient 
ind=windsz: l: length(sig); 
fsig=fsig(ind,: ); 
if rem(windsz, 2)==l, 
ind=(windsz+l)/2: 1: (length(sig)-(windsz-l)/2); 
elseif rem(windsz, 2)==O, 
ind=(windsz)/2: 1: (length(sig)-(windsz)/2); 
end; 
********************************************************************* 
%Function single_layer_case. m 
function [dBloss, E5divElcomplex]=single-layer-case(f) 
%Calculating the ratio between the transmitted field and the incident 
field for normal incidence 
global er tand thickness ; 
lglass=thickness; %lglass=input('thickness of glass in meter: 
er2=er; %er2=input('Relative dielectric constant of glass: 
tandelta=tand; %tandelta=input('loss tangent: 1); 
%constants 
eo=8.854e-12; 
%Forrftulation 
e2=er2. *eo; 
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betal=2. *pi. *f. /3e8; 
beta2=betal. *sqrt(er2. *(l-j. *tandelta)); 
zl=377; 
z2=377. *sqrt(er2. *(l-j. *tandelta)). /(er2. *(l-j. *tandelta)); 
expl=exp(j. *lglass. *(beta2-betal)); 
exp2=exp(-j. *lglass. *(betal+beta2)); 
E5divElcomplex=(4. /((l+zl. /z2). *(l+z2. /zl). *expl+(l-zl. /z2). *(l- 
z2. /zl). *exp2)); 
E5divEl=abs(E5divElcomplex); 
%Function double-glazed_case. m 
dBloss=-20. *log1O(E5divE1); 
function dBloss=double_glaze_case(f); 
%Calculating the ratio between the transmitted field and the incident 
field for normal incidence and a single reflection within each layer 
global er tand thickness t-airgap; 
lglass=thickness; %lglass=input('thickness of one layer of glass in 
meter: '); 
tairgap=t-airgap; %tairgap=input('airgap of the double glaze unit in 
meter: '); 
er2=er; %er2=input('Relative dielectric constant of glass: 
tandelta=tand; %tandelta=input('loss tangent: '); 
%constants 
eo=8.854e-12; 
erl=l; %free space 
%Formulation 
el=erl. *eo; 
e2=er2. *eo; 
betal=2. *Pi. *f. /3e8; 
beta2=betal. *sqrt(er2. *(I-j. *tandelta)); 
zl=377; 
z2=377. *sqrt(er2. *(l-j. *tandelta)). /(er2. *(l-j. *tandelta)); 
expl=exp(2. *j. *(beta2-betal). *(lglass)); 
exp2=exp(-2. *j. *lglass. *betal); 
exp3=exp (2. *j .* (1glass. 
* (beta2-betal) -tairgap. *betal) 
exp4=exp (-2. *j .* 
(1glass. * (betal+beta2) +tairgap. *betal) 
exp5=exp (-2. *j . *betal. 
* (lglass+tairgap) 
exp6=exp(-2. *j. *lglass. *(betal+beta2)); 
exp7=exp(-2. *j. *betal. *(lglass+tairgap)); 
E9divEl=abs(16. /((l+(z2. /zl)). ^2. *(l+(zl. /z2)). ^2. *expl+(l- 
((z2. A2). /(zl. ^2))). *(l-((zl. ^2). /(z2. ^2))). * ... 
(2. *exp2+exp3+exp4)+(l-(z2. /zl)). ^2. *(l+(zl. /z2)) 
A 2. *exp5+(l- 
A 
(z2. /zl)). ^2. *(l-(zl. /z2)). 2. *exp6 ... 
+(l+(z2. /zl)) A 2. *(I-(zl. /z2)). ^2. *exp7)); 
dBloss=-20. *lo9lO(E9divEl); 
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Sample file of Parameter files loaded 
%variables for Guildford scenario CCSR West wall (pathway entrance)-Integrating over %glass door section for Rx2 when changing dI 
%d I max=28. I m, dI rrdn=2.6m, step=0.05m, yI =0 resulting in r2 1. 
Guildford %Location of scenario 
2385e6 %Frequency of operation-f 
2 %Path loss exponent-n 
15 %Penetration loss of external wall-Lwe2 
0.6 %Specific internal attenuation-a 
0 %Distance travelled through trees-dtrees 
0 %Number of internal walls(Path2)-nw2 
0 %Penetration loss in internal wall s(Path2)-Lwi2 
0 %X coordinate for start of external wall-Wx I 
0 %Y coordinate for start of external wall-Wy I 
0 %X coordinate for stop of external wall-Wx2 
46.4 %Y coordinate for stop of external wall-Wy2 
15 %Height of wall of incidence-Wh 
1.5 %Height of Tx with respect to ground-x 1 
-0.6 %Coordinate(displacement) of upper left(-) window comer relative to 
window centre-y2l 
0.6 %Coordinate(displacement) of upper Right(+) window comer relative to 
window centre-y22 
2.6 %Height of upper end of window with respect to ground-x22 
0.83 %Height of lower end of window with respect to ground-x 11 
3 %Projected rectangular Rx distance to centre of window-d2 
2.05 %Height of Rx with respect to ground-O 
0 %Left or Right offset position of Rx relative to window centre-y3 
7.3 %relative dielectric constant of material-er 
200e-4 %tangent loss of material-tand 
4e-3 %thickness of layer-material under investigation (m)-th icknes s 
8e-3 %thickness of air gap if double glazed window-t-airgap 
0 %number of penetrated internal walls-int-walls 
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Appendix 11 
Scenario Origins 
Origin 1 (Guildford) 
------------- 
-------------- ------------- --- ----------- ?, (, \\ 1 ýA 
------------ 
P-4 
............. 
Origin (0,0,0) 
Origin 2 (Bradford) 
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71, Or' 
...... . ...... ------- .......... 
. ....... ..... ... 
....... ... 
.......... 
------------ . ......... MIT- 
7777=, 
3r) rný 
ROOý' Ccr Por 
my, z) 
Origin 3 (Brist0l) 
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Relative permittivity and loss tangent for different building materials [Hip95] 
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